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Abstract
The Arctic region plays an important role in the global climate system through various
feedbacks, involving surface albedo, oceanic deep-water formation, and sea surface
salinity, which can amplify climate variability and change.

We investigate the

exploitation o f data collected by the first Earth-orbiting laser altimeter carried onboard
ICESat over the sea-ice covered regions o f the Arctic Ocean. W e extract parameters
associated with the study o f the polar climate system including the tim e-varying
component o f sea surface topography and sea ice freeboard.

W e assess an existing method for the retrieval o f Arctic sea surface height from
ICESat data. W e present an alternative method for sea surface height retrieval, based
on surface reflectivity and analysis o f param eters associated with the shape o f the
received echo. This method aims to discriminate echoes originating over leads or thin
ice. W e provide the first maps o f Arctic sea surface height as derived from ICESat.
W e examine the accuracy o f our results through comparisons with independent sea
surface height estimates derived from ENVISAT radar altimetry.

W e dem onstrate the use o f sea surface height data for oceanographic and geodetic
applications in the Arctic Ocean. W e derive an ICESat mean sea surface which, when
combined with the recently developed Arctic hybrid geoid model, can be used to
analyse mean dynamic ocean topography.

In addition we investigate the use o f

ICESat sea surface height measurements to map m arine gravity anomalies up to the
limit o f coverage at 86°N.

By combining ICESat surface elevation measurem ents with sea surface height
estimates, we derive sea ice freeboard throughout the Arctic up to 86°N. W e compare
our results to coincident estimates o f sea ice freeboard from ENVISAT. Finally, we
explore the feasibility o f combining satellite laser and radar altimetric measurements
o f sea ice freeboard to measure the depth o f snow loading on sea ice.
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1 The Role of Sea Ice in the Climate System
1.1 Introduction
The main aim o f the work described in this thesis is the exploitation o f data collected
by the first Earth-orbiting satellite laser altimeter over the sea-ice covered regions o f
the Arctic Ocean.

W e analyse altimetric data from N A SA ’s Ice, Cloud and land

Elevation Satellite (ICESat) with the aim o f extracting specific parameters associated
with the study o f the polar climate system. These parameters include the time-varying
component o f sea surface topography and sea ice freeboard. The applications o f this
work include:
i. V alidation of satellite altimetry d a t a : cross-calibration o f satellite laser
altimetry data over sea ice with a complementary observational dataset derived
independently from satellite radar altimetry.
ii. ARCTIC oceanography : analysis o f mean and time-variant dynamic ocean
topography on seasonal and inter-annual time scales.

iii. O cean MODEL

validation :

comparison o f observational data with a

numerical model o f mean dynamic topography.
iv. P olar

g e o d e sy :

exploitation o f satellite altimetry to map gravity anomalies

o f the Arctic Ocean.
v.

P olar C lim atology : measurement o f sea ice freeboard, analysis o f the

distribution o f first-year and m ultiyear sea ice, and studies o f snow loading on
sea ice.
W e begin, in Chapter 1, by first discussing the global climate system, climate change,
and projections for future climate change.

The Earth’s polar regions play an

important role in the global climate system; various feedback systems involving
surface albedo, oceanic deep-water formation, and sea surface salinity can amplify
climate variability and change.

W e investigate the role o f the Arctic in the global

climate system, paying particular attention to the influence o f sea ice on the system.
We outline the characteristics o f sea ice and the techniques available for observing the
ice pack. Finally, we examine current knowledge of, and future projections for, the
state o f Arctic sea ice.
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1.2 The Global Climate System
1.2.1 Components of the Global Climate System
The Earth’s climate system consists o f the following components: (i) atmosphere, (ii)
hydrosphere, (iii) cryosphere, (iv) biosphere, and (v) geosphere. These components
interact through complex physical, chemical and biological processes on wide spatial
and temporal scales, and are influenced by external forcing mechanisms, o f which the
Sun is the most significant [Baede et al., 2001]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the climate
system and some o f the natural and anthropogenic external forcing factors.

Clouds

Nj.0 * * .
HjO, COj.CH.. H fi. Ov «e.

Changes in the Ocean:
Circulation. Sea Level. ftogeochemWry

ChangM irvon the Land Surtace:
Orography. Land Use. Vegetation. Ecosystems

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the components of the global climate system (bold

boxes). Internal processes and interactions are denoted by thin arrows, while bold
arrows indicate parts of the system that may change. From Baede et al. [2001].

We now describe the five components o f the climate system in more detail.

The atmosphere: processes include atmospheric circulation, radiative transfer,
formation of clouds, evaporation, precipitation, and atmospheric chemical reactions.
The atmosphere responds rapidly to its forcings on a timescale o f the order o f days to
weeks [Peixoto and Oort, 1992].
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The hydrosphere: processes include the transport o f water around the globe, storage
and transport o f heat, storage o f dissolved carbon dioxide, oceanic circulation driven
by wind and density contrasts based on thermal and salinity gradients (the
“thermohaline circulation”), and the exchange o f mass and momentum with the
atmosphere. The ocean responds over a range o f timescales, from weeks to months in
the upper mixed layer, to millennia in the deep ocean [Peixoto and Oort, 1992].

The cryosphere: includes the ice sheets o f Greenland and Antarctica, continental
glaciers and snowfields, sea ice, and permafrost.

The cryosphere influences the

climate system through its high albedo (reflecting incident solar radiation), its role in
the circulation o f oceanic deep water, its role as a potential source o f sea level rise
through variations in the volume o f w ater stored in its ice sheets, and the insulating
effects o f snow and ice cover. The cryosphere responds over timescales o f days or
m onths for sea ice to millennia for ice ages.

The biosphere: life on land and in the ocean plays an important role in the carbon
cycle as well as in the budget o f other gases (e.g. nitrogen and methane) and hence
influences the concentration o f carbon dioxide and other greenhouses gases in the
atmosphere. The biosphere reacts on timescales o f hours to centuries.

The geosphere: includes land surfaces, vegetation and seasonal snow cover.

The

topography o f the land surface influences airflow while vegetation and soils control
the absorption and reflection o f solar energy. Land processes react on a timescale o f
days to centuries.

1.2.2 Global Climate Change
Natural climate variability occurs on all tim e-scales and over a range o f spatial scales.
The climate is controlled by both external forcing factors (solar variability, volcanic
eruptions, etc.) and internal forcing factors (atmospheric composition, cloud cover,
etc.) [Barry and Chorley, 2003]. Superimposed on the natural variability are humaninduced changes (anthropogenic effects) and feedback effects.

Figure 1.2 shows

temperature variations over the last m illennium in the Northern Hemisphere derived
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from annual averages of measurements from multi-proxy datasets (e.g. tree rings, ice
cores, etc.). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports that the
warming of the 20th century is likely (defined as having a 66-90% chance) to be the
largest of the last 1000 years and that the 1990s were in fact the warmest decade in
this period [Folland et a l , 2001] .

Figure 1.2 Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction (blue - tree rings, corals, ice

cores, and historical records) and instrumental data (red) from AD 1000 to 1999.
The forty-year smoothed version of the series (black), and two standard error
limits (gray shaded) are also shown. From Folland et al. [2001], adapted from
Mann et al., 1999.
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Figure 1.3 Annual time-series of global temperature anomalies from 1861 to 2000, relative to

1961 to 1990, combining land-surface air temperature and sea surface
temperature (SST). Unsmoothed averages (red bars), twice their standard errors
(black bars), and a smoothed curve (black curve), which was created using a 21point binomial filter giving near-decadal averages, are shown. From Albritton et
al., [2001].
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Since instrumental records began in 1861, global average surface temperature has
increased by 0.6 ±0.2 °C (Figure 1.3) and 1998 was the warmest year in this period
[Folland et al., 2001]. There has been a corresponding rise in global mean sea level
o f between 1.0 - 2.0 mm y r'1 during the 20th century [Church et al., 2001].

Due to the complex nature o f the climate system, it is difficult to extract
anthropogenic influences from the signal o f natural climate variability. Nevertheless,
there is gathering evidence that human activities, particularly the burning o f fossil
fuels, and the emission o f chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) leading to the depletion o f
ozone in the stratosphere, significantly impact the global climate system [Baede et al.,
2001]. The main result o f these activities is an enhancement o f the greenhouse effect
through increased concentrations o f greenhouse gases and aerosols in the atmosphere.
Figure 1.4 shows that atmospheric concentrations o f greenhouse gases were relatively
constant prior to the industrial revolution (-1750) and that they have increased
significantly since then. A change in the energy available to the atmosphere, due to
changes in forcing factors, is termed radiative forcing o f the global climate system.
The radiative forcing o f these greenhouse gases is also illustrated in Figure 1.4. The
IPCC have investigated the anthropogenic influence on climate change through the
use o f attribution studies1 and report that “m ost o f the observed warming over the last
50 years is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations”
[Mitchell et al., 2001].

1.23 Projections for the Global Climate System
Predicting the future climate system is possible through the use o f sophisticated
coupled atmosphere-ocean global climate models (AOGCM s) [Barry and Chorley,
2003]. These models are based on physical laws that are represented by mathematical
equations which are solved over three-dimensional global grids. Current AOGCM s
typically have a horizontal resolution o f 250 km and a vertical resolution o f 1 km for
the atmospheric component, with a horizontal resolution o f 125 to 250 km and a
vertical resolution o f 200 to 400 m for the oceanic component. Equations are usually
solved over a 30-minute time step [Baede et al., 2001].
1 Attribution studies investigate whether the magnitude of a simulated response to a particular forcing
factor is consistent with the observational data [Mitchell et al., 2001].
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Figure 1.4 Changes in atmospheric composition, (a) Atmospheric concentrations of C 0 2, CH4
and N20 over the past 1,000 years. Ice core and fim data for several sites in
Antarctica and Greenland (shown by different symbols) are supplemented with
the data from direct atmospheric samples over the past few decades (shown by
the line for C 0 2 and incorporated in the curve representing the global average of
CH4). The estimated radiative forcing from these gases is indicated on the right-

hand scale, (b) Sulphate concentration in several Greenland ice cores with the
episodic effects of volcanic eruptions removed (lines) and total S 0 2 emissions
from sources in the US and Europe (crosses) indicated on the right-hand scale.
From Albritton et al. [2001].

Climate change (e.g. changes in temperature, precipitation, sea level rise) can be
projected using various scenarios o f forcing factors (e.g. concentration o f greenhouse
gases and atmospheric aerosols) in the model simulations. Future emissions o f these
forcing factors can be estimated by m aking assumptions about future demographic,
socioeconomic, and technological changes.
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The IPCC developed a set of six primary emissions scenarios, from the Special Report
on Emission Scenarios (“SRES scenarios”), for use in projecting future climate
change.

Under all the IPCC emissions scenarios, globally averaged surface

temperature, sea level, and atmospheric concentrations o f CO2 are projected to
increase throughout this century.

Figure 1.5 illustrates that surface temperature is

projected to increase in the range 1.4 to 5.8 °C by the year 2100. The magnitude of
such changes remain uncertain however due to the limitations of the current
AOGCMs regarding uncertainties in radiative forcing, ocean processes and their
atmospheric coupling, feedback processes, and the relation between regional-scale
and large-scale phenomena, and how these processes are represented in AOGCMs
[Barry and Chorley, 2003]. In order to better understand climate change and reduce
uncertainties in projected climate change, additional observations, modelling and
process studies are required [Moore et al., 2001].
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Figure 1.5 Projected global mean temperature change for the six SRES scenarios using a

simple climate model tuned to seven AOGCMs. For comparison, results for the
IS92a, IS92c, and IS92e scenarios2 are also shown.

The dark blue shading

represents the envelope of the full set of thirty-five SRES scenarios using the
average of the model results while the light blue shading is the envelope based on
two particular model projections (GFDL R15 and DOE PCM). The bars show,
for each of the six illustrative SRES scenarios, the range of simple model results
in 2100 for the seven AOGCM model tunings. From Cubash et al. [2001].

2 The IS92 scenarios are a set o f emissions scenarios used by the IPCC prior to their 2001 report and
are presented in IPCC [1994].
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1.3. The Arctic Climate System
The Arctic consists of the ice-covered Arctic Ocean, about 14 million km in size
[Comiso and Parkinson, 2004], bordered by the landmasses of North America and
Eurasia. Figure 1.6 is a map of the Arctic region. The cryospheric component o f the
Arctic, consisting of ice sheets, glaciers, sea ice, snow cover and permafrost, is the
most prominent feature of the Arctic region [ACIA, 2004]. In terms of the global
climate system, the Arctic is an important component since (i) it acts as an energy
sink for both the ocean and atmosphere [Peixoto and Oort, 1992] and (ii) it provides
an early indicator of global climate change through feedback systems associated with
factors such as the high albedo of snow and ice [Comiso and Parkinson, 2004].
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Figure 1.6 Political map of the Arctic Region (Perry-Castaneda Map Collection3)

3 Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection, Polar Regions and Ocean Maps, University o f Texas
Library, available at: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/polar.html.
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As a result of the permanent ice cover, knowledge of the bathymetric features of the
Arctic Ocean is limited [Laxon and McAdoo, 1994].

Previously classified

bathymetric information pertaining to the Arctic Ocean, gathered during submarine
cruises throughout the region, has recently become available [Cochran et al., 2006].
There has since been an international effort, under the International Bathymetric Chart
of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) project, to construct state-of-the-art bathymetric maps
of the Arctic Ocean. Figure 1.7 illustrates the major topographic and bathymetric
features of the Arctic region.
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1.3.1 Circulation and Structure of the Arctic Ocean
Mean surface circulation in the Arctic Ocean, which has been deduced from the
motion of sea ice drift, buoys, and research stations frozen into the pack ice
[Woodgate et al., 2001], is depicted in Figure 1.8. Circulation in the central Arctic is
mainly wind-driven in the form of an anti-cyclonic gyre, known as the Beaufort Gyre,
and translational motion along the Transpolar Drift current [ Wadhams, 2000].

Figure 1.8 Surface currents of the Arctic Ocean. The most prominent circulation features are

annotated in the diagram as follows: (1) Norwegian Atlantic Current, (2) West
Spitsbergen Current, (3) East Greenland Current, (4) Greenland Gyre, (5) East
Icelandic Current, (6) Transpolar Drift, (7) Beaufort Gyre, (8) Alaskan Coastal
Current, (9) Bering Strait inflow, (10) Irminger Current, and (11) West Greenland
Current. Adapted from ACI A [2004].
An inflow of relatively warm, Atlantic water, estimated by Rudels [1995] to be 5-8 Sv
(1 Sv = 106 m3 s'1), enters the Arctic Ocean via the Barents Sea and Fram Strait, while
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warm Pacific waters enter the Arctic through the Bering Strait, having a much lower
mean transport estimated to be 0.8 Sv [Coachman and Aagaard, 1988]. Through
cooling o f the Atlantic inflow, freshwater flux from river runoff, and the formation
and melting o f sea ice, the Arctic Ocean is stratified into a cool, low-density (low
salinity) surface layer, a relatively warmer intermediate layer, and a denser deep
circulation [Rudels, 1995], Cold water exits the Arctic Ocean primarily through the
Fram Strait and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago [Wadhams, 2000].

The Arctic

waters leaving through the Fram Strait are transported southward via the East
Greenland Current partly as surface outflow into the Labrador Sea, and partly at
depth, through overflows of cold, dense water through the Denmark Strait, and over
the Iceland-Scotland Ridge, into the Atlantic.

Figure 1.9 is a schematic illustrating

the key components of Arctic Ocean circulation.

The dense, deep-water outflow

contributes to the North Atlantic deep water, while the low-salinity upper water
influences the formation of Labrador Sea deep water [Rudels, 1995]. The circulation
of the Arctic Ocean is therefore a key component o f the global thermohaline
circulation, and any changes could have consequences for the global climate system
[.ACIA, 2004].

Figure 1.9 Schematic diagram illustrating Arctic Ocean circulation and water mass structure

in cross-section. From ACIA [2004].

1.3.2 Arctic Climate Change
There is now widespread observational evidence that environmental change is
occurring within the Arctic climate system [ACIA, 2004; Comiso and Parkinson,
2004; Overpeck et al., 2005]. Annual anomalies o f land-surface air temperature in the
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Arctic (above 60°N), relative to the 1961-1990 average, are shown in Figure 1.10.
Average annual temperatures have risen by 2 - 3 °C since the middle of the 20th
century [ACIA, 2004]. Surface temperatures derived from satellite thermal infrared
data provide complete polar coverage. Measurements collected between 1981 and
2003 over the Arctic (above 60°N) show a warming trend of 0.5 °C per decade, with
more significant warming over land than over the sea ice [Comiso and Parkinson,
2004].
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Figure 1.10 Annual anomalies of land-surface air temperature in the Arctic (above 60°N)

calculated relative to the 1961-1990 average. The smoothed curve was created
using a 21-point binomial filter, which approximates a 10-year running mean.
From ACIA [2004].

One result of net surface warming is an extension of the length o f the summer melt
season in the Arctic, which has increased by 5.3 days per decade over sea ice [Smith,
1998]. Studies also suggest thawing permafrost [Osterkamp and Romanovsky, 1999],
thinning ice sheets [Krabill et al., 1999; Zwally et al., 2002], changes to the melt
regions of the Greenland ice sheet [Comiso and Parkinson, 2004], and Arctic surface
water freshening and warming due to melting sea ice [Semiletov et al., 2000], which
are all consistent with large scale warming in the Arctic.

Probably the most striking environmental change in the Arctic is however the
decreasing trend of 3% per decade in sea ice cover, based on satellite passive
microwave observations between 1978 and 1996 [e.g. Parkinson et al., 1999]. A
more recent study by Stroeve et al. [2005] found that September ice extent has
decreased by 7.7% per decade over the measurement period 1979-2004.
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W hile consensus is growing that these changes in the Arctic are a direct result o f
increased radiative forcing due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions (e.g.
A C IA , 2004; Overpeck et a l , 2005), it remains unclear whether these changes truly
represent a long-term trend or are part o f the natural variability o f the Arctic climate
system [e.g. Johannessen et al., 2004 and references therein].

1.33 Projections for the Future Arctic Climate System
As a result o f feedbacks due to snow and ice albedo, many climate models predict that
the effects o f radiative forcing due to increased concentrations o f greenhouse gases on
the atmosphere will initially be observed in the Arctic, where warming is likely to be
more pronounced [Stocker et al., 2001; H olland and B itz, 2003; Johannessen et al.,
2004]. A continuing downward trend in sea ice extent is a common feature o f these
model projections. For example, the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) study
[ACIA, 2004] examines the projections o f five selected climate models (CGCM2,
CSM _1.4, ECHAM4/OPYC3, GFDL-R30_c, and HadCM3).

Summer ice extent

decreases in all five models, with one scenario (HadCM3) predicting a summertime
ice-free Arctic Ocean by the middle o f this century. W inter ice extent is projected to
decrease less significantly with losses o f 2-4 million km predicted. The IPCC found
that AOGCM simulations forced with the SRES emissions scenarios projected that
Arctic warming will exceed global m ean warming by more than 40% (1.3 to 6.3 °C
for the range o f models and scenarios considered) [Giorgi et al., 2001].

In addition to changes in surface tem perature and sea ice cover, there is suggestion
(e.g. Overpeck et al., [2005]) that the continued degradation o f permafrost, northward
advance o f boreal forests, decrease in snow cover, m elting o f Arctic glaciers and the
Greenland ice sheet, and the associated increased inflow o f cold, fresh water to the
Arctic Ocean are likely to move the Arctic to a new state. Although the retreat o f
summer sea ice is predicted to have economic benefits (Europe-Asia shipping routes
could be diverted though navigable passages in the Arctic Ocean; oil, gas and mineral
resources could be exploited), the environmental impact o f these climate changes on
indigenous peoples, Arctic mammals, marine-life, and Arctic ecology would likely be
severe [ACIA, 2004].
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1.4 Sea Ice and the Climate System
Sea ice is a key component o f the Arctic climate system [Lindsay and Zhang, 2005],
being one o f the strongest drivers in this system [Overpeck et al., 2005]. W e have
briefly introduced the idea that rapid changes in the state o f the Arctic ice pack are
occurring. W e now describe the characteristics o f sea ice and we discuss, in more
detail, the role o f sea ice in the climate system. W e then move one to outline current
understanding o f the ice pack based on observational datasets, and future projections
for changes in the thickness and extent o f Arctic sea ice based on model simulations.

1.4.1 Characteristics of Sea Ice
The surface waters o f the Arctic Ocean and the marginal seas o f the Antarctic freeze
to form a seasonally varying layer o f sea ice which can be centimetres to metres thick.
Sea ice is a complex material comprising a solid phase o f ice crystals, a gaseous phase
o f air pockets, a liquid phase o f brine solution in veins, and solid salt and
contaminants within the ice matrix [ Wadhams, 2000].

As temperatures drop below the freezing point o f seawater (approximately -1 .8 6 °C),
millimetre-sized crystals, called frazil ice, form on the sea surface [.Eicken, 2003].
Continued cooling, and the motion o f waves, cause the frazil ice crystals to aggregate
into grease ice and eventually small pancake-shaped ice floes.

Surface winds and

ocean swell force the small floes over each other, until they eventually freeze together
and form a solid, thin ice cover called “new ice” (Figure 1.11a). New ice is mm to cm
thick and its elevation is therefore very close to local sea level [Eicken, 2003]. As
new ice floes consolidate and raft together, the temperature rises to that o f the near
surface air.

Additional growth then occurs m ainly at the bottom o f the ice by

accretion processes.

First-year ice (Figure 1.11b) is sea ice o f not more than one

w inter’s growth and represents up to 45% o f the Arctic Ocean ice cover [Comiso,
2003]. It is between 30cm and 2m thick and its growth and decay in marginal seas is
prim arily responsible for the large seasonal variation in the total ice extent. M ultiyear
ice, or perennial ice, which is 3 to 5m thick, has survived one or more m elting
seasons. M ultiyear ice has a rough surface with hummocks and ridges due to
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deformation of the ice pack [ Warren et al., 1999]. Areas of very thin sea ice and open
water, called leads, ranging from meters to kilometres in width, form when the ice
pack diverges and fractures due to surface winds and ocean currents (Figure 1.11c).
During the winter, sea ice is covered by a layer o f snow, which may thaw during the
summer melt season to form slush or melt ponds on top of the ice.
(a) New Ice

(b) First-year ice

(c) Multi-year ice

Figure 1.11 Aerial photography of Arctic sea ice in the Bering and Beaufort Seas from an

altitude of approximately 1,300 m. (a) Evaporation from open water between
thin, grey floes of new ice, has resulted in the formation of optically-thin clouds
(“sea smoke”), (b) Medium and small white ice floes trapped in a matrix of
newly frozen grey ice. The moderately deformed first-year ice surface is
hummocky in appearance, (c) Fracturing in thicker multiyear ice floes due to
differential motion within the ice pack, forms long leads often kilometres wide.
These multi-year ice floes typically comprise rough surfaces, criss-crossed by
pressure ridges, and areas of smoother bare ice.

1.4.2 In flu e n c e o f S ea Ic e o n th e C lim a te S y s te m

Sea ice thickness, roughness and albedo are important variables in the polar climate
system, affecting both the overlying atmosphere and underlying ocean, by controlling
the exchange of heat, moisture, momentum, and gases at the sea surface [Dieckmann
and Hellmer, 2003]. Furthermore, sea ice provides a unique habitat for a range of
organisms, from phytoplankton to polar marine mammals and birds [Ainley et al.,
2003]. There are three main processes through which Arctic sea ice interacts with the
climate system and these are described below.
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1.4.2.1 Ocean-ice-atmosphere Interactions

The energy balance at the ocean-atmosphere interface in the Arctic Ocean is
determined by the absorbed incoming solar radiation, net long-wave radiation,
sensible and latent heat fluxes, and heat conduction through sea ice, or the ocean heat
flux in areas where there is no sea ice cover.

Sea ice is a strong insulator and its thickness therefore influences the Arctic climate
system by acting as a barrier restricting sensible and latent heat fluxes between the
ocean and atmosphere [Tin and Jeffries, 2001]. The thermal conductivity o f sea ice is
approximately 2 W m '1 K '1, depending on its temperature and salinity, lowering to
between 0.1 - 0.4 W m '1 K '1 in the presence o f snow cover [Eicken, 2003], thus
limiting the amount o f heat transfer from the ocean into the atmosphere. Net surface
heat fluxes5 across the Arctic Ocean are comparatively small due to the strong,
salinity-driven, stratification o f the w ater column [ACIA, 2004]. The halocline, where
salinity increases with depth, separates the surface layer o f the Arctic Ocean from the
relatively warmer intermediate “Atlantic layer” and the dense, salty deep water. The
strong density gradient prevents vertical mixing, allowing sea ice to form in winter,
and prevents m elting during the summer [Barry et a l , 1993].

The interfaces between the air, snow, ice and ocean are modified by small-scale
surface roughness which influences the turbulent transfer o f heat, mass, and
momentum between the ocean and the atmosphere [Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2002].
Since changes in ice thickness and lead fraction modify the heat transfer from the
ocean to the atmosphere, an ice thickness feedback mechanism exists. A thinner ice
pack with a higher lead fraction results in enhanced heat loss from the exposed ocean
thus further warming the atmosphere [Stocker et al., 2001]. However, increases in
evaporation in such a system m ay lead to increased cloud cover and/or higher
precipitation, resulting in increased snow cover on sea ice, and thus have a stabilising
effect on this feedback.

5 For example, the maximum flux over perennial sea ice is ~100 W m'2 in July [Eicken, 2003].
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1.4.2.2 Radiation Balance of the Earth’s Surface

Sea ice strongly influences the Earth’s radiation balance since its high albedo6 reflects
solar radiation and decreases the level o f absorption o f short-wavelength energy at the
surface [Curry et a l , 1995], Short wavelength albedo increases from 0.06 for open
water, to 0.52 for snow-free first-year ice, to 0.85 for thicker, snow-covered ice
[Eicken, 2003]. The low temperatures o f sea ice covered regions as a direct result o f
the high surface albedo, delay the onset o f spring melt, and limit the decay o f sea ice
during the summer m elt season.

The ice albedo feedback mechanism is one o f the m ain mechanisms through which
sea ice interacts with the global climate, contributing to polar amplification o f global
warming [Stocker et a l , 2001]. Rising surface temperatures result in a decrease o f
snow and ice cover, which results in the exposure o f m ore open ocean and thus a
decrease in surface albedo. The result o f lower surface albedo is an increase in the
absorption o f incoming solar radiation and further surface warming [Peixoto and
O ort, 1992].

1.4.2.3 Global Therm ohaline Circulation

During formation, sea ice rejects brine which leads to a densification o f the water
column, while upon m elting fresh w ater is released [ Wadhams, 2000].

Sea ice

therefore influences the freshwater balance o f the polar oceans. The main export o f
sea ice (-14% o f the total sea ice mass per year) from the Arctic Basin is through the
Fram Strait [Rothrock et a l , 2000]. Best estimates o f ice volume flux through the
Fram Strait are between 2-3x103 km 3 yr"1 [Barry et a l , 1993], with maximum rates
observed during the winter season [Rothrock et a l, 2000].

This sea ice export

represents a major southward flux o f fresh water, m odulating sea surface salinity and
deepwater formation in the Greenland Sea and northern North Atlantic [Dickson et
a l , 1990]. Through its influence on the Atlantic thermohaline circulation, Arctic sea
ice plays a critical role in driving the global thermohaline circulation [Aagaard and
Carmack, 1989; Rothrock et a l, 2000]. Furthermore, it is likely (66-90% chance) that

6 Albedo is defined as the fraction of incident irradiance reflected from the surface [Eicken, 2003].
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sea ice has an effect on the stability o f the global thermohaline circulation [Stocker et
a l, 2001]. Figure 1.12 is a schematic diagram o f the ocean thermohaline conveyor
belt circulating in the world’s ocean and indicates the North Atlantic as a region of
ocean overturning. The current circulation is crucial to the redistribution of heat in
the North Atlantic (e.g. the northerly component o f the conveyor belt in the Atlantic
Ocean), and is responsible for the mild climate of Western Europe [Stocker et a l,
2001].

Shallow warrtfrturrent

Figure 1.12 Schematic diagram of the global ocean thermohaline conveyor belt with warm

surface currents (red) and cold, saline, deep currents (blue) connected in regions
of deepwater formation in the northern North Atlantic and Antarctica. From
ACIA [2004].

1.5 Observing and Modelling Arctic Sea Ice
1.5.1 Sea Ice Extent - Observations and Trends
Up to 7% of the Earth’s surface can be covered in new, first-year and multi-year ice
[Dieckmann and Hellmer, 2003]. The Arctic ice pack achieves its maximum extent in
March when an area of around 15xl06 km2 is covered by sea ice [Parkinson et a l,
1999] (Figure 1.13a). During the summer melt season, the sea ice melts from the
bottom and laterally, as well as from the top via the formation of melt ponds, until it
reaches its minimum extent in September (Figure 1.13b), leaving only multiyear sea
ice covering an area of ~ 7x10 km , restricted to the central Arctic Ocean [Warren et
a l, 1999].
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Figure 1.13 Seasonal variability of sea ice extent. Mean sea ice concentrations (1990-1999)

in the Arctic Ocean from passive microwave satellite data for (a) March
(maximum extent) and (b) September (minimum extent). From ACIA [2004].
Historically, the areal coverage of the ice pack, in particular measurements o f sea ice
extent7, have been used to monitor the state of Arctic sea ice and calculate trends
[Comiso and Parkinson, 2004].

Vinje [2001] analysed ships logs, which noted the

location of the sea ice edge, and found that April ice extent in the Nordic Seas had
decreased by -33% over the past 135 years (Figure 1.14). The time series indicates
that extreme events occur over decadal time scales and suggests that only time series
of 30 years or more are sufficient to calculate trends in ice extent [Vinje, 2001].
Similarly, analysis of an historical sea ice dataset by Divine and Dick [2006] found
oscillations with periods of 20-30 years and 60-80 years in the sea ice extent time
series.
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Figure 1.14 Historical record of sea-iceextentin April in the Nordic

Seas calculated from

data contained in ships logs. The time series for the eastern and western sub
regions is included as well as the two-year running means for each time series.
From ACIA [2004].
7 Sea-ice extent is defined as the area of ocean with an ice concentration o f at least 15%.
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Satellite passive microwave imagery from the Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR) and the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) sensors has
successfully been used since the late 1970s to monitor Arctic sea ice extent [Stroeve et
al., 2005]. Satellite-derived time series of ice extent now span three decades and
represent the longest continuous monitoring of sea ice [Parkinson et al., 1999]. Sea
ice cover over the Arctic as a whole has decreased by ~3% per decade over a period
spanning the late 1970s to the late 1990s [Parkinson et a l, 1999; Cavalieri et al.,
2003], with the largest reductions (7% per decade) observed in summer [Johannessen
et al., 1999]. Comiso [2002] measured a downward trend of about -9% in the extent
of perennial sea ice for the period 1978-2000. Arctic sea ice reached its lowest level
in the satellite record at the end of the melt season in September 2002 [Serreze et al.,
2003]. Near record minimum conditions have been repeated in the subsequent two
summers [Stroeve et a l , 2005] and the lowest recorded winter ice extent was recorded
during the 2004-2005 winter season [Meier, 2005]. Figure 1.15 illustrates the latest
observations of the summer extent of the ice pack.

Figure 1.15 Sea ice extent and concentration anomalies (%) for September 2002 - 2004.

Concentration anomalies are calculated with respect to the period 1979-2000.
The median ice extent (pink line) for the period 1979-2000 is also shown. From
Stroeve et al [2005].

1.5.2 Current Knowledge of Sea Ice Thickness
Continuous monitoring of ice thickness has proved a more difficult task than
measuring ice extent; while remote sensing techniques were available since the late
1970s to routinely map and monitor sea ice extent [e.g. Parkinson et a l, 1999], the
first basin-wide estimates of sea ice thickness using satellite altimetry only became
35
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available two decades later [e.g. Laxon et al., 2003]. The first climatologies of Arctic
sea ice thickness were produced using data collected during occasional and irregular
submarine sonar measurements and from a few oceanographic moorings [e.g. Bourke
and Garrett, 1987]. Typically, ice thickness gradually increases across the Arctic
Basin from the Russian Arctic, across the North Pole towards the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago and the northern coast of Greenland, with the distribution due mainly to
the pattern of sea ice drift [Wadhams, 1995]. The regional and seasonal distribution
of ice thickness, based on analysis o f 17 submarine upward-looking sonar surveys, is
illustrated in Figure 1.16.

Figure 1.16 Regional and seasonal distribution of sea ice thickness (m).

Contour maps

showing estimated climatology of mean ice thickness for (a) summer and (b)
winter, based on submarine profiles. From Bourke and Garrett [1987].

The seasonal and regional variability o f Arctic sea ice thickness can be quantified via
the following in situ, airborne and spacebome techniques:

(i)

In situ drilling is the traditional method of directly measuring sea ice thickness
[ Wadhmas, 2000]. Drilling is however time consuming and the harsh polar
environment limits the time and area that can be surveyed. Nevertheless, in
situ drilling has contributed significantly to knowledge of Antarctic sea ice
thickness [Haas, 2003], and it is a useful validation tool for other
measurement techniques [ Wadhams, 2000].
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(ii)

Electromagnetic

(EM)

techniques

utilise

the

difference

in

electrical

conductivity between sea ice and cold seawater [Haas, 2003]. Ice thickness
sounding can be achieved either by the use o f an EM instrument installed on a
sledge which is pulled across the sea ice surface, or a helicopter EM bird
towed by a helicopter which flies at low altitude over the ice surface. This
technique is limited by the area covered and is not suitable for surveying some
terrain including deformed ice and pressure ridges [Haas, 2003].
(iii)

Upward-looking

sonar

(ULS)

mounted

on

submarines,

autonomous

underwater vehicles (AUVs), or as part o f oceanographic moorings, is used to
Q

obtain measurements o f sea ice draft which can be used to deduce sea ice
thickness, if ice and snow density are known.

Submarine sonar profiling

carried out over the last five decades has provided the data for most o f the
published analysis o f sea ice thickness, but access to some data (particularly
data prior to the 1990s) had been classified until recently [ Wensnahan and
Rothrock, 2005].
(iv)

Airborne laser altimetry profiling (lidar) is used to measure the elevation o f ice
and snow above the sea surface. Airborne laser profiling offers a means o f
rapidly surveying large areas o f ice and provides detailed maps o f snow and
ice elevation, but is limited by inaccurate knowledge o f the geoid, and snow
depth on sea ice [Hvidegaard and Forsberg, 2002].

(v)

Satellite remote sensing techniques can overcome many o f the disadvantages
o f other measurement techniques since they facilitate wide spatial and
temporal coverage o f the polar environment, even in harsh weather conditions
and during polar darkness. Recently methods have been developed which use
satellite radar altimetry to estimate sea ice thickness [Laxon et al., 2003], but
as with airborne laser altimetry, accuracy is also limited by knowledge o f
snow depth on sea ice.

In addition to the decreasing trend observed in measurements o f sea ice extent which
we have previously discussed, there are some indications o f a reduction in sea ice
thickness.

Submarine-based sonar profiling has revealed reduced ice thickness in

8 Sea ice draft is the portion of a sea ice floe below the water level.
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parts of the Arctic since the 1970s: Rothrock et a l [1999] observed thinning o f up to
42% by comparing sea ice draft measurements during two periods (1958-76 and
1993-97) and this result was corroborated by Wadhams and Davis [2000] who
detected a 43% decline in ice thickness in the Eurasian Basin.

Results from the

Rothrock et al. [1999] study are shown in Figure 1.17, illustrating that the most
significant change in ice draft occurred in the eastern and central Arctic Ocean.
Examining the digitally recorded submarine data for 1987-1997 alone, Rothrock et al.
[2003] find a steady decline of -0.16 m yr'1 and -0.11 m yr*1 in Arctic Ocean ice draft
for winter and summer, respectively.

These results are however contested by others [e.g. Holloway and Sou, 2002] who
argue that sea ice has thinned more slowly and that the proposed decrease o f 40% is a
result of undersampling the interannual variability and does not take account of winddriven advection of sea ice in areas beyond the surveyed regions. In addition, a recent
study by Wensnahan and Rothrock [2005] found a significant bias (~34 cm) between
digitally recorded sonar data and an analogue sonar dataset (all submarine sonar
datasets collected prior to 1976 are analogue), suggesting caution must be exercised
when comparing recent sonar profiles with historical records.
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Figure 1.17 Changes in mean sea ice draft in the Arctic Ocean.

Submarine sonar

measurements collected between 1958 and 1976 are compared to data
collected during the period 1993-1997. The change at each crossing is shown
numerically (in meters) and the crossings within each regional group are given
the same shading equivalent to their group mean. Each square covers about
150 km, the typical sample size. From Rothrock et al. [1999].
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1.5.3 Model Projections of Arctic Sea Ice
If the apparent reductions in sea ice extent and increases in summer melt season are
sustained, a very different ice regime will exist in the Arctic. This will contribute to
m ajor changes in ocean stratification and the exchange o f heat and moisture in the
region.

Since sea ice is influenced by both the ocean and the atmosphere through

complex physical processes, it is difficult to simulate sea ice in climate models [Hu et
al., 2004]. Furthermore these processes require high grid resolution and often must be
parameterised [Stocker et al., 2001]. Currently processes such as ice dynamics (ice
motion and deformation), albedo variability due to changes in snow cover, multi-layer
formulations o f heat conduction through ice floes, and other thermodynamic
processes, are being implemented in some coupled models [Stocker et al., 2001].
Remaining problems in these models and a lack o f observational data describing the
ice pack limit the ability to project accurately future changes in Arctic sea ice [Hu et
al., 2004].

One test o f the ability o f a model to project future climate change is its ability to
simulate the observed climate accurately [ACIA, 2004]. Hu et al. [2004] analysed
integrations o f fourteen models that are part o f the second Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CM IP2)9.

Comparison o f the model simulations with

observational data found that the CMIP2 model control runs simulated the basic
features o f the observed decline in sea-ice extent [Hu et al., 2004].

The main

differences between model simulations were located along the sea-ice edge suggesting
that differences (and limitations) exist in how the sea ice edge is simulated.
Nevertheless, the agreement between the model control runs and observed changes in
sea ice concentration, as well as the agreement between all CMIP2 model projections
for further decreases in sea ice concentration throughout the 21st century (by more
than 10% in most regions o f the Arctic Ocean), suggests we can have confidence in
predicted changes in ice extent [Stocker et al., 2001].

On the other hand, projections o f the future distribution o f sea ice thickness differ
quantitatively from one to another [Cubash et al., 2001].

In terms o f the CMIP2

9 Further details about the models included in CMIP2 can be found in H olland and Bitz [2003] and at
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip/.
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m odels’ ability to simulate present-day sea ice conditions, H olland and Bitz [2003]
found that the spatial distribution o f sea ice thickness across the Arctic Basin varied
considerably, with particular differences in the location o f maximum ice thickness.
Similarly Hu et al. [2004] found various differences between the model simulations
and the observed sea ice thickness clim atology10: (i) the model mean sea ice thickness
maximum is centred on the central Arctic Ocean, while the observed maximum is
north o f the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and (ii) the models produce sea ice that is
too thick in the Barents Sea and Kara Sea regions.

The basic features o f sea-ice

thickness climatology, as simulated by individual models, therefore needs further
investigation [Hu et a l., 2004]. Figure 1.18 shows the simulated sea ice thickness and
intermodel spread11 and can be compared to the observed sea ice thickness
climatology based on submarine sonar profiles (Figure 1.16).

The modelled changes in sea ice thickness given a doubling o f CO2 in the future
global climate system are shown in Figure 1.19. Hu et al. [2004] found correlations
between the mean and intermodel spread patterns for both the simulated Arctic
surface air temperature changes and the changes in sea ice thickness. This implies
that

Arctic

climate

change, resulting

from

the

increase

in greenhouse-gas

concentrations, is influenced by interaction between sea ice and the overlying
atmosphere.

The discrepancies between the observed sea ice thickness climatology and the model
simulations, as well as the intermodel variability limits our ability to accurately
project the future distribution o f Arctic sea ice thickness [Hu et al., 2004]. Further
improvements to the models are therefore required.

A continuous and systematic

dataset o f sea ice thickness is required for model validation [ACIA, 2004]. Satellite
altimetry data offers a means o f gathering such data and techniques for measuring seaice thickness throughout the Arctic would be particularly valuable [ACIA, 2004].

10 Hu et al. [2004] use an annual-mean sea ice thickness averaged over 1960-1982 as an estimate of the
observed ice thickness climatology following Bourke and Garrett [1987] (see also section 1.5.2 and
Figure 1.15).
11 The intermodel spread is defined as the root-mean-square differences among the CMIP2 simulations
[Hu e t a i , 2004].
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CMIP2 ANNUAL MEAN SEA ICE THICKNESS (SIT)
CONTROL (1-60YEAR)
( a ) 14 MODEL MEAN (M)

(b) INTER MODEL SPREAD (M)

Figure 1.18 The (a) 14-model mean and (b) intermodel spread of annual sea ice thickness for

the Arctic region north of 60°N averaged over the 80 years of the control runs.
The contour interval is 0.5 m. Shading represents values larger than 2.5 m in
Figure 1.18 (a) and larger than 2.0 m in Figure 1.18 (b). From Hu et al. [2004].

CMIP2 ANNUAL MEAN SEA ICE THICKNESS (SIT)
2XCOZ [YEARS 61 - 8 0 ) - CONTROL (YEARS 1 - 8 0 )
(a ) 14 MODEL MEAN (M)

(b ) INTERMODEL SPREAD <M)

Figure 1.19 The (a) 14-model mean and (b) intermodel spread of annual sea ice thickness

differences between CO2 doubling (years 61-80) and the corresponding control
runs (80 years). The contour interval (a) 0.3 m and (b) 0.4 m. Shading is used
for values less than -0.6 m and larger than 0.0 m in Figure 1.19 (a) and larger
than 0.8 m in Figure 1.19 (b). From Hu et al. [2004].
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1.5.4 Current Status of Spaceborne Altimeter Estimates of Sea Ice
Thickness
Peacock et al. [1998] describe the use o f satellite radar altimeter data to estimate sea
ice freeboard by comparing elevations o f open water leads with those o f the nearby
ice floes. Radar returns over open water or thin ice are specular in nature and can be
distinguished from diffuse radar returns, which originate over consolidated ice
[Peacock and Laxon, 2004]. Classification of radar reflections therefore enables the
generation of a reference grid of sea surface heights. If we assume that the radar
altimeter ranges to the elevation of the snow/ice interface [e.g. Laxon et al., 2003 and
references therein], then knowledge o f sea surface height can be used together with
the altimetric measurements of sea ice elevation to deduce sea ice freeboard, hf.
Figure 1.20 illustrates the key measurements associated with a portion o f sea ice.
Note, sea ice freeboard, hf, is defined here as the height o f the ice above the local sea
surface excluding the overlying snow layer.

snow

ps

water

p

Figure 1.20 A schematic diagram of a sea ice floe in hydrostatic equilibrium with its related

parameters (see text for a description of the symbols used).

Considering a single ice floe floating on the sea surface, we assume that the floe is in
hydrostatic equilibrium; the balance in relative heights o f the ice freeboard, h f ice
draft, hd, and snow load, hs, is given by Archimedes’ principle:

A.

K=

P, K

+

p,

hf

O-i )
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where p w, p s, and p { are the densities o f near-surface sea water, snow, and sea ice
respectively.

Since the thickness o f a sea ice floe, /*„ is the sum o f hf and h</,

rearranging Eqn. (1.1) yields

+ h.
P , ~ Pi

Ps
<P w ~ P i

( 1.2 )

J

Uncertainties in (i) the scattering layer that the radar beam encounters and (ii) snow
loading on sea ice, are the main sources o f error in estimates o f sea ice thickness using
satellite radar altimetry [Wingham et al., 2001].

Laxon et al. [2003] have described the use o f ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellite radar
altimetry data to determine sea ice freeboard, and by using auxiliary measurements o f
ice, water, and snow densities and snow depth, to estimate ice thickness in the Arctic.
Laxon et al. [2003] analysed an eight-year satellite radar altimetry dataset, which
represents the longest continual period o f sea ice thickness monitoring. The standard
deviation o f mean ice thickness over the 8-year period was 9% o f the overall average
ice thickness and average winter ice thickness was found to be strongly correlated to
the length o f the summer melt season [Laxon et al., 2003].

Significant variability

between sea ice seasons was observed, including a 16% change in sea ice mass
between two consecutive winter seasons [Laxon et al., 2003].

Figure 1.21 shows

average multi-year ice thickness derived for an 8-year period in the 1990s using
satellite radar altimetry.

A major limitation o f the satellite radar altimetry dataset is that only partial sea ice
thickness data exists for the Central Arctic due to satellite orbit constraints which limit
coverage to 81.5°N. Launched in 2003, N A SA ’s ICESat mission presents a chance to
study high-resolution satellite laser altimetry data with coverage o f the Arctic up to
86°N. Figure 1.22 illustrates the latitudinal limit o f coverage o f satellite altimeters in
f\
1
the northern hemisphere. An additional area o f sea ice, ~ 2 x 10 km in size, is
covered by the ICESat orbit configuration.
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Figure 1.21 Mean winter sea ice thickness in the Arctic Ocean. Radar altimetry data was

used to construct an eight-year average (1993-2001) sea ice thickness for the
winter season (October to March). From Laxon et al. [2003].

180°

0

°

Figure 1.22 The latitudinal coverage of satellite radar altimeters (ERS-1, ERS-2, ENIVSAT),

shown in blue, is 81.5°N, while the limit of the satellite laser altimeter (ICESat),
shown in red, is 86°N. The proposed CryoSat mission will cover an area up to
88°N.
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Since the return laser pulse is treated as a reflection from the air/snow interface,
ICESat essentially measures the elevation o f the top o f a sea ice floe [Kwok et a l.,
2004]. W e refer to the distance between this elevation and the local sea surface as the
snow freeboard, hsf, which comprises hf,, and hs. W hen analysing laser altimetry, it is
therefore expedient to describe ice thickness, ht, in terms o f hsf (rather than hj) as
follows,

\
h.

=

hsf

+ h.
Pw-Pi

' p, - / O
\ Pw ~ Pi

(1.3)
J

Techniques to derive snow freeboard using ICESat laser altimetry, based on the
removal o f a model o f the marine geoid, are described by Forsberg and Skourup
[2005] and K w ok et a l [2006]. These techniques are discussed further in Section 3.4.
The published freeboards are how ever contaminated by geoidal errors, which
illustrates that knowledge o f the instantaneous sea surface height is required for direct
retrieval o f freeboard [Kwok et al., 2006]. The largest uncertainties in estimating sea
ice thickness from ICESat measurements are knowledge o f (i) sea surface height and
(ii) snow loading on sea ice [Kwok et a l , 2006]. Based on equations (1.2) and (1.3),
Giles [2006] estimates that the largest error in sea ice thickness measurements from
laser altimetry is due to the uncertainty in the snow loading, and is a factor o f ~1.7
greater that the equivalent error using radar altimetry data. As yet, no estimates o f sea
ice thickness based on satellite laser altim etry have been published.

In the following chapters, we explore the feasibility o f using ICESat data to determine
ice elevation and describe a technique to locate sea surface height in the presence o f
sea ice cover. W e illustrate how knowledge o f the time-varying sea surface height
can then be used in conjunction with elevation measurements to estimate snow
freeboard.

We also investigate the exploitation o f sea surface height measurements

for oceanographic and geodetic applications, specifically the determination o f mean
dynamic topography and the mapping o f marine gravity anomalies.
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1.6 Summary
The primary aim o f the work presented in this thesis is the exploitation o f ICESat
satellite laser altimetry o f the Arctic Ocean for the measurement o f parameters
associated with the Arctic climate system. W e now summarise the main conclusions
we can draw regarding the state o f the climate system and the role o f sea ice in this
system.

•

Since instrumental records began in 1861, global average surface temperature has
increased by 0.6 ±0.2 °C.

M ost o f the observed warming can be attributed to

anthropogenic causes, namely an increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.

•

Amplification o f global average climate change occurs in the Arctic.

•

Sea ice influences the global climate system m ainly through the ice albedo
feedback, and the role o f sea ice in thermohaline circulation.

•

In situ, airborne and spacebome techniques are used to monitor the extent and
thickness o f sea ice, parameters o f fundamental importance in monitoring the
Arctic climate system.

•

Observations o f the Arctic sea-ice pack, since satellite records began in the late
1970s, show that sea ice extent has decreased by ~3% per decade.

•

It remains unclear whether simultaneous reductions in Arctic sea ice thickness
have occurred. Observational records, collected during field and ship expeditions
and from submarines and drifting buoys, exist for the last few decades but vary in
time-span and region surveyed. About a decade o f satellite altimetry-derived sea
ice thickness data has been analysed so far.

•

Satellites offer the best means to monitor the circumpolar region systematically.
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•

Satellite altimetry can be used to map the interannual and regional variability o f
Arctic sea ice thickness.

•

Simulations o f sea ice extent using coupled atmosphere ocean global climate
models are promising - good agreement exists between the observed climatology
and modelled data. M odelling sea ice thickness remains difficult and model errors
exist due to the inadequate treatment o f the complex processes governing sea ice.

•

Continued satellite-based monitoring o f sea ice should provide a sea ice thickness
time series that can be used to better understand the changes in sea ice thickness
and improve model projections o f the Arctic sea ice pack.
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2 Satellite Laser Altimetry
2.1 Introduction
As stated in Chapter 1, the prim ary aim o f the work presented in this thesis is the
exploitation o f ICESat laser altimetry data collected over the sea-ice covered Arctic
Ocean. In Chapter 2 we introduce the concept o f satellite laser altimetry. W e first
discuss the advantages and limitations associated with both satellite radar altimetry
and satellite laser altimetry. The ICESat mission is introduced, including a b rief
description o f the Geoscience Laser Altim eter System (GLAS) instrument, as well as
an outline o f the spatial coverage o f the ICESat ground tracks. The principles o f
satellite laser altimetry are described, together with the corrections applied to laser
altimetry data to account for generic range errors. W e discuss the geophysical effects
that act on sea surface topography and outline methods to account for these effects
when

analysing

satellite altimetry measurements.

The

ICESat single shot

measurement error budget is also presented.

2.2 Overview of Satellite Altimetry
Altimetry is an active remote sensing tool that measures the distance between the
Earth’s surface and the instrument [Bufton, 1989]. Satellite radar altimeters have
greatly advanced polar mass balance studies [Brenner et al., 1983; Zwally et al., 1989;
Yi et a l , 1997] since they are capable o f obtaining extensive, densely distributed
elevation profiles in all weather conditions.

This gives satellite radar altimeters a

m ajor advantage over many other remote sensing instruments.

Spacebome radar

altimeters can acquire topographic datasets o f numerous remote and inaccessible
regions such as the Earth’s poles.

Furthermore, they are particularly suited to

monitoring flat surfaces, such as the ocean and sea ice, due to the ability o f the
onboard waveform trackers to keep the leading edge o f the waveform centred at the
tracking point [Ekholm et al., 2002].

However certain limitations exist while using satellite radar altimetry over certain
surfaces. The radar footprint is large (kilometres to tens-of-kilometres) and increases
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with surface slope. Radar altimeters are best suited to surfaces with slopes <1°, since
surface undulations and sloping terrain introduce errors within the beam-limited radar
footprint. Over sea ice, further uncertainties arise from microwave penetration o f the
pulse into the surface snow layer [ Wingham, 1995]; this process remains poorly
understood and further analysis is required to determine the depth o f penetration o f
the radar pulse [ Wingham et al., 2001 ].

The technique o f laser altimetry can be used to determine the topography o f the sea
ice and ocean surfaces at high resolution [.Bufton, 1989]. The key difference between
laser and radar altimeters is the wavelength at which the instruments operate.
M icrowave radar pulses have wavelengths o f ~2-10 cm, while laser altimeters usually
emit visible or near infra-red pulses at wavelengths o f ~1 pm. Figure 2.1 illustrates
this contrast for a 1 pm laser wavelength and a 2 cm radar wavelength. The pulse
wavelength governs (i) pulse transmission through the atmosphere and (ii) the
magnitude o f pulse penetration o f the surface snow layer, if present.

A further

difference between laser and radar altimeters is the order o f magnitude smaller
footprint (~100 m compared to kilometres) that results from the narrow beam o f the
pulse produced by the laser [Bufton, 1989]. Analysis by Zwally et al. [1981] suggests
the smaller laser altimeter footprint size could be optimal for surveying sea ice since it
would average over small-scale ice roughness while fully resolving the major
components o f surface height variability.

Unlike radar altimetry, which requires pulse averaging to obtain accurate range
measurements, each individual laser pulse is not only capable o f acquiring unique
high-quality elevation m easurements, but has the potential to detect the height
distribution and the slope o f the surface illuminated by the laser beam [Bufton, 1989].
Surface reflectivity may also be inferred since the total area under the received pulse
is proportional to the transmitted pulse energy and this is a measure o f surface albedo
at the monochromatic laser wavelength [Bufton, 1989].

Satellite laser altimetry therefore overcomes some o f the problems associated with
radar altimetry. For example, the 40Hz pulses from the operating laser aboard ICESat
facilitate single-shot elevation measurement precision over smooth, flat surfaces o f
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around 3 cm [Fricker et a l , 2005], high mapping density (successive spots on the
Earth’s surface, around 65 m in diameter, are illuminated every ~172 m), and almost
global coverage (to ±86°).

W hereas radar returns are contaminated by land near

coastlines, satellite laser altimetry is unique in that both shallow waters in coastal
areas, and high latitude regions, may be surveyed [ Urban and Schutz, 2005].

There are nonetheless some notable disadvantages associated with laser altimetry.
Scattering o f the laser pulse in the presence o f thick cloud can result in range biases or
even signal loss. As with radar altimetry, penetration o f the laser beam into surface
snow cover on sea ice remains poorly understood. The absorption coefficient o f sea
ice is such that at near-infrared wavelengths light penetration into the sea ice itself is
negligible [Perovich, 1996]. In previous studies received pulses are treated as returns
from the highly reflective air/snow interface, penetration o f the laser beam into snow
having been assumed negligible and thus disregarded [Thomas et a l , 1999; K w ok et
a l , 2006].

Furthermore, in order to obtain high precision altimetry data, accurate

beam pointing control is necessary to m aintain near nadir alignment o f the laser beam
[Bufton, 1989], and knowledge o f beam pointing angle uncertainty is required to
determine the associated range error [Lisano and Schutz, 2001]. The later has proven
problematic in the case o f ICESat [Luthcke et a l , 2005].

RADAR

LASER

9 * 2 x 1 O'2 rad

BEAM-LIMITED
FOOTPRINTS

PULSE-LIMITED
FOOTPRINT

Target Surface

Figure 2.1 Comparison of laser and radar altimetry. Adapted from Bufton [1989].
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2.3 ICESat Mission Overview
The ICESat mission is one o f a series o f NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) o f
satellites that were launched between 1999 and 2003. These missions form an integral
part o f an international effort to monitor changes in the Earth’s atmosphere, oceans
and ecosystems [Lisano and Schutz, 2001]. The prim ary aim o f the ICESat m ission is
to obtain precise measurements o f elevation change on the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets with sufficient accuracy, spatial density, and temporal coverage to derive
interannual and decadal scale trends [Zwally et al., 2002]. In addition to this, ICESat
gathers measurements o f sea ice elevation and roughness, ocean and land surface
elevation, surface reflectivity, and measurements o f cloud height and vertical structure
[Zwally et al., 2002]. The satellite was initially designed to operate for a minimum o f
3 years, with a five-year goal [Zwally et al., 2002].

However problems with laser

lifetime prompted a revised mission plan that resulted in reduced laser operations
(~33-day operations periods, three times per year) while maintaining the ability to
m onitor intra- and inter-annual changes in polar ice cover [Schutz et al., 2005].

The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) is carried onboard ICESat. This is
the first Earth-orbiting satellite laser altimeter and first space-borne altimeter
specifically designed to study polar ice sheets [Lisano and Schutz, 2001]. The Mars
Orbiting Laser Altim eter (MOLA), flown on the Mars Global Surveyor mission, and
the Shuttle Laser Altimeter, were the predecessors o f GLAS [Brenner et al., 2003].
These missions demonstrated the feasibility o f using a spacebome laser to map the
topography o f a planetary surface and, in the case o f the SLA, to characterise ocean,
land and cloud elevations [Brenner et al., 2003].

GLAS has three lasers (designated Laser 1, 2, and 3) which are frequency-doubled,
diode pumped, solid state Nd:YAG (neodymium-yttrium-aluminium-gamet) lasers
with a pulse repetition rate o f 40 Hz [Duda et al., 2001]. A laser channel operating
with an energy level o f 74 mJ at a wavelength o f 1064 nm obtains the altimeter
measurements, while a 532 nm lidar channel operating at 36 mJ provides atmospheric
backscatter measurements that can be used to describe the vertical distribution o f
clouds and aerosols [Zwally et al., 2002].

The laser pointing direction is titled

forward slightly (“pitched-up”) and has an off-nadir angle o f 0.3° to mitigate damage
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to the detector by specular echoes reflected from mirror-like surfaces (e.g. standing
surface water) [Schutz et al., 2005]. Laser divergence angle and altimeter platform
height determine the laser footprint size.
approximately

110 prad

The GLAS laser beam divergence is

[Zwally et al., 2002] resulting in laser footprints

approximately 65 m in diameter (depending on the precise altitude o f the instrument)
at the Earth’s surface [Zwally et al., 2002]. The pulse repetition rate and altimeter
platform velocity determine the separation between the footprints [Bufton, 1989],
GLAS has a pulse repetition rate o f 40 Hz and the laser illuminates a spot every 172
m along the Earth’s surface [Schutz et a l, 2005].

The mission specifications are

outlined in Table 2.1.

ICESat has an orbital altitude o f around 600 km (with respect to mean sea level) and
an inclination o f 94°, providing global coverage to a maximum latitude o f ±86°
[Schutz, 2002].
orbit12.

The ICESat orbit is a non sun-synchronous, near circular, frozen

The orbit characteristics are such that satellite altitude is a function o f

latitude: orbit perigee is 597 km and remains fixed (i.e. perigee does not circulate) at
the northernmost latitude o f 86°N; orbit apogee is 626 km at 86°S [Zwally et al.,
2002]. For the science phase o f the mission, the initial plan for the satellite groundtrack was a 183-day repeat period with a near-repeat subcycle o f 25 days [Lisano and
Schutz, 2001]. However, due to the revised mission plan, a 91-day exact repeat orbit
(with a 33-day subcycle) was chosen for the science phase o f the mission (see Figure
2.2). This orbit results in ground-tracks with a 30 km cross-track separation at the
equator and a 5 km separation at ±80° [Fricker et a l, 2005].

The post-launch calibration and validation (cal/val) phase lasted approximately 38
days during February and March 2003.

The performance o f the onboard laser

altimeter was verified and the instrument and spacecraft orientation were calibrated.
During this phase o f the mission an 8-day exact repeat orbit was maintained (Figure
2.2). Although this orbit configuration did not support high-density coverage (track
separation o f 337 km at the equator), it provided for several repeat-tracks over ground

12 The ICESat orbit characteristics (i.e. inclination and eccentricity) are chosen so that a frozen orbit is
maintained and the mean perigee is stationary. This configuration results in ground tracks that exactly
repeat each other. The orbit is corrected by drag-compensation manoeuvres so that pointing to
reference ground tracks is preserved [Schutz, 2002]. Refer to Ice, Clouds and Land Elevation Satellite
(ICESat) http://science.hq.nasa.gov/missions/satellite_20.htm for more details.
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calibration sites (e.g. the salt flats o f the salar de Uyuni, Bolivia), which enabled
validation o f the mission data products [Schutz et al., 2005]. The dates and laser
campaigns associated with the cal/val and science phases o f the ICESat mission are
outlined in Table 3.1.
Launch date
Planned Mission duration

January 13 2003
3 years (with a 5 year goal)

Mean orbital altitude

600 km

Orbit inclination

94°

Orbit eccentricity (frozen orbit)

0.0013

Ground-track repeat period (science phase)
Orbit determination
- radial accuracy
- horizontal accuracy

91 days
<5 cm RMS
<20 cm RMS

Laser pulse sample rate

40 Hz

Laser wavelength

1064 nm (near-infrared)
532 nm (green)

Number of lasers

3 (operating alternately)

Height measurement precision requirement (la)
Laser pointing knowledge requirement (la)

15cm
1.5 arcsec

Table 2.1 ICESat mission specifications. From Lisano and Schutz [2001].

Figure 2.2 Spatial coverage of ICESat ground tracks over the Arctic. Coverage for (a) 91-

day exact repeat orbit and (b) 8-day exact repeat orbit. The instrument currently
operates in a 91-day repeat orbit.
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2.4 Principles of Satellite Laser Altimetry
The range measurement produced by a laser altimeter is based on the round trip time
o f flight o f a short laser pulse (~6 ns duration), propagating at the speed o f light,
between the spacecraft and a target surface [Bufton, 1989]. The round trip travel time,
AT, is defined as

AT

-

Tr

T0

(2.1)

where To is the laser transmit time and T r is the received pulse time. Both times are
measured with the same clock and it is assumed that clock drift over the time interval
A T is small [Schutz, 2002].

The time interval, AT, is subsequently converted into distance by multiplying by the
speed o f light to obtain the two-way range. Ignoring atmospheric refraction, one-way
distance or the (uncorrected) altimeter range m easurement, Rait, can be represented by

„

K alt

_

~

0

2

( 2 .2 )
O

1

where c is the speed o f light travelling in a vacuum (c = 2.99793x10 m s' ).

A time tag is assigned to each one-w ay distance measurement that corresponds to the
time at which the laser pulse illuminates a spot on the Earth’s surface or a cloud. For
ICESat the time tag, Tm, is given in Schutz [2002] as

^
AT
Tm =T0 + —
2

^

(2.3)

In order to accurately geolocate the laser footprint on the Earth’s surface, the altimeter
measurement must be treated as a vector quantity. The magnitude o f the altimeter
measurement vector, r

is simply Rait and the direction o f this vector is obtained

from the pointing instrumentation (i.e. the Stellar Reference System (SRS), star
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camera and gyroscope) onboard ICESat. The ICESat position vector, r ref, o f a
suitable reference point in the laser altimeter instrument is calculated with respect to a
common geodetic coordinate system (i.e. the IERS Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF)). The magnitude of the ICESat position vector, Hsat, represents the altitude of
the satellite above the reference ellipsoid.

The vector sum

f re f

V ,

( 2 .4 )

provides the geocentric coordinates o f the laser footprint on the Earth’s surface (i.e.
the laser footprint location), r spoU with respect to the ITRF [Schutz, 2002].

This

concept is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

ICESat reference point

Altimeter measurement vector, T *
Position vector of ICESat reference point, T „ /

Illuminated footprint

Earth centre of mass

Inferred laser footprint location, T ^

Figure 2.3 Satellite laser altimetry concept. Adapted from Schutz [2002].

The spot coordinates in the ITRF can be converted into geodetic latitude, longitude
and ellipsoidal height [Schutz, 2002]. This is the primary altimeter data product and a
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series o f spot coordinates enables a profile o f the Earth’s surface, with respect to the
ellipsoid13, to be obtained [Schutz, 2002].

The surface elevation as measured by ICESat, haiu is determined from the altitude o f
the satellite orbit (above the reference ellipsoid), minus the slant range to the surface

K it

=

H s a t ~ R a il ~ R Cor

( 2 -5)

where, Rcor, are range corrections for propagation delays which, if not properly
accounted for, would lead to overestimates o f the range. These are described in detail
in the following section.

2.5 Range Corrections
Regardless o f the surface (ice sheets, sea ice, land or ocean), all GLAS range
measurements need to be corrected for a variety o f instrumental and geophysical
errors. Sources o f instrument error include internal errors such as laser bias, boresight
errors, radial orbit errors (POD), and range errors due to pointing determination bias
(PAD). Corrections to account for the effects o f the laser pulse passing through the
Earth’s atmosphere are also applied. These corrections are described in some detail
here. The GLAS single-shot error budget is outlined in Table 2.2.

2.5.1 Radial Orbit Error - Precision Orbit Determination
The orbital trajectory o f ICESat is accurately determined using a process known as
precision orbit determination (POD). This technique is based on the solution o f the
satellite equations o f motion and generates the ICESat position vector, r ref (see Figure
2.2). The exact position o f the GLAS instrument in space is determined using data
from the on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers [Schutz et al., 2005]. In
addition, laser ranging data from ground-based satellite laser ranging (SLR) stations
collaborating in the International Laser Ranging Service is gathered via the use o f a

13In the case of ICESat, surface height measurements are measured relative to the TOPEX/Poseidon
reference ellipsoid (ae = 6378136.3 m, l/f= 298.257).
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laser retroreflector array on ICESat [Schutz et al., 2005].

W hile this data is not

utilised by the POD procedure, it is used to test the accuracy o f the POD derived from
the GPS data [Schutz et al., 2005].

Based on such tests, the current radial orbit

accuracy is ~ 2 cm [Schutz et al., 2005], which is a significant improvement on the
figure provided in the pre-launch error budget (see Table 2.2).

2.5.2 Pointing Determination - Precision Attitude Determination
In order to obtain high resolution altimetry data, accurate pointing control is necessary
to maintain near nadir alignment o f the laser beam, since deviations in laser pointing
angle can map directly into significant range biases [Bufton, 1989].

To meet the

ICESat mission requirements and m easure surface elevation to centimetre-level
accuracy, it is necessary to measure the GLAS beam pointing angle to arcsecond-level
accuracy [Lisano and Schutz, 2001].

The precision attitude determination (PAD)

process is used to calculate the direction in which the laser beam is pointing and the
position o f the footprint on the Earth’s surface [Zwally et al., 2002]. This process
generates a laser pointing vector, r /, (see Figure 2.2). The laser pointing direction is
calculated for each shot using data from the stellar-reference system (SRS) as
described by Sirota et al. [2005].

The range error, ARait, which is a result o f beam pointing angle uncertainty and
surface slope, is approximated in H arding et al. [1994] as

=

Rak A a tan (0 + a eJ

(2 6)

where, Rait is the one-way range (magnitude o f the laser pointing vector), # is the local
ground slope,

is the estimated altimeter beam pointing angle14, and A a is the

pointing determination error. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.4; note the surface
profile is greatly exaggerated. Over sea ice, assuming a negligible ground slope, and
estimated beam pointing angle o f 0.3°, a one arc second (A a = 1 arcsec) error in the
laser pointing direction produces a 1.5 cm range measurement error from a spacecraft
altitude o f ~600 km.
14For ICESat, the off-nadir laser pointing angle, aes„ is 0.3° [Schutz et al., 2005].
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Laser Transmitter

est
Surface Profile

alt
AR.
UBounce Point

Ellipsoid

v

nadir

Figure 2.4 Concept of the laser altimetry range error (ARaU) due to off-nadir pointing angle
uncertainty (Aa) and surface slope (6). Note that (i) scale is greatly exaggerated
for illustration purposes and (ii) over sea ice, the surface profile would be almost
flat with respect to the ellipsoid (i.e. 0 ~ 0°). Adapted from Bufton [1989].

Since launch, it has been found that thermally-driven systematic pointing errors (SPE)
can seriously compromise the elevation accuracy o f the GLAS laser data [Luthcke et
al., 2005].

SPE are a result o f transmit path pointing errors and/or field o f view

(FOV) shadowing o f the received pulse in the receiver telescope [Luthcke et al.,
2005].

Correcting these SPE is dependent on both the laser operations period and

thorough understanding o f the instrumental corrections [Schutz et al., 2005]. Through
spacecraft attitude manoeuvres, known as Scan Manoeuvre Calibrations (SMC),
Luthcke et a l [2005] have devised a method to calibrate the SPE for each laser
operations period to sub-arcsecond precision.
applied to the L2a, L2b and L3a datasets.

So far these corrections have been
L2a data have a pointing knowledge

accuracy o f ~2 arcsec, which results in a surface horizontal geolocation accuracy o f
~6 m and 3 cm vertical elevation accuracy for small surface slopes [Schutz et al.,
2005]. Current pointing knowledge is at the 1 5 - 2 0 arcsec level (equivalent to 22.5 30 cm vertical accuracy) for the datasets that have not had the SMC corrections
applied.
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2.53 Tropospheric Delay
Both the transmitted and received laser pulses are delayed as they travel through the
troposphere.

This effect is called the tropospheric delay and requires a further

correction to the range measurement. For nadir-pointing ray paths the tropospheric
delay is almost directly related to surface pressure and total column precipitable water
vapour, with some variations due to the height o f the laser footprint location, changes
in gravity with respect to height and the effects o f non-hydrostatic forces acting in the
atmosphere [Herring and Quinn, 2001].

It is calculated by integrating the

atmospheric reffactivity, as a function o f pressure, temperature and relative humidity
along a ray path [Herring and Quinn, 2001].

The full zenith tropospheric delay, ALz, at the laser wavelength, is given in Herring
and Quinn [2001] as

AZ/£

=

AL d +

ALd

=

(2.2582m 2s 2I P a )g -J P s

AL*.

=

(8.0834x10-i m /m m ) p W

(2.7)

where, AL d is the dry (hydrostatic) component o f the tropospheric range delay, ALw is
the wet component o f the tropospheric range delay, g m is the mean value o f gravity in
the column o f the atmosphere, Ps is surface pressure, P W is precipitable water vapour.

For an average surface pressure o f 1000 hPa, and an approximate value o f 9.8 m s' for
the mean gravity, the zenith dry tropospheric delay is approximately 2.3 m and is the
main component o f total tropospheric delay [Herring and Quinn, 2001]. The zenith
wet delay is much smaller in magnitude but varies globally. Given precipitable water
vapour values o f less than 1 cm in the polar regions, the wet tropospheric delay is
approximately 0.1 cm.

The dry troposphere correction and the wet troposphere

correction are calculated separately once per measurement [Brenner et al., 2003].
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The tropospheric range correction depends on accurate knowledge o f surface pressure
along ICESat ground tracks [Schutz, 2002]. The National Centre for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) provides a global analyses (a blend o f observational and model
data), which is a dataset o f atmospheric variables (temperature, geopotential height
and relative humidity at standard upper atmospheric pressure levels).

An

investigation o f the use o f the NCEP global analyses to model surface pressure shows
that an accuracy o f 5 mb or better can be achieved, corresponding to an accuracy o f 1
cm or better for the tropospheric delay calculation [Schutz, 2002]. The atmospheric
fields are six-hourly and are interpolated to coincide with the time tag and location o f
each GLAS footprint so as to enable the calculation o f surface pressure and
precipitable water vapour. Due to the additional errors involved in the interpolation
process, a 10 mb error in the surface pressure is assumed. The total error associated
with the tropospheric delay correction is therefore estimated to be 2 cm (Table 2.2).

2.5.4 Forward Scattering due to Clouds
Cloud area, thickness, height and w ater content all have an effect on the propagation
o f the GLAS laser beam as it travels through a cloudy atmosphere. Despite the fact
that the Arctic and Antarctic are classified as desert regions, clouds and aerosols are
common [Duda et al., 2001].

The GLAS laser pulse is o f sufficient power to

penetrate a large fraction o f polar clouds, so that even when a region is classified as
cloud covered, surface elevation measurements can be obtained [Schutz et al., 2005].

Nevertheless, if a laser pulse is transmitted through thick clouds or an aerosol layer,
atmospheric multiple scattering effects will lengthen the path taken by the photons to
return to the GLAS telescope.

Attenuation o f the laser pulse energy is prim arily

caused by photon scattering since atmospheric absorption is small at 1064nm [Duda
et al., 2001].

Consequently, the return pulse is broadened due to the forward

scattering o f light, which causes the signal for the delayed photons to appear at a later
time in the received waveform. The resultant waveform is asymmetric with a long
“tail” at the end o f the echo waveform [Fricker et al., 2005].

The effects o f

atmospheric forward scattering due to the presence o f thick cirrus clouds over the
salar de Uyuni included high noise on the received echo and anomalously low
elevation estimates which were ~16 cm below the true elevation o f the surveyed
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terrain; up to 13% o f the GLAS laser pulses could not penetrates the thick cloud cover
[Fricker et al., 2005]. An example o f the effects o f forward scattering on a GLAS
waveform is displayed in Figure 2.5.

Duda et al. [2001] and Mahesh et al. [2002] investigated the impact o f multiple
scattering on satellite laser altimetry and the magnitude o f this error source on range
measurements. Duda et al. [2001] found that low altitude clouds and cloud particles
with radii in the range 3 - 2 0 pm will cause the largest delays. The persistent haze o f
the Arctic region contains particle radii typically 0.1 pm in size and therefore has little
effect on the path delay since the mean particle size is smaller than the wavelength o f
the laser pulse [Duda et al., 2001].

The ICESat Science Team is continuing research into the detection of, and possible
correction for, forward scattering. How ever only the trailing edge o f echo waveforms
is affected by forward scattering, and the standard Gaussian fit method used for
estimating elevation (see Figure 3.4) is specifically designed with this in mind, so as
to lessen the effects o f atmospheric m ultiple scattering and reduce path delays [Duda
et al., 2001].

2.6 GLAS Error Budget
The range error combined with the best estimates for all the other anticipated error
sources can be used to derive the accuracy o f individual elevation measurements
[Harding et al., 1994].

Zwally et a l

[2002] predicted the GLAS elevation

measurement accuracy to be approximately 15 cm and their pre-launch error budget is
outlined in Table 2.2. The budget is based on two assumptions: i) the GLAS laser
pointing angle is determined with an accuracy o f 1.5 arc seconds and ii) a sloping
surface o f 1° (typical slope o f the W est Antarctic ice streams) [Schutz, 2002].
However, for clear sky conditions with atmospheric transmission at or above 50%, the
range error is expected to be less than 10 cm [Zwally et al., 2002]. The errors in the
budget are a combination o f random and systematic errors and, while some are
correlated on successive pulses, the errors for a specific location on the surface will
tend to be random and uncorrelated [Zwally et a l , 2002].
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Figure 2.5 An example of the effect of forward scattering on a GLAS waveforms. This waveform

was acquired on 18th March 2003 over the Arctic Ocean. The image illustrates that
the received pulse (red) is much broader than the transmit pulse (green). The
elongated tail segment of the pulse is clearly visible and is likely due to the
transmission of the laser pulse through polar clouds where forward scattering of
photons within a cloud has resulted in their delayed return to the detector. This plot
was generated using software available at the GLAS Science Computing Facility
(SCF) at Goddard Space Flight Centre.
Budgeted 1-ct error Typical error over
sea ice (cm)
(cm)

Source

10
5
7.5
2
2
1

2*
2+
3s
2*
2*
1#

Ocean tide elevation error (Arctic Ocean)

N/A

Uncertainty in Inverse Barometer correction

N/A

75
4^

Root-sum-squared (RSS) error

13.8

9.5

GLAS range measurement precision
Precision orbit determination (POD)
Laser pointing determination (PAD)
Tropospheric delay
Atmospheric forward scattering
Other (mass-centre location, tides, etc.)

Table 2.2 Single-shot error budget for ICESat elevation measurements. Pre-launch error budget

(first column) [Zwally et al., 2002], assumes a 1° surface slope and 1.5 arcsec pointing
accuracy.

Typical error budget for elevation measurements over sea ice (second

column), where the error sources are based on *Kwok et al., [2004], +Schutz et al.,
[2005], sEqn. (2.6) for a measurement over sea ice with 0° surface slope, 2-arcsec
pointing knowledge accuracy consistent with L2a data, and satellite altitude of 600km,
#as for error budget given in Zwally et al., [2002], §Peacock and Laxon [2004] (see
Section 2.7.3),1 Chelton etal., [2001], (Figure 25).
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In order to meet the scientific requirements o f the ICESat mission, it is necessary that
range measurements can be calculated with an accuracy o f 10 cm for a single laser
pulse. This value does not accurately reflect the current range error, which is primarily
dependent on the pointing error. The pointing error varies with latitude (i.e. whether
the satellite is ascending or descending in its orbit), and is dependent on the laser
operations period.

Pointing accuracy is estimated to be 2 arcsec for the laser

campaigns designated L2a, L2b and L3a, and 15-20 arcsec for laser campaigns
designated LI and L3b [Schutz et al., 2005]. Efforts are however underway to bring
all available ICESat data to 2 arcsec-level accuracy [Schutz et al., 2005]. Conversely,
the actual POD radial orbit accuracy is 2 cm, which is an improvement over the value
estimated in the pre-launch error budget [Schutz et al., 2005].

An estimate o f the total error on a single-shot range measurement over sea ice is also
presented in Table 2.2. The estimate is based on the following assumptions: (i)
elevation measurements are over smooth, flat, sea ice surfaces with zero surface slope,
(ii) measurements are part o f the L2a dataset which has a 2 arcsec pointing knowledge
accuracy [Schutz et al., 2005], and (iii) the range measurement precision is 2 cm, as
estimated by K w ok et al. [2004]. W e have also included estimates o f the errors in the
ocean tidal model and the inverse barometer correction, since we expect these to be
two major sources o f error on the range measurements over sea ice in the Arctic
Ocean. Peacock and Laxon [2004] compared three ocean tidal models o f the Arctic
Ocean and found that they differed by ~6-8 cm (see Section 2.7.3).

The inverse

barometer correction, which takes account o f the effects o f atmospheric pressure
loading on the sea surface, is based on knowledge o f sea level pressure (see Section
2.7.4). The accuracy o f the inverse barom eter correction is therefore limited by the
uncertainty in the actual sea level pressure. A study comparing NCEP and European
Centre for M edium-Range W eather Forecast (ECMWF) sea level pressure fields
showed that uncertainties in these fields could be up to 4 mb at high northern latitudes
[Chelton et al., 2001]. This corresponds to an uncertainty in the inverse barometer
correction o f approximately 4 cm (see Section 2.7.4 for further details).

Overall, the

total error on a single-shot range measurement over sea ice is estimated to be
approximately 9.5 cm.
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2.7

Geophysical

Effects

on

the

Sea

Surface

Topography
Over the ice-covered oceans, the altimetric surface elevation measurement can be
described as

Ku

=

Kr+Kk

(2-8)

where, hsf is the snow freeboard (the height o f the air/snow interface above the local
sea surface - see Figure 1.20), and hssh is the sea surface height relative to the
reference ellipsoid.

Over scales o f centimetres to a few hundred metres the sea surface is roughened by
waves and ocean swell. However, over larger distances o f many kilometres, the sea
surface is approximately flat with some long-wavelength undulations due to ocean
currents, changes to atmospheric pressure loading, and variations in the Earth’s
gravity field associated with features such as seamounts and ocean trenches. The sea
surface height is composed o f the geoid height, dynamic ocean topography (DOT),
tidal height and variations in surface elevation due to the inverse barometer effect.
These components are illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Thus the basic equation for sea surface height, hSSh, is

hssh

~

hg + hD0T + hj- + hIB

(2.9)

where hg is the geoid height above the reference ellipsoid, hoor is the dynamic
topography, hr is the tidal elevation, and hw is the inverse barometer effect.

The

terms in Eqn (2.9), and their magnitude, are discussed in more detail in the following
sections.

The altimetric sea surface height measurement clearly has a number o f

geophysical applications, since any o f the elements o f Eqn. (2.9) may be derived if all
other elements are known or can be modelled or eliminated [Chelton et a l , 2001].
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram illustrating satellite altimetric measurement of sea surface
height in relation to the reference ellipsoid. Note topography is not to scale and
the vertical scale is greatly exaggerated for illustration purposes. Adapted from
Robinson [2004].

2.7.1 The Geoid
The geoid represents the theoretical shape o f the ocean surface at rest were there no
oceanic or atmospheric circulation. At short wavelengths, the marine geoid reflects
sea floor bathymetry, while at longer wavelengths it reflects variations in the Earth’s
gravitational field, due to density changes in the Earth’s interior [Chelton et al., 2001].
As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the main component o f sea surface height is geoidal
height, which can deviate by approximately ±100m from the reference ellipsoid
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globally [Chelton et al., 2001], and up to ±70m in the Arctic Ocean [e.g. McAdoo et
al., 2005]. Furthermore the magnitude o f spatial variations in the geoid is larger than
that o f the three other components o f ocean topography [Chelton et al., 2001], with
high surface slopes in regions o f significant bathymetric relief. A model o f the Arctic
marine geoid is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

M odelling geoidal undulations is made

possible through surface-based gravimetry measurements, which provide the shortwavelength components, and satellite-derived gravity measurements, which provide
the long-wavelength components. There are various geoid models currently available
for use over the Arctic region; EGM-96 [Lemoine et al., 1998], ArcGP [Kenyon and
Forsberg, 2001], and the Hybrid Arctic Geoid [McAdoo et al., 2005], are the three
models considered in this thesis. These are discussed further in Section 4.2.1.

2.7.2 Dynamic Ocean Topography
Dynamic ocean topography (DOT), defined here as the displacement o f the sea
surface due to the motion o f the sea itself as a result o f ocean currents, and wind and
buoyancy forces [Robinson, 2004], is the second most significant factor contributing
to sea surface elevation. Globally, DOT variations are on the order o f ±2 m [Chelton
et al., 2001]. Although the magnitude o f the dynamic topography in the Arctic Ocean
is not well known [Kwok et a l, 2006], ongoing work suggests dynamic topography
may have a high variability on the order o f decimeters along the continental shelf
regions o f the Arctic Ocean [McAdoo et al., in preparation]. Current ocean models
likely underestimate the variability o f Arctic DOT [Kwok et al., 2006], but there is
general agreement between the spatial patterns found in the oceanographic models
with those exhibited in the available observational datasets [McAdoo et al., in
preparation].
DOT can be decomposed into a further two components: long-period mean dynamic
topography (MDT), and fluctuating, time variant topography. MDT is mainly due to
large-scale mean oceanic circulation. For instance, it may be estimated from satellite
altimetry data, by subtracting the geoid from a mean sea surface (MSS), which has
been calculated by averaging sea surface height measurements (hssh ) over a specific
observational time period:
MDT

=

hssh - hg

(2.10)
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Time variant topography, due to meso-scale ocean circulation (ocean eddies, etc.) as
well as the effects o f wind, changes in atmospheric pressure, and density variations in
the ocean, varies over a range o f spatial and temporal scales. We define sea level
anomalies, “SLA”, as the difference between the altimeter-derived, instantaneous sea
surface elevations and the long-term MSS:
SLA

=

h„k - h „ k

(2.11).

2.73 Tidal Corrections
Appropriate tidal elevations must be applied to altimetry data to remove any timevarying tidal effects.

Algorithms for correcting ICESat elevations for tidal effects

have been generated and are used to calculate the m ain tide components: ocean tide,
solid Earth tide, ocean loading tide, and the pole tide [Phillips et a l , 1999].

The

ocean tide and solid Earth tide are caused by the gravitational force exerted by the Sun
and the Moon on the oceans and the solid Earth, respectively [Chelton et a l , 2001].
The ocean loading tide and the pole tide are much smaller in magnitude, and are a
result o f crustal loading due to the weight o f the ocean tide, and the motions o f the
ellipsoid due to polar motion, respectively [Phillips et a l , 2001].

The magnitude o f each tidal component is estimated using tidal prediction models and
these quantities are subtracted from the elevation data [Brenner et a l , 2003]. The
corrections that take account o f the solid Earth tide, long period tides and the pole tide
are consistent with those used for previous radar altimetry missions, such as TOPEXPoseidon [Phillips et a l , 1999; Zw ally et a l , 2002]. The ocean tide and ocean loading
tide corrections are based on the GOT99.2 global ocean model [Padman and Fricker,
2005], which is described in Ray [1999].

Estimates o f the magnitude o f the main tidal components are given in Table 2.3 with
the uncertainties associated with these estimates (i.e. residual error after tidal
correction has been calculated).

The ocean loading tide causes displacements o f

several tens o f millimetres in polar regions and Phillips et a l [ 1999] have calculated
that the highest amplitudes o f the ocean load tide are along the coast. Notably, the
magnitudes o f the ocean loading tide, and the solid Earth tide, included in the ICESat
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data products over the Arctic, are much smaller than the global averages presented in
Table 2.3, both quantities having values around 2 cm [Kwok et al., 2006].

Component

Magnitude

Uncertainty

± 50 cm

± 10 cm

Ocean Tide (coasts)

±2m

± 10 cm

Long Period Ocean Tide

± 1m

few cm

Pole Tide

< 2 cm

few mm

Ocean Loading Tide

± 1 0 cm

< 0.5 cm

Solid Earth Tide

± 30 cm

± 0.5 cm

Ocean Tide (open ocean)

Table 2.3 Approximate magnitudes of the components of the ICESat tide correction with
their associated uncertainties. From Phillips et al. [1999].
Errors in ocean tide models are believed to be significant in the Arctic, since there is a
relative lack o f observational data [ Wingham et al., 2001] and the inclination o f
oceanographic satellites is such that it limits coverage o f the Arctic region (e.g. ERS
surveys to ±81.5°). A comparison o f three ocean tidal m odels by Peacock and Laxon
[2004] found that they differed by ~6-8 cm in the Arctic Ocean.

The ocean tide

includes diurnal, semi-diurnal, and long period components; the major components
being the semidiurnal constituents M 2 and S2, and the diurnal constituents Ki and Oi
[Le Provost, 2001].

The amplitude o f these constituents, based on a tidal model

devised by K owalik and Proshutinsky [1994], is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Proper simulation o f the ocean tide, particularly in continental shelf regions o f the
Arctic Ocean, such as the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Baffin Bay, is challenging
and remains a possible source o f error in satellite altimetric measurements o f sea
surface height which would mask actual sea surface variability [Kwok et al., 2006].

2.7.4 Atmospheric Pressure Loading
The local response o f the ocean to changes in the atmospheric pressure distribution
across the ocean surface also contributes to the surface elevation, and is known as the
“inverse barometer effect” (IBE). This is usually taken into account by applying an
inverse barometer correction.

Assuming an isostatic response by the ocean to

atmospheric pressure loading, an increase in atmospheric pressure o f 1 mb will
decrease the sea surface elevation by ~ 1 cm [Chelton et al., 2001].
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Figure 2.7 The amplitude (cm) of the contribution to surface elevation due to the main ocean
tide constituents, (a) M2, (b) S2, (c) Oj and (d) Ki. Flags denote shelf wave
regions. From Kowalik and Proshutinsky [ 1994].

Recent work by Kwok et al. [2006] found pressure variations of up to 70 mb over a
16-day period across the Arctic Ocean. This variation is equivalent to a variation o f ~
70 cm in sea surface elevation, illustrating the impact of this effect. Including an
inverse barometer correction in the calculation o f sea surface height from altimetry
data significantly reduces the variance o f the sea surface height estimate [Kwok et al.,
2006].

The first approximation when accounting for atmospheric pressure loading is to apply
the isostatic inverse barometer correction, since it is accurate at middle and high
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latitudes, away from coastal effects, and at time-scales longer than a few days
[Chelton et al., 2001].

Following Gill [1982], the isostatic inverse barometer

correction may be calculated as follows:
IBc

=

- 0.009948 * ( P - P 0)

(2.12)

where, IBc, is the inverse barometer correction in meters, P is local sea level pressure
in millibars, and Po is the reference sea level pressure (1013.3 mb).

However, the ocean does not simply respond to atmospheric pressure loading in an
isostatic manner; a dynamic response m ust also be considered [Chelton et al., 2001].
In shallow seas (such as the continental shelf regions o f the Arctic Ocean) near
coastlines, where the effects o f wind stress may be more pronounced, the isostatic
inverse barometer correction is not expected to adequately describe the sea surface
response [Padman et a l, 2003]. Indeed K wok et al. [2006] calculated an inverse
barometer effect o f 1.12 cm m b '1 for a 16-day Arctic dataset, which is higher in
magnitude than the classical inverse barometer correction described

above.

Furthermore, in terms o f cross-comparing satellite radar and laser altimetry data, we
are interested in accurately accounting for the inverse barometer effect on time-scales
ranging from 1 day to 1 month.

In order to account for the response o f the ocean to atmospheric pressure loading
accurately, we should therefore combine the classical isostatic inverse barometer
correction with a second component based on wind stress [Carrere and Lyard, 2003;
K w ok et al., 2006]. A global model, called MOG2D-G, which simulates the ocean
response to atmospheric wind and pressure forcing, has been constructed by Carrere
and Lyard [2003]. When the M OG2D-G solutions were applied to TOPEX/Poseidon
altimetry data Carrere and Lyard [2003] found that high latitudes, continental shelf
areas, and shallow waters, were the locations o f the most significant reduction in sea
level variance. Furthermore the RMS variance o f ENVISAT sea level estimates at
crossover locations was lower when the MOG2D-G solution was used in place o f the
classical IBc (A. Ridout, personal communication).

W e will apply the solutions

derived from the MOG2D-G model to the altimetry data considered in this thesis to
correct for the dynamic response o f the ocean to atmospheric pressure loading.
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2.8 Summary
The ICESat/GLAS mission, launched in January 2003, is the first Earth-orbiting
satellite laser altimeter and the first space-borne altimeter specifically designed to
study the Earth’s polar regions. Satellite laser altimeters have some advantages over
satellite radar altimeters, notably an order o f magnitude smaller footprint. Individual
laser pulses present the opportunity to acquire not only high-quality elevation
measurements, but also information regarding surface height distribution, slope,
roughness and reflectivity. ICESat provides high mapping density and almost global
coverage (up to 86°). The pre-launch plan for the science phase o f the ICESat mission
included a ground-track with a 183-day repeat period. Due to a revised mission plan,
ICESat now utilises a 91-day exact repeat orbit with a 33-day subcycle. The GLAS
laser operates for one 3 3-day subcycle every ~3 months, typically during the months:
February-March, May-June, and October-November.

Standard corrections for satellite orbit, tides, and atmospheric delay are applied to the
laser data.

The accuracy o f ICESat elevation measurements are compromised by

inadequate knowledge o f beam pointing and the lack o f a range correction for forward
scattering o f the laser pulse in the presence o f cloud cover.

Under favourable

instrument operation conditions the total measurement error for a single laser pulse is
estimated to be on the order o f 9.5 cm over sea ice with negligible surface slope.

In order to accurately determine sea surface height using altimetric data, corrections
for geoidal undulations, dynamic ocean topography, tidal elevation, and atmospheric
pressure loading must be applied to the data. Over the global oceans, the approximate
magnitudes o f these components o f sea surface height are as follows: geoid height ±
100 m, dynamic topography ± 2 m, ocean tide ± 50 cm, inverse barometer effect ±
10cm. A lack o f observational data over the Arctic limits our ability to adequately
account for these effects in some regions. Shallow seas around the continental shelf
regions o f the Arctic Ocean are likely to be the sites o f the highest ocean tide
amplitudes, dynamic topography and elevation variation due to atmospheric wind and
pressure loading. The accuracy o f our method to determine sea surface height in these
particular regions may therefore be compromised.
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3 Exploitation of ICESat Data over Sea Ice
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we gave a brief introduction to satellite altimetry and the errors
associated with altimetry measurements over sea ice. In this chapter we describe (i)
the altimetric datasets used in the analysis presented in this thesis and (ii) other
complementary satellite data which is integral to our analysis. We briefly introduce
the ICESat dataset, paying particular attention to data collected over sea-ice covered
oceans. W e describe the radar altimetry data which we use for comparison with our
ICESat results. W e provide a detailed description o f the parameters that are relevant
to the analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice, noting the limitations associated with each
parameter. Although much o f this information is already available in the literature,
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents (ATBDs), and the GLAS Release Notes, we
have collated the information pertinent to the analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice and
it is this that we present here. W e review the results o f analysis o f ICESat data for
various oceanographic investigations carried out to date, and the outstanding issues
that need to be addressed for the successful analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice. We
conclude with an overview o f the aims o f the work presented in this thesis.

3.2 Data Description
3.2.1 ICESat Data
The first ICESat laser, designated Laser 1 (or LI), began operations on February 20,
2003 and continued gathering data until the end o f March 2003 as part o f the first
laser campaign. After the failure o f L I, the second GLAS laser was utilized for the
first o f three campaigns in a period during September and November 2003. During
this laser campaign (designated L2a) all ICESat instrumentation operated with near
expected performance under optimal conditions [Schutz et al., 2005].

Since this

period represents the best performance o f ICESat, major efforts were employed to
correct the data for systematic pointing errors [Luthcke et a l , 2005]. Pointing
knowledge accuracy is ~2 arcsec for L2a data [Schutz et al., 2005].
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The GLAS Software Development Team generates a new data release every time
changes have been made to the algorithms used to generate the data products. Data
from previous laser campaigns m ay be reprocessed under a new release. The first
public release o f data was Release 12.

Although the highest available release is

currently Release 26, data from each laser operations period are in different post
processing states at the time o f writing.

There are therefore limitations associated

with some o f the available data. Table 3.1 describes the relationship between laser
operations periods and data releases, and highlights those datasets we consider in the
analysis presented here.

Laser
Days in
Operations Data start date Data stop date
Operation
Period

L1
L2a
L2b
L3a
L3b

20/02/2003
04/10/2003
17/02/2004
03/10/2004
17/02/2005

20/03/2003
18/11/2003
21/03/2004
08/11/2004
24/03/2005

29
45
34
37
36

Orbit
Repeat
(days) *

Product
Release #

8
91/33
91/33
91/33
91/33

18
26
26
23
19

Table 3.1 Description of ICESat data releases. The laser operations periods included in
this table represent the datasets considered in analysis presented in this thesis. * A
91-day repeat orbit, with a 33-day near-repeat subcycle, was implemented on 4th
Oct, 2003.

One o f the major differences between successive releases o f data collected during a
particular laser campaign is the improved treatment o f instrument pointing biases [see
Luthcke et al., 2005]. Ongoing efforts by the ICESat science team are expected to
improve all ICESat datasets, bringing them to the 2 arcsec level o f pointing accuracy
achieved with L2a data [Fricker at al., 2005].

For each operations period that we

consider in our analysis, we use the latest available release at the time o f writing.

3.2.2 Other Data Sets
In order to assess the ability o f our processing schemes to identify sea surface height,
and the accuracy o f our results from ICESat data over Arctic sea ice, we compare our
data to a number o f independent datasets. W e briefly describe these datasets here. In
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addition we use sea ice drift vector data and sea ice concentrations as part o f our
analysis and a short description o f these datasets is also provided.

3.2.2.1 Satellite Radar Altimetry

W e analyse SSH and sea ice freeboard measurements derived from ENVISAT
satellite radar altimetry (RA-2) data which are coincident with the ICESat dataset.
ENVISAT, launched in March 2002, facilitates coverage o f the Arctic region to
81.5°N and follows a similar orbit to the ERS-2 satellite. RA-2 is a nadir-looking,
pulse limited radar operating at two frequencies: 13.575 GHz (Ku Band) and 3.2 GHz
(S band) [Baker et al., 2002]. ENVISAT utilises a 35-day repeat orbit and data can
therefore be used for direct comparison with ICESat. The altimetry science products
have been derived from SGDR data acquired from the European Space Agency (ESA)
(A. Ridout, personal communication).

The identification o f the sea surface is possible through analysis o f the received
waveform echo shape.

Radar returns over open water or thin ice are specular in

nature due to scattering from the smooth surface. These can be distinguished from
diffuse radar returns which originate over rough, consolidated ice [Peacock and
Laxon, 2004]. An example o f specular and diffuse radar echo waveform shapes is
illustrated in Figure 3.1. The procedure for deriving elevations from the two sets o f
waveforms is beyond the scope o f this thesis, but it is described in detail in Peacock
and Laxon [2004]. An example o f an along-track surface height profile over the ice
pack is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The sharp jum p in elevation is due to the elevation
change between the sea surface and a sea ice floe.

(a)

(b)

»
t
Figure 3.1 Typical radar altimeter return waveforms over Arctic sea ice. (a) A sharp, bright
specular echo reflected from the smooth sea surface within a lead, (b) a diffuse
echo reflected from rough sea ice. From Peacock and Laxon [2001].
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Figure 3.2 An along-track elevation profile over Arctic sea ice derived from radar altimetry
data. The jump in elevation is due to the elevation difference between the sea
surface and the top of an ice floe. From Wingham et al. [2001].

3.2.2.2 Satellite Imagery

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery presented in
this thesis was acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Centre (NSIDC).
MODIS is one o f the instruments on board the NASA satellites AQUA and TERRA.
Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS illuminate swaths o f the Earth’s surface 2330km by
10km in size and cover the entire globe every 1 to 2 days. Data is acquired in 36
spectral bands ranging in wavelength from 0.4 pm to 14.4 pm.

Here we use the

MODIS Calibrated Radiances product, which provides visible imagery (bands 1 and
2) with a resolution o f 250 m. W e utilise an IDL software tool called simap.pro15,
which was developed by the Goddard DAAC MODIS Data Support Team to process
the MODIS data acquired from NSIDC, and to overlay ICESat science products onto
the visible imagery.

The Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) imagery was acquired
from the EOLI-SA online catalogue at ESA 16. AATSR is an imaging radiometer
which acquires images o f the Earth’s surface at a range o f infrared and visible
wavelengths. We utilise the AATSR TOA Radiance product, which provides visible
imagery at a resolution o f 1000 m. As with the MODIS imagery we use IDL-based
software to analyse the AATSR imagery and overlay ICESat science products.

15 Simap.pro and associated documentation is available at http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/MODIS/simap/
16 EOLI-SA catalogue available at http://eoli.esa.int
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3.2.2.3 Sea Ice Drift Data

W e utilise 3-day, merged datasets which combine QuikSCAT and SSM/I sea ice drift
vector data, acquired from the French Iffemer website17. Data is available for all
ICESat time periods and is presented in the form o f browse images which illustrate
the direction and speed o f sea ice drift over 3-day periods.

3.2.2.4 Sea Ice Concentration Data

As part o f our analysis we require a sea ice mask to enable selection o f ICESat
altimetry data over the sea-ice covered regions o f the Arctic Ocean (see Section 4.3).
For this purpose we use Special Sensor M icrowave/Imager (SSM/I) sea ice
concentrations which are computed from the Defence Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) F-13 SSM/I D aily Polar Gridded Brightness Temperatures. These
data are available at the NSIDC w ebsite18.

3.3 Characteristics of ICESat Data
W e now provide a detailed description o f the parameters that are relevant to the
analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice (Section 3.3.1), and the limitations associated
with each parameter (Section 3.3.1). Although much o f this information is already
available in the literature, Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents (ATBDs), and the
GLAS Release Notes, we present a collated set o f information pertinent to the
analysis o f ICESat sea ice data.

3.3.1 Parameters used in Geophysical Analysis of ICESat Data over
Sea Ice
Raw data are telemetered from ICESat to the ICESat-Science Investigator-led
Processing System (I-SIPS), the ground-based data processing system, at the Goddard
Space Flight Centre (GSFC). I-SIPS generates fifteen separate data products from the
17 Data is available at ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/cersat/products/gridded/psi-drift/quicklooks/
18 Data and further information is available at http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0001.html
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l(T Sat measurements labelled GLAxy, where xy denotes a two-digit number. We
make use o f geolocated footprint locations and elevations from the GI.A06 Global
Elevation Data Product and, for each footprint, we obtain a record o f the transmitted
and received waveforms from the GI \t»l Global Altimetry Data Product.

The key products derived in the GLAS sea ice algorithm for pulses reflected from sea
ice are: the average elevation o f sea ice or open water, and the average reflectance o f
the sea ice within the footprint [Brenner et al., 2003]. Other parameters relevant to
our analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice include the shapes o f the transmitted and
received laser pulses themselves, and the energy and gain associated with the return
laser pulse. A full li>t o f parameters used in our forthcoming analysis o f ICESat data
over sea ice is presented in fable 3.2.

3.3.1.1 T ran sm itted and Received Pulse W aveform s (i_ tx_ w f i_rng_wf)

The concept of range measurement by a laser altimeter is illustrated in Figure 3.3,
where signal strength or power, P, is plotted against time, T. The initial transmitted
laser pulse has maximum signal strength, ifo a duration or pulse width, ATo, at a
signal strength o f one-half the maximum, and a total energy, Eq. The reflected laser
energy, in the form o f scattered light, is focused by a telescope onto a silicon
avalanche photodiode detector [Bufton, 1989].

Q.

Transmitted
Pulse
Optical and
Electronic
Noise

m
c
m
35

AT,

Received
Pulse
Range Gate

Time, T
r

s

Figure 3.3 Schematic illustrating the concept of range to surface measurement for a
transmitted and received laser pulse. Tu is the transmitted pulse time, Tr is the
received pulse time, P(, is the transmitted pulse power and Pr is the received
pulse power. From Bufton [1989].
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Product Variable
Product Data Algorithm
Name
Short Description Frequency (Hz) Units

Long Description

GLA01
i_tx_wf

Sampled Transmit
Pulse Waveform

i_mg_wf

1064 nm Laser
Received Pulse
Waveform

i_RecNrgLast_EU

counts

Transmit Pulse: 48 bytes of raw data samples.

40

counts

The 1064 nm echo waveform digitizer sample output, at 544 samples per shot over land and ice
sheets, and at 200 samples per snot over sea ice and oceans. The surface type is determined by
the instnment from the on-board DEM. This has no caibration applied. The calibration is applied
ntemaUy during ground science algorithm processing. The calibration constants are available in
the ANC07 file.

1064 nm Laser
Received Pulse
Energy

40

fJoules

This is the energy in the 1064 nm laser pulse between the threshold crossings before and after the
maximum amplitude in energy units.

Gain value used for
Received Pulse

40

counts

The receiver gain; Gain value used is uncalibrated and is in counts. Before calculating energy
from this gain value, it needs to be calibrated.

LUTCTime

Transmit Time of
Rrst Shot in frame

1

seconds

The transmit time in UTC of the 1st shot in the 1 second frame referenced to noon on Jan 1,2000
|J2000). This is not the ground bounce time, but the transmit time.

Mat

Latitude Corrected

40

Degrees

The geodetic latitude of the 40 laser spots in the 1 second time frame, computed from the
precision orbit, precision attitude, and ice-sheet specific range, after instrument corrections,
atmospheric delays and tides have been applied. The values are In degrees North.

ijon

Longitude Corrected

40

Degrees

The longitude of the 40 laser spots in the 1 second time frame, computed from the precision orbit
precision attitude, and ice-sheet specific range, after instrument corrections, atmospheric delays
and tides have been applied. The values are in degrees East

i_etev

Surface Elevation

40

Meters

Surface elevation vuth respect to the ellipsoid at the spot location determined by the ice-sheel
specific range, after instrument corrections, atmospheric delays and tides have been applied.

ijdH t

Geoid
Range Correction,
Dry Troposphere
Reflectivity not
corrected for
Atmospheric Effects

2

Meters

The height of the geoid above the ellipsoid for the first and last shot in the record, based on the
NASA/NIMA Earth Gravity Model, EGM-96 geoid.

1

Meters

The range correction due to the dry troposphere: one correction for each shot

40

Unitless

The reflectance (not corrected for atmospheric effects) is calculated as the ratio of the received
energy after it has been scaled for range, and the transmitted energy. This uses all signal between
signal begin and signal end.

40

meters

The saturation range correction.

40

NA

i_gainSet1064

40

GLA06

i_dTrop
ijefldUncorr

Release 24+
i_satRngCorr
i_satCorrFlg

(new parameters)
Saturation Range
Correction
Saturation Correction
Flaa

This is a flag indicating when i_satRngCorr should be applied.

Table 3.2 Description of ICESat parameters used in analysis presented in this thesis19.

Over the polar ice pack the received pulse, which corresponds to a reflection from the
surface, is assumed to be a single Gaussian similar in shape to the transmitted pulse
[Zwally et al., 2002].

The received pulse is however spread and distorted due to

interaction with the target surface and the atmosphere [Bufton, 1989]. Many factors,
including impulse response, surface roughness due to ridges, hummocks, and rafts,
19

GLAS Altimetry Data Dictionary available at
http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/glas_altimetry/data_dictionary. html
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beam curvature, and a geometric component dependent on the off-nadir pointing
angle o f the laser beam, affect the spreading o f the pulse in time. Pulse spreading
directly affects data quality since it causes pulse energy to be redistributed into a
larger time interval [Bufton, 1989]. This reduces the peak-power signal to noise ratio
(SNR) and therefore increases the probability o f errors in the determination o f range
to the surface [Harding et al., 1994].

The received pulse is selected by an instrument algorithm and digitised in Ins (15cm)
range bins by GLAS and subsequently analysed by I-SIPS.

From a total o f 1000

selected range bins, the 200 samples around the detected pulse are selected and
telemetered to the ground. The corresponding width o f the telemetered range window
is 30m over sea ice and ocean [Brenner et al., 2003]. The width o f the transmitted
pulse is 6ns and is digitised in the same manner as the received pulse in Ins (15cm)
range bins (X. Sun, personal communication).

3.3.1.2 Procedure to Calculate Elevation and Geolocate Footprint (i_latf i_lony

i_elev)

The GLAS sea ice footprint will usually contain smooth ice, rough ice, open water or
a mixture o f these units. Surface elevations in the GLA06 product are estimated using
the “standard fit” Gaussian-fitting procedure for land and ice sheets [Brenner et al.,
2003], which is appropriate for a flat, smooth surface such as sea ice. In this
procedure, the average elevation will be represented by the centroid o f the best-fit
Gaussian curve associated with the maximum peak in the received waveform
[Brenner et al., 2003] as outlined in Eqn. 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.4.

The modelled waveform is defined by Brenner et a l , [2003] as

m=1

( 3. 1)

where w(t) is the amplitude o f the waveform at time t, Wm is the contribution from the
m * Gaussian, Np is the number o f Gaussian peaks found in the waveform, A m is the
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amplitude o f m111 Gaussian, e is the bias (noise level) o f the waveform, tm is the
temporal centre o f the modelled Gaussian, om is the standard deviation o f the m 1*1
Gaussian peak.

Nonlinear least squares fitting is used to compute the model

parameters (e, A m tm, and om) by fitting the theoretical model to the observed received
waveform [Brenner et a l , 2003]. The maximum number o f peaks (Np) calculated is
usually six [Zwally et al., 2002], although over sea ice it is usually one single peak.

;
i Range to Mm i Svrface (Rm)-{MRM-Mnv|)*c/2
\-------------'W ------------------------------■»»

RM

Figure 3.4 Schematic illustrating the waveform fitting procedure used for calculating the
range and elevation distribution from a typical set of transmitted and received
GLAS pulses.

W indicates the waveform, A indicates the amplitude of the

waveform, M indicates the waveform mid-point, a indicates the standard
deviation of the waveform, and c indicates the speed of light. The subscript T
indicates the transmitted pulse, subscript R indicates the received pulse, subscript
M indicates the Gaussian model fitted to the waveform.

From Zwally et al.

[2002].

A limitation o f this fitting technique is that it may not be valid when applied over very
rough sea ice (e.g. sea ice ridges or rubble fields), since the best-fit curve associated
with the return pulse may be asymmetric and non-Gaussian [Brenner et al., 2003].
Furthermore, occasionally all, or part, o f the footprint can be occupied by an iceberg,
a glacier, land ice, or land. These surfaces will usually have shorter ranges (higher
elevations) and their effect on retum-pulse shape will be determined primarily by their
surface height distribution [Brenner et al., 2003].
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The following procedure, as outlined in Brenner et al. [2003], is implemented to
geolocate the GLAS footprint and determine surface elevation. The surface elevation
data products are referenced to the TOPEX/Poseidon reference ellipsoid [Schutz et a l.,
2005].

a. Transmitted pulse is characterised. Time for beginning o f range calculation is
identified.
b. The received waveform is characterised to determine if there is a signal.

The

point on the waveform to be used to estimate slant range is determined. The mean
range, POD and PAD are used to derive the preliminary footprint geolocation.
c. The database is interrogated to determine type o f surface at footprint location.
d. Waveform smoothing is performed and initial estimates for waveform parameters
are estimated.
e. A best-fit Gaussian curve is fitted to waveform using the procedure outlined in
Eqn. (3.1).
f.

The slant range to mean surface and surface elevation distribution are calculated.

g. This data, together with time and meteorological data, are used to calculate
atmospheric delay due to the interaction o f the laser pulse with the atmosphere.
The tidal values for the ocean, load and solid earth tides are also calculated at this
stage. A polar tide correction is not included in the PAD, but is accounted for in
the orbit determination (A. Brenner, personal communication). See Figure 3.5.
h. The range to the mean surface is recalculated (“corrected range”) with
atmospheric and tidal corrections applied.
i.

The time tag is corrected, with travel time taken into account.

j.

Precise footprint geolocation and mean surface elevation are calculated.

The

value o f the geoid is interpolated (once per second) at this stage. See Figure 3.6.
k. Region specific parameters are calculated.

3.3.1.3 Footprint Time Tag (i_UTCTime)

The footprint time tag is computed using two-way travel time to the surface.

It is

calculated as the time between the centroid o f the transmitted pulse and the centre o f
the Gaussian fitted to the received pulse [Zwally et a l , 2002]. The time tag associated
with the received pulse is calculated using Eqn. (2.3) (see section 2.4).
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Figure 3.5 Flow diagram describing the calculation of range corrections showing the order in
which the parameters are computed. Steps a-g, which are described in Section
3.3.1.2, are illustrated in this diagram. From Brenner et al., [2003].
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Figure 3.6 Flow diagram outlining the order in which range measurements are corrected,
footprint geolocation calculated, and surface elevation estimated. Steps h-j, which
are described in Section 3.3.1.2, are illustrated in this diagram. From Brenner et
al, [2003].

3.3.1.4 Received Energy (iJRecNrgLastEU)

The received pulse energy is calculated using the following procedure, as outlined in
Brenner et a l , [2003]:
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a. The position o f the received pulse is identified by distinguishing m aximum
amplitude between signal begin and signal end.
b. The mean noise (“threshold amplitude”) is calculated as a percentage o f the
received pulse peak amplitude. The cut-off threshold is currently set at 3% o f the
peak amplitude (X. Sun, personal communication).
c. The locations o f the received pulse amplitude that fall below the mean noise level
are identified and the integration interval is set.
d. The sum o f the waveform data is calculated to find the area under the received
pulse waveform above the noise level, A rec.
e. The received pulse energy, Erec>is calculated as the product o f the pulse area, the
received pulse gain, Gainrec, and a calibration coefficient, Crec,

E rec

=

A rec * Gain

* C rec

(3.2)/

The most recent estimate for the calibration factor (Crec) is 1.00 (X\ Sun, personal
communication, 2005).

3.3.1.5 Received Pulse Gain (i gainSetl064)

The received pulse gain is the gain setting o f the detector associated with the received
pulse. The setting is time-varying and adjusts depending on the maximum amplitude
o f the received pulse [Brenner et al., 2003]. Detector gain varies between 7 and 250
counts [Kwok et al., 2006].

3.3.1.6 Reflectivity (i reflctUncorr)

The total energy in the received pulse is used to infer the average reflectivity o f the
sea ice within the footprint.

This procedure takes factors such as the transmitted

energy, spacecraft altitude, and the characteristics o f the receiver optics into account.
The surface reflectivity o f sea ice is dependent on two factors: surface roughness and
the dielectric properties o f sea ice (e.g. albedo).
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Reflectivity is calculated as the ratio o f the received pulse energy (after it is scaled for
range) to the transmitted pulse energy.

The unsealed received pulse energy is

calculated as the area under the received pulse waveform above the noise level
combined with the received pulse gain and the optical to detector volt efficiency for
the received pulse [Brenner et al., 2003]. The transmitted pulse energy is calculated
as the area under the transmitted pulse waveform combined with the transmitted pulse
gain and the optical to detector volt efficiency for the transmitted pulse [Brenner et
al., 2003].

Surface reflectivity, p surf , is defined by Brenner et al., [2003] as

P su rf _
P su rf
^ RTatm

n Em R
P su rf

__ I

E trans te
Ale s c o p e t opt

_

T RTatm

- 2 ( r . + r . + r m)

=

*

(3.3)

where, pSurf_uncor is the uncorrected surface reflectivity, E trans is the transmitted pulse
energy, R is the range (in meters), A teiesc0pe is the telescope area (0.709 m 2), xopt is the
optics transmission (67%), XRTatm is the roundtrip atmospheric transmissivity, xc is the
cloud (column) integrated optical depth, xa is the aerosol (column) integrated optical
depth, xm is the molecular optical depth.

3.3.1.7 Geoid Height (i gdHt)

The height o f the geoid above the reference ellipsoid is calculated for the first and last
shot in each 1-second record.

The geoid included in the product is based on the

NASA/NIMA Earth Gravity Model EGM-96 geoid.
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3.3.1.8 Dry Tropospheric Range Correction ( ijdTrop )

The range correction to account for the dry troposphere is calculated at a frequency o f
1Hz (i.e. once per 40 pulses). Section 2.5.5 outlines the procedure for calculating the
dry tropospheric range correction and accounting for tropospheric delay.

3.3.1.9 Saturation Range Correction (i satRngCorr)

The accuracy o f ICESat elevations is compromised by factors affecting the range
measured by the instrument. Detector saturation, due to the nonlinear response o f the
detector to the high incident energy o f a received pulse, has been detected over ice
and other surfaces [Schutz et al., 2005] and reduces the performance o f the
instrument.

Detector saturation is governed by at least four factors: transmit and

received pulse energies, atmospheric attenuation, surface reflectivity (and abrupt
changes thereof), and surface slope (D. Yi, personal communication). Atmospheric
transmission o f the GLAS 1064nm pulse is higher than expected; furthermore surface
reflectance o f the laser beam is approximately two times stronger than anticipated for
a Lambertian surface (X. Sun, personal communication). In the clearest atmospheric
conditions, and at strong laser energies (>13 fJ), over flat surfaces (<0.5° slope),
received pulses can be up to two times over the receiver saturation threshold [.Abshire
et al., 2005; X. Sun, personal communication]. Rapid variations in pulse energy,
combined with the inability o f the automatic gain control loop to adjust below its
preset lower limit, cause the detector to overload and become saturated [Fricker et al.,
2005 and references contained therein].

The result o f such detector saturation is distorted received pulse echoes which are
artificially wide and have clipped peak amplitudes.

Figure 3.7 shows a typical

waveform stack over the salar de Uyuni salt flats, which contains various types o f
GLAS waveform. A particular group o f echoes with very high received-pulse energy,
known as “super saturated echoes”, originate over still, flat water surfaces. Return
echoes from smooth water surfaces tend to be specular in nature and have a narrow,
highly peaked backscatter function.

Ripples on the water surface are believed to

produce a wider angular spread o f the backscatter distribution (.J. Abshire, personal
communication).

The standard Gaussian fit to saturated echoes is unsuitable for
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accurate detection o f the true surface elevation, since the broad Gaussian function
manifests itself as a considerable range delay and hence produces poor estimates o f
surface elevation. Fricker et a l [2005] have found that the Gaussian fit is biased
towards longer ranges (e.g. biases o f -1 m over flooded regions o f the salar due to
super saturated echoes) and thus results in elevation estimates that fall below the true
surface.

As illustrated in Figure 3.7, there is an anti-correlation between ICESat

elevations and received pulse energy, which is the expected effect from saturation
[Abshire et al., 2005].

Since the area under the return waveform is reduced through

pulse saturation, the reflectivity measurement is also compromised and is effectively
underestimated [X. Sun, personal communication].

W ork by the ICESat science team to develop corrections for saturated waveforms is
ongoing [Schutz et a l , 2005]. An empirical correction to be applied to the two-way
travel time for pulses suffering from saturation was derived from laboratory
experiments using the GLAS flight spare detector. The saturation correction, A t, is
valid for all gains and can be applied to returns originating over flat or gently sloping
surfaces. It is given in Kwok et a l [2006] as:

0

At (ns) = *

fo r Er < 9 f J

0 .6 8 7 0 6 -0 .3 0 9 1 9 ^ + 4.9006x1 O'2E] -3 .2 8 9 7 xl0~3£ r3
+ 8.5389 xlO -5^ 4

fo r 9f J < E r < 1 6 /7

-1 .9 4 2 6 + 0.14868£r

fo r Er > \ 6 fJ

where Er is received pulse energy in femtojoules (fJ).

(3.4)

This correction became

available with the Release 26 datasets. For data prior to Release 26 (i.e. L I, L3a,
L3b) we applied the correction manually. When an echo fulfils one o f the saturation
criteria, the range correction is added to the elevation value to correct for the effects
o f saturation (J. DiM arzio, personal communication). Table 3.3 describes the criteria
used to indicate “low-gain” and “high-gain” saturation.

Fricker et a l [2005]

demonstrate that the saturation correction reduced the elevation bias as measured over
the salar from — 10 cm to —2 cm.
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Figure 3.7 The effects of saturation on GLAS received pulses that were acquired over the

salar de Uyuni while it was partially flooded. (Top) waveform stack; (Middle)
received pulse energy; (Bottom) ICESat (blue) versus GPS elevations (black).
From Fricker et al., [2005].

Low G ain S a tu ra tio n
R e c e iv e d P u ls e G ain
( c o u n ts )
R e c e iv e d P u ls e
E n e rg y (fJ)
R e c e iv e d P u ls e
A m p litu d e (c o u n ts )

H igh G ain S a tu ra tio n

<M3

1 250

>15

< 10

> 220

N/A

Table 3.3 Criteria for identifying low gain and high gain pulse saturation. From Brenner et

al., [2003].

3.3.2 Status of Selected ICESat Parameters
Due to the complicated nature o f the processing applied to various GLAS data
releases and individual parameters, we now discuss the impacts of such processing on
the parameters relevant to this work. Table 3.4 describes the limitations associated
with these parameters.
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L1
18

L2a
26

L2b
26

L3a
23

L3b
19

Mat, ijo n

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

Mat, ijo n , i_elev

1

3

3

3

2

Time Tag

i_UTCTime

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

Elevation

i_elev

4

6

6

6

5

Geoid

i_gdHt

7

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

i_gainSet1064

8

NOM

NOM

NOM

NOM

i_RecNrgLastEU

9

NOM

NOM

NOM

10

i_reflctUncorr

11

NOM

NOM

NOM

12

i_dTrop

13

NOM

NOM

NOM

13

i_satRngCorr

N/A

NOM

NOM

N/A

N/A

Laser Operations Period
Product Release
Parameter

Product Variable Name(s)

Footprint
Geolocation (POD)
Instrument
Pointing (PAD)

Received Pulse
Gain
Received Pulse
Energy
Reflectivity
Dry Troposphere
Correction
Saturation
Correction

Table 3.4 Description of current status of ICESat parameters relevant to the analysis
presented in this thesis. Refer to text for footnote descriptions. “NOM” indicates
the measurement of the parameter is nominal under a particular data release and
in line with the GLAS error budget described in Section 2.6. “N/A” denotes
parameter is “not applicable” under a particular data release.
1 The version o f Precision Attitude Determination (PAD) (PAD Release #12), used in
this release does not include Laser Reference Sensor (LRS) corrections due problems
with the green laser. The data is therefore compromised by pointing errors that reduce
the accuracy o f elevations reported in this dataset [Schutz et al., 2005].

Pointing

knowledge accuracy is estimated to be at the 15 - 20 arcsec level [Schutz et al., 2005].
The version o f PAD (PAD Release #16), used in this release does not include
pointing corrections [GSAS v4.1 Release Notes, 2004]. Pointing knowledge accuracy
is estimated to be at the 15 - 20 arcsec level [Schutz et al., 2005].
3 Data from this operations period benefit predominantly from PAD improvements.
LRS corrections, Instrument Star Tracker (1ST) distortion corrections, and Scan
Manoeuvre Calibration (SMC) corrections, reducing the effects o f pointing errors and
improving elevation measurement accuracy [Luthcke et al., 2005].

Pointing

knowledge accuracy is estimated to be at the ~ 2 arcsec level [Schutz et al., 2005].
4 Corrections to the waveform fitting procedure were included in this release and
should improve elevation measurements [G&4S v4.0 Release N otes, 2004]. However,
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the lack o f pointing corrections (see l) results in range errors that seriously
compromise the accuracy o f elevations reported in the Release 18 dataset. Using Eqn.
(2.6) and assuming flat sea ice, we calculate the range error associated with the error
in pointing knowledge accuracy can be up to ~ 0.3 m.
5 The version o f PAD used in this release (see 2) does not include pointing corrections,
which results in range errors o f up to ~ 0.3 m.
6 Data from this operations period benefit predominantly from PAD improvements
and the application o f pointing corrections (see ). Pointing knowledge accuracy for
this dataset is ~2 arcsec [Schutz et al., 2005], which corresponds to a range error o f
0.03 m. An absolute accuracy (range bias) o f <2 cm has been derived for L2a Release
21 (and higher) elevations over the salar de Uyuni salt flats [see Fricker et al., 2005].
7 Errors exist in the EGM96 geoid reported in the product. EGM96 geoid heights are
referenced to the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid in the tide-free system, making them
incompatible for direct comparison with GLAS elevations, which are referenced to
the TOPEX/Poseidon reference ellipsoid in the mean-tide system [NSIDC, 2006].
0

The 40Hz received gain values are offset from the shot to which they pertain by one

shot. The gain used onboard for shot N is contained in the record for shot N -l. The
gain reported in this release o f the data was not shifted and therefore all parameters
that are calculated using the gain (e.g. reflectivity, received pulse energy) have some
error associated with them. This gain offset does not however cause any errors in the
elevation measurements themselves [NSIDC, 2006].
9 The received pulse energy is calculated using knowledge o f the received pulse gain.
Due to the problems associated with the received pulse gain measurement (see 8) the
error on this measurement is proportional to the change in gain between shots
[NSIDC, 2006]. In addition, there is a problem associated with the algorithm used to
calculate the received pulse energy [NSIDC, 2006].
1P

A 1-shot gain shift algorithm included in Release 19 helped to improve the

calculation o f the received pulse energy parameter [G&4S v4.1 Release Notes, 2004].
However, further errors associated with the received energy in this data release exist
[see Fricker et al., 2005].
11 The reflectivity associated with the received pulse is calculated using the value o f
received pulse gain. Due to the problems associated with the received pulse gain
o

measurement (see ) the error on this measurement is proportional to the change in
gain between shots [NSIDC, 2006]. Additional problems associated with the
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algorithm used to compute reflectivity were discovered subsequent to this data
release; the reflectivity algorithm uses an estimate o f atmospheric transmissivity
rather than the actual atmospheric transmissivity.
12 A 1-shot gain shift algorithm included in Release 19 helped to improve the
calculation o f surface reflectivity [G&4S v4.1 Release N otes, 2004]. There is however
a further problem associated with the reflectivity calculation: the reflectivity
algorithm uses an estimate o f atmospheric transmissivity rather than the actual
transmissivity [GSAS v4.1 Release N otes, 2004].
13 The dry troposphere correction occasionally includes sporadic offsets (or “blips”)
where the recorded value is offset from the expected value [G&4S v4.3 Release N otes,
2005].

In summary, we conclude that the L2a, L2b, L3a datasets should contain the best
available data in terms o f elevation measurement accuracy, since all known
instrument and pointing corrections have been applied to these data. Based on Table
2.2, we can expect the RSS error on a single GLAS pulse to be ~5 cm for the L2a,
L2b, and L3a datasets. LI and L3b data could be compromised by pointing errors and
possible problems with the recorded received pulse energy and surface reflectivity.
Furthermore in terms o f saturation effects, the L2b data period has the highest quality
with the lowest number o f saturated echoes [Kwok et al., 2006]. W here possible we
will therefore use the L2a, L2b, and L3a data in our analysis.

3.4 Applications of ICESat Altimetry in the Arctic Review of Recent Results and Current Status
In this section we review the recently published results o f the exploitation o f ICESat
data in the Arctic.

3.4.1 Deriving Sea Ice Freeboard Distributions from ICESat Data
The first investigation o f ICESat data over Arctic sea ice was performed by Zwally et
a l [2003].

The ArcGP geoid height was removed from the individual laser

measurements and the distribution o f ~ 300 along-track sea ice heights within running
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50 km arc segments was calculated. The open-water/thin ice level was estimated by
selecting the elevation corresponding to lowest 2% o f each distribution. An example
of this method is shown over Antarctic sea ice in Figure 3.8. Mean sea ice freeboard
is calculated from the distribution o f points above the local sea level. This method
assumes some open water or thin ice is sampled by GLAS in each 50 km segment.
Preliminary sea ice freeboard results, derived using this technique, are illustrated in
Figure 3.9. Comparison of these ICESat-derived freeboards with temporally
coincident sea ice freeboard measurements from ERS-2 radar altimetry data were
favourable [Farrell et a l , 2003] with the decimetre differences attributable to a
combination of snow loading on sea ice and residual errors in the two independent
freeboard measurements.
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Figure 3.8 Estimating sea level from ICESat altimetry data by computing a histogram of
surface elevations along a 50 km track segment. Local sea level is defined as the
elevation corresponding to the lowest 2% of the distribution (green line). Figure
courtesy of D. Yi and J. Zwally.
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Figure 3.9 The first Arctic sea ice freeboard results derived from ICESat altimetry data
collected during the LI campaign in March 2003. From Zwally et al., [2003].
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3.4.2 Analysis of ICESat Data and RADARSAT Imagery
Kwok et al. [2004] have shown that the small diameter o f the ICESat footprint allows
for the resolution o f thin ice, areas o f open water and leads between ice floes, and
larger, multi-year sea ice floes in the Arctic Ocean.

By identifying relatively flat

regions in along-track profiles, which had associated low values o f reflectivity, and
using coincident RADARSAT imagery, K w ok et a l [2004] identified leads and thin
ice in the ICESat elevation data over sea ice in specific regions o f the Arctic (Figure
3.10). This approach demonstrated that determination o f sea surface topography, from
direct measurements o f open water and thin ice using ICESat data was possible.
K wok et a l [2004] used this direct measurement o f sea level as a reference surface
that enabled derivation o f sea ice freeboard. Assuming the density o f snow to be 300
-y

i

kg m ' and ice to be 928 kg m ' , and by applying a sigmoidal function to a snow depth
climatology given in Warren et al. [1999], K w ok et a l [2004] estimated sea ice
thickness along the ICESat profiles they investigated. An example o f these results is
illustrated in Figure 3.10.

3.4.3 ICESat Data in Combination with a Geoid Model for Sea Ice
Freeboard Retrieval
Forsberg and Skourup [2005] continued the analysis o f ICESat data for the
application o f determining sea ice freeboard across the Arctic Ocean. They employed
a “lowest-level” filtering scheme, similar in theory to that described by Zwally et a l
[2003], to analyse LI and L2a data.

Forsberg and Skourup [2005] also begin by

removing the ArcGP geoid model from ICESat measurements over the ice pack and
make the assumption that the lowest geoid-reduced elevations within 10km areas
describe local sea level.

As Forsberg and Skourup [2005] acknowledge, this

assumption may not be valid in areas with very thick, densely packed ice floes,
introducing a bias o f approximately 25 cm to their sea level elevation estimates. In
addition, the affects o f pulse saturation, pulse forward scattering due to clouds and
elevation errors due to systematic pointing errors, have not been taken into account in
their analysis [.Forsberg and Skourup, 2005] suggesting that further elevation biases
may also exist within their dataset.
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Figure 3.10 A comparison of near-coincident RADARSAT and ICESat data, (a) Geographic
location of data, (b) ICESat track (dashed yellow line) and new leads/openings
seen in time-separated RADARSAT image over the same area in the ice pack, (c)
ICESat freeboard profile and estimated ice draft (snow: light blue; ice: dark blue),
(d) Uncorrected reflectivity along ICESat track, (e) The sea ice thickness
distribution with three superimposed snow covers (red: climatological mean+10
cm; black: mean; green: m ean-10 cm). From Kwok etal., [2004].

Independent verification o f the sea surface elevation estimates presented in Forsberg
and Skourup [2005] was not provided. While a comparison o f sea ice freeboards from
a segment of ICESat data with those estimated from an airborne laser altimeter
utilised spatially coincident data (Figure 3.11), the data was not temporally coincident
with an 8-hour offset between the two datasets. We estimate sea ice drift in the region
surveyed20 (north of Greenland) could have been up to 0.3 km hr'1 at the time o f the
survey, and the comparison cannot therefore be used as a robust verification o f the
ICESat freeboard estimates presented.

20 Sea ice drift estimated using 3-day map for 23-26 May 2004 available at
ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/cersat/products/gridded/psi-drift/quicklooks/arctic/merged/3-daily
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of ICESat sea ice freeboards (black) with freeboard estimates
derived from airborne laser altimetry (blue) collected over the ice pack north of
Greenland in May 2004. The inset map shows the location of the track. From
Forsberg and Skourup, [2005].

3.4.4 Retrieval of ICESat Elevations Using the ArcGP Geoid
A second investigation into the feasibility o f determining sea ice freeboard through
the removal o f the best-available Arctic geoid model was carried out by Kwok et al.
[2006]. In addition to removing the ArcGP geoid from ICESat elevations, Kwok et al.
[2006] accounted for the effects o f atmospheric pressure loading by applying an
inverse barometer correction to the data.

Nevertheless, the largest signals in the

derived surface elevation fields were spatially coincident with bathymetric topography
and therefore attributable to remaining errors in the current state-of-the-art geoid
models [Kwok et al., 2006].

An example o f surface elevation derived in this manner

is illustrated in Figure 3.12

0.7 (m>

Figure 3.12 An example of ICESat elevations after the removal of a state-of-the-art geoid
model, and application of tidal and inverse barometer corrections.

The

elevations for the L2b dataset are illustrated here. From Kwok et al. [2006].
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3.4.5 Sea Surface Height Retrieval over the Open Ocean
Urban and Schutz [2005] demonstrated that ICESat elevations could be used to
determine sea surface height over ocean-wide scales. They investigated ICESat
elevation estimates over the open ocean and verified their results with sea surface
elevations from TOPEX.

In their analysis o f L2a data, Urban and Schutz [2005]

detected a global elevation bias o f -10 cm with respect to TOPEX sea surface heights.
Nevertheless they demonstrated that detection o f the major components o f sea level
anomaly and mesoscale oceanographic features is possible with ICESat.

3.4.6 Reflectivity as an Indicator of Newly Formed Sea Ice and Leads
As noted in Section 3.4.2, relatively flat regions in along-track profiles o f ICESat
elevation were often associated with low values o f reflectivity. Kwok et al. [2004]
interpreted these regions to be leads and/or thin ice and verified this using coincident
RADARSAT imagery (e.g. Figure 3.10). W e now discuss the use o f reflectivity
measurements for the identification o f leads and open water within the ice pack, in
more detail.

W e explore whether the reflectivity parameter is useful for

discriminating pulse returns from the sea surface.

The spectral albedo o f leads which contain open water, or a thin (< 3 cm) cover o f
new ice, is between 0 and 0.1 at GLAS laser wavelengths. For thicker sea ice, or sea
ice covered with snow, the spectral albedo is significantly higher at ~ 0.8. [c.f. Figure
11 in Kwok et al., 2006.] Therefore dips in along-track profiles o f reflectivity over the
sea-ice pack could indicate the presence o f leads, particularly so if the dips were
associated with coincident dips in local elevation.

However, over leads in sea ice we note that there is often a peak in reflectivity
associated with pulse saturation caused by the abrupt change in albedo between the
dark open water and the bright snow/sea ice surface, as the satellite crosses from lead
to pack ice, or vice-versa. Once the onboard gain control loop adjusts to the darker
surface o f the lead, lower reflectivity values associated with ripples on the surface o f
the lead or thin frazil ice, etc. are recorded. This phenomenon can be identified in
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Figure 3.10 where each instance o f a lead or open water within the ice pack
(highlighted in yellow) is associated with a spike (i.e. anomalously high value) in
reflectivity at the lead/sea ice boundary.

Analysis o f ICESat data collected over the salar de Uyuni revealed that reflections
from ponds o f still standing water on the salar resulted in super saturated waveforms
(see Figure 3.7).

These data had high values o f received energy and thus high

reflectivity (c.f. Eqn. 3.3). Reflections from very still, calm water within leads, or a
calm lead surface with a thin, ffazil-ice skim, could therefore also suffer from such
pulse saturation, and anomalously high values o f reflectivity.

Furthermore, pulse

saturation acts to broaden return waveforms resulting in anomalously low elevation
measurements.

In addition, we note that prior to Release 22 data, there were problems with the
calculation o f reflectivity (c.f. Table 3.4), and thus the accuracy o f the LI and L3b
reflectivity datasets may be compromised.

Although we would expect minimum values o f reflectivity to be associated with
GLAS returns from leads in the ice pack, pulse saturation due to high levels o f
received energy over still, standing water surfaces, and the failure o f the gain control
loop to adjust to abrupt changes in albedo, can result in anomalously high values o f
reflectivity over leads. W e therefore conclude that (i) caution should be employed
when interpreting reflectivity data over the sea ice pack and (ii) the reflectivity
parameter alone cannot be used to accurately distinguish leads and/or thin sea ice
floes in ICESat data.

Nevertheless, reflectivity in association with other parameters,

including elevation, could be used together to discriminate thin sea ice and leads.
This idea is developed further in Chapter 4.

3.5 Aims of this Study
In Chapter 1 we stated that the primary goal o f the work presented in this thesis is the
exploitation o f data collected by ICESat over the sea-ice covered regions o f the Arctic
Ocean. Bearing in mind the limitations associated with the ICESat data (Section 3.3),
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and based on the current state o f analysis o f ICESat altimetry data over sea ice
(Section 3.4), we now set out the aims o f the work presented in this thesis in detail:

•

To understand further the origins o f ICESat laser pulse returns from sea ice
covered regions to enable identification o f returns from leads and thin ice.

•

To assess existing methods for determination o f sea surface height in the presence
o f sea ice over the Arctic Ocean.

•

To improve current techniques through the development o f a new algorithmicbased method for sea surface height estimation over Arctic sea ice.

•

To investigate the ability o f algorithmic-based methods to identify openings
within the ice pack (e.g. leads) using spatially and temporally coincident satellite
imagery from MODIS and AATSR.

• To map sea surface height in the Arctic Ocean during ICESat operation periods.

•

To compare sea surface height measurements derived from ICESat data with
coincident measurements from ENVISAT RA-2 altimeter data.

•

To use knowledge o f the sea surface in conjunction with an accurate geoid model
to map dynamic ocean topography.

•

To investigate the potential for using sea surface height measurements collected
throughout various ICESat laser campaigns to map gravity anomalies in the Arctic
Ocean up to the limit o f coverage at 86°N.

•

To examine the use o f ICESat data in conjunction with sea level estimates derived
from satellite altimetry data to measure snow ice freeboard, from which sea ice
thickness

can

be

deduced,

and

to

compare

these

measurements

with

contemporaneous radar altimetric estimates o f ice freeboard.

•

To investigate the feasibility o f combining satellite laser and radar altimetric
measurements o f sea ice freeboard to measure snow loading on sea ice.
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3.6 Summary
We have described the various data products that are relevant to the exploitation of
ICESat data over sea ice. The ICESat dataset is limited as a result of systematic pointing
errors and pulse saturation, which degrade measurement accuracy. The quality o f each
available dataset is governed by the ground-segment processing. We expect elevation
measurements from operations periods L2a, L2b, and L3a to be of the highest quality
since these have been corrected for systematic pointing errors. We will therefore use
these datasets were possible, recalling the limitations associated with the LI and L3b data.
Although the use of RADARS AT imagery as a means o f identifying (and verifying) areas
of open water in ICESat data, and hence provide estimates o f sea surface thickness, is
robust [Kwok et al., 2004], the published literature contains application of this method to
only two individual ICESat tracks. To achieve the goal of analysing ICESat data over sea
ice at large spatial scales such as that o f the Arctic Ocean, examining individual ICESat
profiles in combination with RADARSAT imagery would be time consuming and
possibly even unfeasible; an algorithmic-based method, based on ICESat data alone,
would appear to be more efficient [Kwok et al., 2006].
Initial attempts to derive sea ice freeboard on Arctic-wide scales were based on removing
a geoid model from ICESat measurements [Forsberg and Skourup, 2005; Kwok et al.,
2006]. The largest signals in the resultant elevation fields were however attributable to
remaining errors in the current geoid models [Kwok et al., 2006]. This demonstrates that
knowledge of the time-varying sea surface height is required for direct retrieval of
freeboard [Kwok et al., 2006]. A robust method for identifying local sea surface height in
the ICESat dataset is therefore required for accurate derivation o f sea ice freeboard [Kwok
et al., 2006]. A method for identifying local sea surface by calculating the lowest 2% of
elevations in 50 km along-track segments has been proposed by Zwally et al. [2003].
However investigation of the validity o f this method has thus far not been carried out.
Since (i) the reflectivity parameter was first corrected for the affects of atmospheric
attenuation under Release 22 and, (ii) errors in reflectivity measurements due to detector
saturation have been reported [Kwok et a l , 2004], we suggest that reflectivity alone
cannot be used to accurately distinguish leads and/or thin sea ice floes.
We concluded the chapter by defining the aims o f the research presented in this thesis.
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4 Retrieval of Altimetric Sea Surface Height
Measurements in Ice Covered Seas
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we introduce three methods for the retrieval o f altimetric sea surface
height (SSH) in the Arctic Ocean. W e begin by first discussing the reference surfaces
that are employed in our analysis: the mean sea surface (MSS) and the Arctic geoid.
We then move on to describe the filtering we apply to ICESat elevation data prior to
processing. The aim o f the filtering scheme is to improve the overall accuracy o f the
dataset. It is specifically designed to remove returns over the open ocean along the
sea ice edge, as well as returns affected by pulse saturation, atmospheric forward
scattering, and other invalid returns.

We describe two alternative algorithms for

identifying sea surface height in the ice covered Arctic Ocean.
initial work carried out by Zwally et al. [2003].

Method 1 follows

M ethod 2 is a new method for

determining sea surface height based on analysis o f (i) the relationship between
ICESat elevations and surface reflectivity and (ii) ICESat waveforms.

W e also

describe a third algorithm that identifies large leads (greater than ~5 km wide), which
will be useful for deriving a baseline reference set o f SSH measurements against
which the first two methods can be verified.

W e conclude the chapter with a

qualitative assessment o f Methods 1 and 2 by investigating their ability to pick out
small-scale features identified in satellite imagery.

4.2 Auxiliary Data
In order to estimate dynamic ocean topography and sea ice freeboard, it is useful to
remove the largest component o f the sea surface height signal; as discussed in Section
2.7 the geoid is the main component o f sea surface height.
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4.2.1 The Arctic Geoid
There remain uncertainties in some publicly available geoid models at high latitudes
[e.g. see McAdoo et a l , 2004] and the EGM-96 geoid (i_gdHt) included in the ICESat
J1
product is too coarse in the polar regions to be suitable for sea ice analysis . Here we
have chosen to use two geoids specifically developed for geodetic, gravimetric,
altimetric and oceanographic studies o f the Arctic.

4.2.1.1 ArcGP

The Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP) geoid model [Kenyon and Forsberg, 2001] was
developed as part o f an international initiative o f the International Association o f
Geodesy and combined all available surface, airborne, and submarine gravity data in
the Arctic region. Satellite-derived gravity (from ERS-2) was also used as part o f the
ArcGP but only in limited areas o f the eastern sector o f the Arctic, north o f Siberia
[Forsberg and Skourup, 2005]. The resolution o f the ArcGP geoid model is 5° x 10°
(latitude by longitude). A limitation o f the ArcGP geoid model is that it does not
sufficiently model long wavelength geoidal features [Kwok et al., 2006; McAdoo et
a l., 2006].

4.2.1.2 Hybrid Geoid

W e also use an Arctic geoid model recently developed by McAdoo et a l [2006]
comprising satellite and ground-based gravimetric data known as the “hybrid geoid”.
The hybrid geoid model is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The data is provided by D.

McAdoo, at the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
in a gridded format and with a longitude spacing o f 1/8° and a latitude spacing o f
1/40°.

Observations by the twin satellites o f the Gravity Recovery and Climate

Experiment (GRACE) mission [Tapley et a l , 2004] provide, for the first time, global
coverage o f the Earth’s gravity field every 30 days from a single source. The hybrid
geoid model is a high-resolution geoid constructed using an optimal combination o f
the long wavelength components (> 600 km) o f the GRACE satellite-only GGM02S
21 i_gdHt is calculated at a frequency of 2Hz, which, given the velocity of the spacecraft, is equivalent
to once per 3.5km [NSIDC, 2006].
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geoid, and the short wavelength components o f the ArcGP geoid.

The GRACE

GGM02S data provides high precision at long wavelengths; long-wavelength errors in
the hybrid geoid are less than 1 cm [McAdoo et al., 2006]. Kwok et al. [2006] found
that subtraction o f the ArcGP geoid, updated with GRACE observations, from ICESat
elevations significantly reduced the variance o f the ICESat elevation field, as
compared to using the ArcGP model alone. We assume that the same would be true
in the case of the hybrid geoid.

Height

Figure 4.1 The Arctic hybrid geoid. The hybrid geoid is derived by combining GRACE
GGM02S data with an updated ArcGP geoid model [.McAdoo et al., 2006].
Artificial illumination from the east has been added.

Figure courtesy of D.

McAdoo.

4.2.2 The Arctic Mean Sea Surface
4.2.2.1 ERS-2 M ean Sea Surface
Peacock and Laxon [2004] have described a technique utilising satellite radar
altimetry data to discriminate sea surface elevations and determine sea surface height
in the Arctic Ocean (see Section 3.2.2 for methodology).

A map o f the MSS is

illustrated in Figure 4.2. This map was generated by plotting 35-day repeat mean
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profiles onto a reference grid and using bilinear interpolation to estimate the MSS for
each point along the individual tracks o f the geodetic phases o f the ERS-2 satellite
between May 1995 and June 1999. Once the MSS height at each reference location
was calculated, the heights were interpolated onto a grid with a longitude spacing o f
1/8° and a latitude spacing o f 1/40°.

The ERS-2 sea surface height estimates are

accurate to < 9 cm in ice-covered seas between the latitudes o f 60°N and 81.5°N
[Peacock andLaxon, 2004]. This MSS is hereinafter referred to as the ERS-2 MSS.

Height

Figure 4.2 The ERS-2 Arctic mean sea surface (ERS-2 MSS). The ERS-2 MSS was derived
using four years (1995-1999) of ERS-2 radar altimetry [Peacock and Laxon,
2004]. Artificial illumination from the east has been added. Figure courtesy of
D. McAdoo.

An update to the ERS-2 MSS, the ArcGICE MSS, has been generated using 8 years o f
ERS-2 radar altimetry data for the period between May 1995 and June 2003 (A.
Ridout, personal communication). We use the ArcGICE MSS, provided by A. Ridout,
as a baseline to compute sea level anomalies (SLA) which are the difference between
the altimeter-derived instantaneous sea surface heights and the long-term MSS (Eqn.
2.11). The standard deviation o f sea surface heights used to construct the ArcGICE
MSS is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The standard deviations indicate (i) that the error in
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the ArcGICE MSS is ~ 12 -15 cm and (ii) regions of the Arctic Ocean where the error
in the MSS is high (e.g. around 72°N 165°E) are due to the high variability o f the
instantaneous sea surface heights due to, for example, river run-off, etc. (A. Ridout,
personal communication).

Standard Deviation of Sea Surface Heights (m)

0.09

0.10

0.1S

0.20

0.25

Figure 4.3 Standard deviation of sea surface heights used to construct the ArcGICE MSS.
Figure courtesy of A. Ridout.

The ArcGICE MSS is computed relative to the WGS84 reference ellipsoid. Since
ICESat elevations are referenced to the TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P) ellipsoid, it is
necessary to apply a correction to the ArcGICE MSS data so that is it consistent with
the ICESat dataset.

The Earth’s radius, R, at a given geographic latitude, tp, is

R

=

a ( \ - (Fsin2($p)- F s in 2(2p)))

where A is the equatorial radius and F is Earth’s flattening.
reference ellipsoid,

Aw gs

is 6378137 m and

Fw gs

(4.1)

For the WGS-84

is 1/298.2572236.

For the T/P

reference ellipsoid, A Tp is 6378136.3 m and F tp is 1/298.2570000.
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The correction applied to the ArcGICE MSS (R diff), to transform the MSS into the
T/P reference frame, is calculated as follows

R DIFF

~

( 4 *2)

RfVGS ~~ RTP

R diff is a function o f latitude and varies from 71.20 cm at 70°N to 71.34 cm at 82°N.

4.3 Data Filtering and Pre-processing
Based on the filtering scheme employed by K w ok et al. [2006] and the scheme
recommended by D. Yi (D . Yi, personal communication), we developed a filtering
scheme that is specifically designed for the analysis o f ICESat data over sea ice. This
removed most returns affected by saturation, forward scattering due to clouds, and
other invalid returns. The filters applied to ICESat prior to processing are based on
empirically determined thresholds and are described in Table 4.1.

Filter

Criteria for rem oval o f received e c h o

S e a Ice
C o n cen tratio n

SSM I s e a ice c o n c en tratio n <35 %

E levation

-5 m < ( i_elev - Hybrid G eoid) > 5 m

W av efo rm
Filter*

Rx_max_binpos < 9
Rx_max_binpos > 191
Rx_nTH > 35
Rx_fwhm = 30 m

High Gain*

i_gainSet1064 > 30 c o u n ts

Reflectivity3

ijreflctUncorr > 1

OR
OR
OR

Table 4.1 Description of filters applied to ICESat data prior to processing. *Refer to Table
4.2 for a description of the parameters utilised in this filter. U(D. Yi, personal
communication). %[Kwok et al., 2006].

4.3.1 Sea Ice Concentration Filter
In order to exclude from our analysis regions o f open ocean near the sea ice edge, we
only considered areas o f the ice pack were the SSM/I sea ice concentration is > 35%.
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4.3.2 Elevation Filter
W e performed coarse editing o f the dataset to remove any anomalous elevations
which deviate by more than 5 m from the Arctic hybrid geoid.

4.3.3 Waveform Filter
We analysed the characteristics o f the received pulse to exclude anomalous (i.e.
unusually shaped) waveforms from our analysis.

W aveforms with maximum

amplitudes, R x jn a x binpos (see Table 4.2), recorded in the first or last 5% o f the
range window were removed.

These are instances where the surface reflection is

partially or completely lost from the range window. In addition, waveforms with a
higher than usual noise level, Rx nTH , were removed. Although the gain control can
adjust to waveforms with low pulse energies, both the signal and the noise are
amplified. Fricker et al. [2005] have recorded large values o f the standard deviation
o f elevation for such high-noise pulses. Received pulses with no discernible signal
above the background noise level (i.e. R x J w h m = 30 m) were also removed.
Transmission o f the laser pulse through thick polar clouds could give rise to a
received pulse which fits any o f the criteria outlined in this filter.

4.3.4 High Gain Filter
High values o f i_gainSetl064 indicate a low signal-to-noise ratio as a result o f
atmospheric scattering due to clouds, water vapour, etc. [Kwok et al., 2006].
Following the filtering scheme proposed by D. Yi (personal communication), we
eliminated any received pulses with i_gainSetJ064 > 30 counts from our analysis.
This is a more conservative level than that employed by Kwok et al. [2006], who
removed received pulses with i_gainSet!064 > 50 counts. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
effects o f an along-track transition from clear to cloudy conditions on received pulse
gain and received pulse energy. Analysis o f measurements from Antarctica suggests
that low received pulse energies (< 8 fJ) as well as high values o f gain (> 3 0 counts)
may indicate echoes which suffer from forward scattering (C. Shuman, personal
communication).
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Figure 4.4 Illustration of the along-track transition between clear and cloudy conditions over
Arctic sea ice. (Top) 250m-resolution MODIS image with geolocation of GLAS
satellite track overlaid. (Bottom) Gain (blue) and received laser energy (red) for
segment of LI, cycle 4, track 38. Note that the MODIS image was acquired on
14 Mar 2003 at 05:25 while the ascending ICESat overpass occurred at 14:50 on
the same day. Evidence from additional MODIS imagery acquired over the
region on the same day suggests that the cloud formation was moving in a
southeasterly direction.
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4.3.5 Reflectivity Filter
W e filtered out anomalous echoes with an unphysical reflectivity {ijreflctUncorr >1).
These are likely to be associated with distorted (saturated) waveforms that are the
result o f detector saturation [Kwok et al., 2006].

4.3.6 Low Gain Saturation Correction
Following Kwok et al. [2006], we applied the saturation correction as outlined in
Section 3.3.1.9 to the elevation estimates whose associated waveforms fulfilled the
saturation criteria.

4.4 Methodology for the Retrieval of Sea Surface
Height Measurements
Open water and thin ice is generally found in leads in the Arctic ice pack, which can
often be hundreds o f kilometres long [Schulson, 2004]. Rapid thermodynamic growth
o f thinner ice maintains a low fraction o f open water cover throughout the winter
[Wadhams and H o m e , 1980]. RADARS AT Geophysical Processor System (RGPS)
measurements o f the winter ice pack in the western Arctic during the late 1990s
suggest that the coverage o f open water and thin ice (< 20cm thick) is less than 2%
[Kwok and Cunningham, 2002].

We now present two alterative methods for SSH retrieval from ICESat in the presence
o f a sea ice cover. The advantage o f the first algorithm is the selection o f a constant
number o f data points from which local SSH is calculated.

The downfall o f the

algorithm is a higher number o f so-called “false alarms” (i.e. inclusion o f elevation
measurements from sea ice floes rather than from leads and open water only). The
second algorithm aims to unambiguously identify regions o f open water and leads
within the ice pack, giving rise to fewer false alarms.

The disadvantage o f this

method is that there are often few data points from which to derive the local SSH
estimate and hence it may provide a noisier SSH dataset than the first algorithm.
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4.4.1 Method 1: GSFC Algorithm
This method follows initial work by Zwally et al. [2003] and was developed by Dr. J.
Zwally and Dr. D. Yi o f the NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre (GSFC).

This

method is hereinafter referred to as the “GSFC Algorithm” and is essentially the same
as that described in the first paragraph o f Section 3.4. The GSFC algorithm is based
on the assumption that at least 2 % o f ICESat elevation measurements over the ice
pack are those o f open water or thin ice.

First we obtained surface height anomalies by subtracting the hybrid geoid model
from ICESat elevations.

Removal o f the geoidal signal from the ICESat

measurements before further analysis reduces the risk o f contamination o f ice
elevation estimates by short wavelength geoidal features. For each GLAS received
pulse, we computed a distribution o f ICESat surface height anomalies for ~ 300
measurements along a 50 km segment centred on the local anomaly. The m ean o f the
2% o f the lowest points in each distribution was classified as local sea level (see
Figure 3.8). The geoidal component o f the local sea level was subsequently restored
to the elevation measurement. The resultant ICESat SSH data extend across the icecovered regions o f the Arctic Ocean and are referenced to the ICESat reference
ellipsoid.

A limitation o f this method is the variable coverage o f open water throughout the sea
ice season. Evidence exists to suggest that the percentage cover o f leads and open
water within the ice pack varies regionally (sea ice edge compared to multi-year ice
pack), as well as seasonally (first year ice formation in October compared to
maximum ice extent in March) [e.g. Laxon et al., 2003 and references therein].
Measurements o f open water fraction within the ice pack vary and a complex story
emerges.

Laxon et al. [2003] analysed submarine measurements o f sea ice draft

gathered in different years during the 1990s and calculated that the fraction o f thin ice
and open water ranges from 20 ± 8.2 % in September - October, to 3.2 ± 1.4 % in
March and early April. Using infrared satellite imagery collected during one sea ice
season, Lindsay and Rothrock [1995] estimated that the thin ice fraction decreased
from 33 % in September, to 13 % in October, and to ~ 6 % between January and
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April.

Kwok [2002] analysed RGPS measurements o f openings in perennial sea ice

during the winter o f 1998 (January - April) and found an even lower open-water
coverage o f ~ 0.3 %. While it is clear that lead percentage is dependent on season and
region observed, an overall estimate o f lead percentage in the Arctic Ocean remains
unclear. We suggest therefore that any method to determine sea surface height in icecovered regions using ICESat data which depends on a fixed threshold for the
percentage o f leads within the ice pack will provide SSH estimates that suffer
inaccuracies. That is to say either some SSH data will be contaminated with elevation
measurements from sea ice floes, or data points which could potentially be used in the
derivation o f the SSH measurement are excluded from the calculation.

4.4.2 Method 2: UCL Algorithm
An alternative method for discriminating returns from leads and thus determining
SSH is based on knowledge o f (i) the relationship between ICESat elevations and
surface reflectivity, and (ii) the characteristics o f ICESat pulses. The technique is
intended to directly distinguish echoes originating over sea ice from those reflected
from leads or thin ice. This method is hereinafter referred to as the “UCL Algorithm”.

4.4.2.1 Parameters to Describe the Shape o f a GLAS Pulse

In addition to the parameters outlined in Table 3.2, we derived a number o f additional
parameters associated with the shape o f the transmitted (Tx) and received (Rx) pulses.
These parameters are outlined in Table 4.2 and are described below.

We extracted the maximum amplitude (T x jn a x , R x jn a x ), as well as the bin position
o f the maximum amplitude ( T x m a x b in p o s , R x jn a x binpos), o f i_tx_w f and
i_ m g _ w f as follows:
T x_ max

=

T x_ m ax_binpos

max ( i_ t x _ w fisiarl \ i _ t x _ w f ^ )
=

i,

where i _ t x _ w f i = T x _ max

(4.3)
(4.4)

where start and end refer to the bin at the start and end o f the signal in the waveform.
R x jn a x , and Rx max binpos were calculated similarly.
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Variable Name

Short Description

Data Frequency
(Hz)

Units

Long Description

40

counts

Maximum recorded amplitude of transmitted pulse signal.

40

counts

Maximum recorded amplitude of received pulse signal.

Max Amplitude
Transmitted Pulse
Max Amplitude
Received Pulse

Tx_max
Rx_max

Bin position in range window of maximum amplitude of the
bin number
transmitted pulse echo.
Bin position in range window of maximum amplitude of the
bin number
received pulse echo.
The average amplitude of the first eight range bins is
calculated. The noise threshold for the transmit pulse is
counts
defined a s the average amplitude plus one standard
deviation
The average amplitude of the first eight range bins is
calculated. The noise threshold for the received pulse is
counts
defined a s the average amplitude plus one standard
deviation

Tx_max_binpos

Position of Tx_max

40

Rx_max_binpos

Position of R x jn ax

40

Tx_nTH

Tx noise threshold

40

Rx_nTH

Rx noise threshold

40

Tx fwhm

Tx full width half
maximum

40

The full width half maximum of the transmit pulse is
calculated first in terms of bin width and can then be
multiplied by 0.15m to convert to width in meters.

Rx fwhm

Rx full width half
maximum

40

The full width half maximum of the received pulse is
calculated first in terms of bin width and can then be
multiplied by 0.15m to convert to width in meters.

Xcorrel max

Maximum value of
cross correlation

40

unitless

The maximum value of the cross correlation between the
transmit pulse and the received pulse.

Tx skew

Skewness of the
Transmitted echo

40

unitless

The skew ness of the transmit echo.

Rx skew

Skewness of the
Received echo

40

unitless

The skew ness of the received echo.

Table 4.2 Description of parameters associated with the transmitted and received waveforms,
which we have derived for use in the development of the UCL Algorithm.

For each individual waveform, we calculated the mean noise level:

TxnTH

= (N + a N )

where

nJ
<TN

j =i

=
1

k=S

and similarly for Rx nTH.

(4.5)
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W e also recorded the full-width half-maximum value o f the signal in the waveform:

Tx _ fw hm

=

I / 2 —z1

where
i_tx_wf i

=

Tx max

i _ t x _ w f i2

2

(4.6)

and similarly for Rx Jw h m .

Following Box and Jenkins [1976], we derived the cross correlation between the Tx
X2 ,

and Rx pulses as follows: given two series

xn and y i , y 2 , ..., y„, o f length n,

the cross correlations, for a maximum lag L, between xt and the lagged values ofy,, are
calculated by

where
n

s*.
x

n

n

and similarly fory.

(4.7)

We define X c o rre lm a x as the maximum value o f r ^ l ) . X c o rre ljn a x is an indication
o f the similarity o f the Rx pulse to the Tx pulse; for perfectly Gaussian Tx and Rx
pulses, or for a waveform crossed with itself, X c o rre ljn a x would be 1.

W e also calculated the skewness o f Tx and Rx (Tx_skew, R x s k e w ) .

Skewness

describes the degree o f asymmetry o f the pulse about the mean distribution.
Following Brenner et al. [2003], we define skewness as:
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i=end

1
skewness

=

(7

£ (i - mean )5 A O

3

i=end

5X0
i=end

mean

=

Z ' K(‘)
1i=end
start,
I , A t)

i=end

-m e a n )2 A } )
i=end -------------

5

x

(4.8)

0

where w(i) is the power o f the i1*1bin o f the waveform. Start and end refer to the bin
at the start and end o f the signal in the waveform.

4.4.2.2 Development of UCL Algorithm

It is possible to distinguish returns that originate over leads in radar altimetric data
due to the distinct, specular shape o f the echo (see Figure 3.1). Distinguishing returns
from open water or leads in laser altimetric data is more complex since returns from
both smooth water surfaces and smooth snow/ice surfaces are expected to be specular.

To identify GLAS echoes that originate over flat-water surfaces such as leads, we
derived a set o f criteria based on the characteristics o f the Rx pulse. In clear, calm
conditions, for a reflection from a lead, we expect the shape o f the GLAS Rx pulse to
be near-specular in shape and highly correlated with the shape o f the Tx pulse. W e
also expect the reflectivity associated with the Rx pulse to be low (see Section 3.4.6)
and the elevation to be low relative to the surrounding surfaces. Analysis o f a set o f
five ICESat profiles o f elevation, reflectivity, and the parameters describing pulse
shape, in combination with near-coincident imagery, allowed us to derive param eter
thresholds that indicate laser returns from flat, water surfaces.
included as supplementary material in Appendix B.

This analysis is

Based on these parameter
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thresholds, we developed a set o f criteria for discriminating returns over leads within
the ice pack. These criteria are described in Table 4.3. All criteria must be satisfied
for a pulse to be classified as a return from open water.

C rite rio n

T h r e s h o ld

Xcorrel_max £ 0.975

C ross-correlation

0 £ i_reflctUncorr < 0 .5

Reflectivity

5.5 £ Rx_fwhm < 8.5

R eceived pu lse FWHM
FWHM deviation

-0.1 £ ( Rx_fwhm - Tx_fwhm) < 2.0

S k e w n e s s deviation

-0.3 £ ( Rx_skew - Tx_skew ) < 0.3

Table 4.3 Criteria for discriminating open water within the ice pack. Parameter thresholds
are empirically determined and are based on comparisons of ICESat parameters
with near coincident satellite imagery. All criteria must be met for a pulse to be
classified as a return from open water.

An example o f this analysis is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5(a) shows an

AATSR image acquired on 12th March 2003, at 22:01, north of the Queen Elizabeth
Islands, with the geolocation o f the ICESat track overlaid on the image. The linear
black feature crossing the centre o f the image, represents a region o f low backscatter,
and can be identified as a large lead.

Figure 4.5(b) illustrates the method used to

identify this lead in the ICESat data.
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Figure 4.5 Continued overleaf.
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Figure 4.5 Comparison o f satellite imagery with a near-coincident ICESat overpass,

(a)

AATSR image o f the ice pack north o f Queen Elizabeth Islands acquired on 12th
March 2003, at 22:01, with the geolocation o f an ICESat track overlaid in blue.
Inset shows the geographic location o f the comparison, (b) Distribution o f ICESat
elevations, reflectivity, and pulse shape parameters within the track segment
associated with the near-coincident AATSR image. The ICESat ascending overpass
occurred on 13th March 2003, at 08:14. The major lead is indicated by blue arrows,
while green lines indicate the parameter thresholds.

As with the GSFC algorithm, we subtracted the hybrid geoid model from ICESat
elevations to obtain surface elevation anomalies.

For each GLAS Rx pulse, we

computed a distribution o f ICESat surface height anomalies for all measurements
within a 100 km segment centred on the local point. W e identified the lowest 2% o f
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elevation anomalies in each distribution. From these elevation anomalies, we then
selected only those pulses which fit all the open water criteria outlined in Table 4.3.
Local sea level was defined as the average elevation o f those pulses which fit the
criteria. The geoidal component o f the local sea level was subsequently restored to
the elevation measurement.

The final sea surface data are thus in the form o f an

ICESat SSH measurement, referenced to the ICESat reference ellipsoid.

4.4.3 Identification of Large Leads
To estimate the accuracy o f the GSFC and UCL algorithms to estimate sea surface
height, we have developed an additional method, which discriminates large leads. By
large lead, we refer to leads that are greater than 5 km wide.

The choice o f lead size

is based on the large leads identified by Kwok et al. [2006] (see Figure 12 in Kwok et
al. [2006]) and should provide for unambiguous identification o f the sea surface.
Although coverage o f the Arctic will be limited, we use the sea surface height
measurements from large leads as a baseline against which to assess the GSFC and
UCL algorithms.

Development o f the method to identify large leads in ICESat profiles is based on the
characteristics o f large leads. W e expect large leads to be associated with (i) a dip in
local elevation, (ii) low standard deviation o f elevation across the lead, and (iii) low
reflectivity. The criteria for identifying large leads are outlined in Table 4.4. The
parameter thresholds were defined based on analysis o f comparisons each parameter
with coincident satellite imagery.

All criteria must be fulfilled for a pulse to be

classified as a return from a large lead.

Criterion
Standard deviation
elevation

Threshold

SD £ 0.035 m

Number data points
Reflectivity

sum >15
0 £ ijreflctUncorr < 0.5

Table 4.4 Criteria for discriminating large leads within the ice pack. Parameter thresholds are
empirically determined and are based on comparisons o f ICESat parameters with
near coincident satellite imagery. All criteria must be satisfied for a pulse to be
classified as a return from a large lead.
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We subtracted the hybrid geoid model from ICESat elevations to obtain surface
elevation anomalies as before.

For each Rx pulse, we computed the standard

deviation o f elevation anomalies for 15 points, centred on the local point. W e define
the standard deviation as follows

SD

=

y ((} _ elev - H ybrid G eoid); - mean ) 2
izl____________________________________
n
n

mean

=

! ( < • - elev - H ybrid G eoid);
y=i
--------------------------------------n

where n is 15.

(4.9).

For each individual Rx pulse, we then doubled the search range and identified the 15
data points either side o f the local point (i.e. 30 data points in total). We computed
sum, which we define as the cumulative sum o f the elevation anomalies within the
search range with SD < 0.035 m (i.e. with a standard deviation that fulfils the SD
criterion outlined in Table 4.4).

Finally, for each pulse, we generated a distribution o f ICESat surface height
anomalies for all measurements within a 100 km segment centred on the local point.
We selected only those pulses which fit all the criteria outlined in Table 4.4. Local
sea level was defined as the average elevation o f those pulses which fit the large lead
criteria. The geoidal component o f the local sea level was subsequently restored to
the elevation measurement, so that the data are in the form o f an ICESat SSH
measurement referenced to the ICESat reference ellipsoid.

We compared the algorithm for identifying large leads to the analysis carried out by
Kwok et a l [2006]. In March 2004, a large lead, approximately 6 km wide, developed
just north o f Ellesmere Island (refer to Figure 12 and accompanying text in K w ok et
al., [2006]). Figure 4.6 illustrates the elevation, standard deviation o f elevation, and
reflectivity profiles across this large lead on two separate occasions.
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Figure 4.6 Profiles of elevation, standard deviation of elevation, and reflectivity across a
large lead acquired on (a) 1st March 2004 and (b) 4th March 2004. Dark red
circles indicate those pulses identified as reflections from a large lead and green
lines indicate the parameter thresholds, (c) The geographic location of the ICESat
tracks: the blue track indicates the geolocation of overpass (a) while the red track
pertains to overpass (b).
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The first overpass o f the large lead occurred on 1st March 2004, at ~ 14:10 (Figure 4.6
a), while the second overpass occurred on 4th March 2004, at ~ 14:38 (Figure 4.6 b).
The drop in elevation relative to the surrounding measurements, and the low values o f
the standard deviation o f elevation, allow for unambiguous identification o f the lead.
The growth o f new ice within the lead, as well as possible snow accumulation on the
newly refrozen lead, with an associated distinct change in reflectivity, can also be
identified over the 3-day period shown here. W hile the elevation data across the lead
in profile (a) were selected by the large lead identification algorithm (pulses selected
are indicated by dark red circles in Figure 4.6 (a)), no large lead was identified in
profile (b). Reflectivity over the large lead in Figure 4.6 (b) has increased to values
concurrent with the reflectivity o f the adjacent sea ice floes. This analysis suggests
that the criteria for identification o f large leads (Table 4.4) is robust and should
eliminate the possibility o f a height bias due to the selection o f newly-refrozen leads
which are snow covered.

4.5 Along track analysis
To investigate the ability o f the GSFC and UCL algorithms to accurately detect leads,
we used satellite imagery from the MODIS and AATSR instruments carried on board
the AQUA and ENVISAT satellites respectively, which were spatially and temporally
coincident with ICESat data. To perform a cross-comparison o f the two algorithms
we overlaid those received pulses which were identified as returns from the sea
surface on the visible satellite imagery. We selected images which were cloud-free
with clearly visible leads, and identified the ICESat tracks that were within ± 12 hours
o f image acquisition. Pulses identified by the GSFC algorithm as sea surface returns
have been plotted on the images with square symbols while pulses identified by the
UCL algorithm as sea surface returns have been plotted with star symbols.

4.5.1. Results
4.5.1.1 Analysis of MODIS image acquired 13th March 2003, 00:05

The first satellite image analysed was a MODIS image acquired over the East Siberian
Sea on the 13th March 2003 at 00:05. A cross-comparison with ICESat data is shown
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in Figure 4.7. The ICESat elevation profile was recorded approximately 5 hours after
the image retrieval at 05:05 on 13th March 2003. A large area o f open water, clearly
visible at the centre o f the image (74.4°N 158.45°E), as well as numerous large leads
which cross the image, make this particular image ideal for unambiguous
investigation o f the sea surface algorithms. Furthermore, using sea ice drift data (see
Section 3.2.2.3 for details), we estimated that the ice had moved between 0 - 1 km
northwards in the 5 hours difference between acquisition o f the image and the ICESat
profile (Figure 4.9). Sea ice drift o f ~ 1 km is equivalent to ~ 0.01° latitude and is
thus negligible in terms o f this cross-comparison.
The analysis demonstrates that both algorithms accurately identified leads along the
ICESat track (Figure 4.7a), particularly those near the bottom o f the image (72.5°N
156.5°E, and 72.3°N 156.4°E) where leads have formed between the pack ice (grey ice
floes) and land fast ice (smooth, white ice).

The UCL algorithm also distinctly

identified the large area o f open water at 74.4°N 158.5°E; a large concentration o f sea
surface returns were recorded at this location (crosses near the centre o f Figure 4.7a).
Both algorithms identified other lead locations along the ICESat track, and while
some coincide with lead locations in the imagery, it is harder to verify others.
The ICESat elevation profile (Figure 4.8) illustrates the surface elevation across the
centre o f the MODIS image (from 73.25°N 157.2°E to 74.6°N 158.6°E). The features
o f the ice pack in this region are highlighted in Figure 4.7b. The high number o f sea
surface returns identified by the UCL algorithm (blue stars) over the area o f open
water is again evident. Furthermore the algorithm can distinguish between open water
and two distinct ice floes within the open water region. The elevation profile also
illustrates the methodology employed by the GSFC algorithm, namely that the lowest
2% o f elevations within 50 km segments are identified as open water. Only one pulse
over the large area o f open water was identified as a sea surface return by the GSFC
algorithm, whereas the UCL algorithm identified ~24 pulses over the same area.
Selected ICESat waveforms are illustrated in Figures 4.8b and 4.8c.

W aveforms

identified as sea surface returns by the GSFC algorithm are bounded by a red box,
while those identified by the UCL algorithm are bounded by a blue box. W aveforms
bounded by a green box indicate waveforms that were discounted from our analysis
based on the filtering scheme described in Section 4.3.
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(a)

Figure 4.7 Comparison of the UCL and GSFC algorithms with a near coincident MODIS
image acquired on the 13th March 2003 at 00:05. (a) The GSFC Method {boxes)
and UCL Method {stars) discrimination of sea surface returns, (b) Geolocation of
the ICESat overpass in the region of interest, (c) The geographic location of the
cross-comparison in the East Siberian Sea.
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Figure 4.9 Arctic sea ice drift map. The merged, 3-day ice drift data set for 12 - 15th March
2003 illustrates that the sea ice moved a maximum of ~ 14.3 km over three days
in the region of interest outlined by the red box.
Saturated echoes are distinguished by their distorted shape which includes slightly
flatter peaks and pulse ringing on the tail of the waveform. Although the filtering
scheme removes a number of saturated echoes (waveforms bounded by green boxes)
not all saturated echoes were removed. The GSFC algorithm has selected some o f the
remaining saturated echoes (red boxes) as sea surface pulses; as discussed in Section
3.3.1.9, saturated echoes are associated with erroneous elevation measurements which
manifest themselves as anomalously low elevation measurements. The waveforms
identified by the UCL algorithm as sea surface returns (blue boxes) are almost
perfectly specular, demonstrating that the algorithm is functioning as desired.
4.5.1.2 Analysis of AATSR image acquired 7th M arch 2005, 08:14
Further analysis o f the GSFC and UCL algorithms was achieved by comparison with
two AATSR images acquired over the East Siberian Sea on 7th March 2005 at 08:14.
Figure 4.10 illustrates: (a) and (b) the satellite images and the discrimination o f sea
surface returns by both algorithms, (c) the geolocation o f the overpasses, and (d) the
sea ice drift vector data for the regions of interest. The number of leads identified by
the GSFC algorithm as compared to the UCL algorithm is summarised in Table 7.5.
G SFC A lgorithm
T rack A
T rack B
T rack C

176
188
127

UCL Algorithm

3
12
39

Table 4.5 Number of leads identified by the GSFC and the UCL algorithms for the ICESatAATSR comparison of the 7th March 2005.
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Figure 4.10 (a) AATSR image acquired on 7th March 2005 at 08:14 with two ICESat overpasses
occurring 2 hours earlier at 06:12 (Track A) and 8 hours later at 16:18 (Track B). (b)
AATSR image acquired on 7th March 2005 at 08:14 with the ICESat overpass occurring ~
3.5 hours earlier at ~ 04:36 (Track C). (c) Geolocation o f AATSR images and ICESat
tracks, (d) Sea ice drift vector map with boxes illustrating the regions o f interest.
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Examination o f Figure 4.10a shows that the UCL algorithm (blue stars) successfully
identified returns over leads (e.g. leads at 75°N 162.5°E, 76.3°N 160.8°E, 76.7°N
160.1°E, 77.4°N 159.2°E, 78.8°N 156.6°E, and 79°N 162°E). Occasionally the UCL
algorithm failed to pick sea surface returns from some large leads (e.g. leads at 75.4°N
162°E, 75.8°N 161.4°E, and 79.6°N 155°E). The GSFC algorithm (red squares) had
some success in identifying leads, but the signal is apparently dominated by numerous
misidentifications o f leads (e.g. near 75.6°N 161.5°E and in the region 78 - 78.5°N).

Figure 4.10b illustrates the ability o f both the GSFC and the UCL algorithms to
identify leads.

Particular examples o f successful lead identification are near the

coastline around 70°N 175°E, northeast o f W rangel Island at 72°N 177°E, and towards
the bottom left o f the image at 75.2°N 179.7°W.

In general, the GSFC algorithm

identifies more leads than the UCL algorithm (Table 7.5), and the UCL algorithm in
particular is poor at identifying smaller leads, for example in the region bounded by
73°N-75°N 178-180°E. There is some evidence to suggest misidentification o f leads
by the GSFC algorithm, for example near 73.6°N 178.6°E, 74°N 178.9°E, and 74.5°N
179.3°E.

Figure 4.1 Od illustrates the ice drift vector data for the regions o f interest. Ice drift
associated with track A in Figure 4.10a was estimated to be between 0.2 - 1.0 km in
an easterly direction. Ice drift along track B was more significant (due to the ~ 8 hour
time difference between image acquisition and the ICESat overpass) and was
estimated to be 1.4 - 4 km in an easterly direction. Ice drift associated with track C
was estimated to be ~ 0.7 km. Displacement o f 1 km represents about 0.01° latitude.
W e conclude therefore that sea ice drift along track B in Figure 4.10a is potentially
significant, but it is less important along the two other tracks.

4.5.2 Discussion
The GSFC algorithm identified significantly more along-track returns as reflections
from leads and open water than the UCL algorithm (Table 7.5). The UCL algorithm
appears to be more conservative in lead identification than the GSFC algorithm. The
GSFC algorithm apparently misidentified leads on several occasions (Figure 4.10a in
the region 78 - 78.5°N), and is thus associated with frequent “false alarms”. The
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resolution o f the MODIS image (Figure 4.7) is 250 m, while the resolution o f the
AATSR images (Figure 4.10) is 1 km, and the ICESat footprint resolution is ~170 m.
It is therefore possible that both algorithms have identified sub-pixel leads, i.e. leads
that are narrower than the resolution o f the imagery and therefore invisible to the eye.

As discussed in Section 3.3.1.9, pulses reflected from open water are often saturated
and the elevation measurements are therefore inaccurate and anomalously low [Kwok
et al. 2006]. Although we have tried to eliminate saturated echoes from the dataset,
some remain (Figures 4.8b and 4.8c).

The GSFC algorithm is susceptible to

identifying saturated echoes as returns from the sea surface, since these have the
lowest elevations in along-track segments.

The UCL algorithm detects fewer leads than the GSFC algorithm (Table 7.5 and
Figures 4.7a and 4.10a). Most o f the returns identified as sea surface returns were
however accurate, since they coincided with leads and open water in the visible
imagery (e.g. Figure 4.7a at 74.4°N 158.5°E; Figure 4.10a at 76.3°N 160.8°E, and
76.7°N 160.1°E). Some large leads were not picked out by the UCL algorithm (e.g.
Figure 4.10a at 79.6°N 155°E; Figure 4.10b at 74.2°N 179.2°E), but this may be due to
the laser footprint either partly sampling the lead or missing it entirely. Analysis o f
some waveforms (Figures 4.8b and 4.8c) that were identified as sea surface returns
confirmed that the UCL algorithm selects near specular echoes and the data is not
affected by saturated pulses.

4.6 Summary
We have described a reference MSS computed from eight years o f ERS-2 radar
altimetry data which extends to 81.5°N.

We have also discussed two currently

available state-of-the-art Arctic geoid models, the ArcGP, derived m ainly from
terrestrial gravimetry, and the hybrid geoid, derived from an optimal combination o f
satellite gravimetry from the GRACE satellites and terrestrial gravimetry from
ArcGP.
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W e have described the filtering scheme which we have applied to ICESat elevation
data prior to processing to remove returns over the open ocean along the sea ice edge,
as well as most returns affected by pulse saturation and atmospheric forward
scattering.

W e have described the existing method (the GSFC algorithm) for

identifying sea surface height in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean. In addition we have
described two new algorithms: the UCL algorithm, also designed to measure sea
surface height, and the large lead algorithm that identifies leads greater than ~ 5 km
wide. We will use the large lead algorithm to obtain a baseline reference set o f SSH
measurements, against which we can verify the accuracy o f the GSFC and UCL
algorithms.

Finally, we have assessed the GSFC and UCL algorithms by investigating their ability
to pick out lead features identified in visible satellite imagery. W e found that the
UCL algorithm picked out less sea surface returns than the GSFC algorithm, but a
high proportion o f those returns identified were associated with leads in the visible
imagery. The UCL algorithm is apparently inefficient at identifying small leads. The
GSFC algorithm successfully identified some leads in the visible imagery; many
returns identified as sea surface returns were however “false alarms” associated with
sea ice floes in the imagery. Analysis o f selected waveforms suggests that a further
limitation o f the GSFC algorithm is that it often identifies saturated echoes as sea
surface returns since these pulses are associated with locally-low elevations.

Both

algorithms therefore have advantages and limitations. The GSFC algorithm works to
identify more leads than the UCL algorithm, thus providing more data points for the
calculation o f local SSH. However the GSFC algorithm is also associated with more
false alarms than the UCL algorithm, so that SSH estimates derived using the GSFC
algorithm may be contaminated with elevations from sea ice floes. We suggest that
the development o f an optimised algorithm comprising aspects o f all three methods
for detecting SSH in the Arctic Ocean would be a reasonable next step.

In the following chapter we provide a quantitative assessment o f the three techniques
for the retrieval o f SSH in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean which we have described
here. We will investigate the extent to which the algorithms provide accurate SSH
measurements and we will compare SSH estimates derived from ICESat laser
altimetry with contemporaneous measurements derived from satellite radar altimetry.
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5 Assessment of Altimetric Sea Surface Height
Measurements in Ice Covered Seas
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we described three techniques for the retrieval o f sea surface height
(SSH) measurements in the Arctic Ocean using ICESat data, and we presented a
qualitative evaluation o f these techniques. The purpose o f Chapter 5 is to provide a
quantitative assessment o f the three techniques with the aim o f investigating whether
they provide accurate SSH measurements. The assessment is based on comparisons
o f ICESat data with spatially and temporally coincident radar altimetric measurements
o f sea surface height from ENVISAT.

The ENVISAT radar altimetry SSH

measurements were provided courtesy o f A. L. Ridout, C.P.O.M.
W e present the SSH measurements in terms o f sea level anomalies (SLA) with respect
to the ArcGICE mean sea surface (MSS). The ArcGICE MSS was derived from ERS2 altimetric data. We evaluate and compare the perform ance o f each o f the three
techniques described previously in Chapter 4. To facilitate this we first investigated
the accuracy o f the SLA estimates derived from the individual ENVISAT, ICESat
GSFC algorithm, ICESat UCL algorithm SSH datasets using single-satellite
crossovers. Second we compare monthly average SLA estimates from ICESat and
ENVISAT and discuss the overall biases associated with each o f the ICESat laser
campaigns. Third we compare 3-day SSH estimates from ICESat and ENVISAT via
a comparison o f mean SLA signals and dual satellite crossovers. Fourth we assess the
ability o f the GSFC and UCL algorithms to measure SSH, is via the comparison o f
freeboard estimates based on these SSH measurements.

We discuss the accuracy o f the ICESat SSH retrievals and explore their usefulness for
further geophysical investigations. W e identify periods when direct comparisons o f
geophysical data from ICESat and ENVISAT are possible.

These periods are

instances where (i) we observe low variability o f the sea level anomaly signal and (ii)
the difference in SSH signal from the two satellites, at dual satellite crossover
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locations, is small. We can exploit both the laser and radar altimetry data during these
time periods for the retrieval o f additional geophysical parameters such as sea ice
freeboard. We conclude the chapter with a summary o f our findings.

5.2 Sea Level Anomalies
To obtain an indication o f the accuracy o f the ICESat SSH measurements using the
three algorithms which were described in detail in Section 4.4 (the GSFC algorithm,
the UCL algorithm, and the large lead algorithm), we derive estimates o f ICESat
SLA. We compare ICESat SLA estimates to an independent dataset o f SLA estimates
derived from coincident ENVISAT SSH data.

The SLA are computed as the

altimetric measurement o f SSH minus the long-term reference MSS.
ENVISAT and ICESat SLA estimates,

S L A env

Both the

and SLA ice respectively, are calculated

similarly following Eqn. 2.11,

S L A env

=

SLA ice

=

h Ssh

ra

~ ^ ssh

hssh u —hssh

(5.1)

where hssh_RA is an ENVISAT SSH measurement calculated as described in Section
3.2.2.1, hssh_LA is an ICESat SSH measurement calculated using one o f the algorithms
described in Section 4.4, and h SSh is the ArcGICE MSS.

Using each o f the three ICESat SSH retrieval algorithms we generated a dataset o f
ICESat SLA for each laser campaign. The SLA estimates are valid for all ice-covered
ocean areas between the latitudes o f 65°N and 81.5°N (bounded by the limit o f
coverage o f the ArcGICE MSS).

SLA derived from ENIVSAT SSH data we

computed for 35-day periods (one complete orbital cycle) which coincided with
ICESat operation periods.

The atmospheric corrections applied to both the ICESat and ENVISAT elevation data
are the same, and the MOG2D-G inverse barometer correction (see Section 2.7.4) was
applied to both datasets. The tidal corrections were however not consistent between
the two datasets: the ICESat data had an ocean tide correction based on the GOT99.2
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tidal model [Padman and Fricker, 2005], while the ENVISAT tidal corrections were
based on the FES2004 ocean tide model (S. Baker, personal communication). This is
likely to be a source o f difference in the SSH signal in the two datasets and is
explored further in Section 5.4.4.

Time constraints prevented us from applying

consistent tidal corrections to both datasets, but we suggest this should be considered
as a “next step” in future analysis (Section 5.4.4).

5.3 Single Satellite Crossover Analysis
We computed 3-day SLA estimates for both the ICESat and ENVISAT datasets over
the ice-covered regions o f the Arctic Ocean.

Although ENVISAT is in a 35-day

repeat orbit, analysis o f ENVISAT SLA over 3-day periods is convenient since there
is a 3-day sub-cycle.

The Arctic-wide coverage o f ICESat over 3-day periods is

limited as compared to ENVISAT. The spatial coverage o f Arctic sea ice by ICESat
and ENVISAT ground tracks over a 3-day period is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
180"

O'
Figure 5.1 Illustration of the spatial coverage of ICESat ground tracks (red) and ENVISAT
ground tracks (blue) over Arctic sea ice for a 3-day period.
To investigate the accuracy o f the SLA estimates derived from the individual
algorithms, single-satellite crossovers were computed using ENVISAT SLA, ICESat
GSFC algorithm SSH data, and ICESat UCL algorithm SSH data.

At crossover

locations, two measurements o f SSH are available, usually in the form o f an
ascending-pass measurement and a descending-pass measurement.
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Single-satellite crossovers were calculated as follows: The along-track data from
ascending passes and descending passes were separated and these along-track profiles
were subsequently split into smaller arc segments. The maximum distance between
successive along-track data points for an arc to be considered continuous was defined;
if the distance between data points exceeded this value then a new arc segment was
established22. The arc segments from the ascending and descending passes were
cross-referenced and arcs that crossed each other were selected. SSH estimates at the
crossover points were interpolated using the SSH values o f the two data points either
side o f the crossover location.

Finally, the two SSH estimates at each crossover

location were differenced, giving rise to the single-satellite crossover height
difference. The crossover height differences were calculated as the ascending-pass
measurement minus the descending-pass measurement. Crossover height differences
were constrained so that the maximum time difference between the acquisitions o f the
two height estimates was 3 days. To maximise the number o f measurements included
in the ICESat single satellite crossover calculations, we included all SSH
measurements up to the limit o f coverage o f ICESat at 86°N.

Examples o f single satellite crossovers computed during the L2a campaign are
presented in Figure 5.2. The data from the 3-day period beginning 6th Nov 2003 are
illustrative o f the typical single-satellite crossover results throughout the L2a
campaign. The ENVISAT single satellite crossovers are close to a 0 cm mean and the
distribution o f crossover height differences is narrow with a standard deviation o f ~ 7
cm.

The distributions o f crossover height differences for the GSFC and UCL

algorithms are broader, indicating that the ENVISAT SSH estimates are less noisy
and more self-consistent than the equivalent ICESat estimates.

Also included in Figure 5.2 are single satellite crossover results for the 3-day period
beginning 28th Oct 2003. W hile the results for the 6th Nov 2003 are representative o f
the other 3-day periods during the L2a campaign, the single-satellite results for the 3day period beginning 28

Oct 2003 were the one exception. Large variations in SSH

measurements were recorded during this period resulting in wide distributions with
large standard deviations.

22 In our analysis, the maximum distance between successive data points for an arc to be considered
continuous was set at 100 km.
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Figure 5.2 Single satellite crossovers. The 3-day mean SSH crossover differences along with
the distribution of height differences for the ENVISAT and ICESat SSH datasets
are shown for two occasions during the L2a campaign. The dates given in the
left-hand column indicate start date of the two 3-day periods.
The single-satellite crossover analysis was carried out for each of the five ICESat
laser campaigns based on sets o f 3-day SSH estimates. The results of this analysis are
summarised in Figure 5.3.

For each panel the standard deviations o f sea surface
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height differences calculated as part o f the single satellite crossover analysis are
shown at top. Recursive three-sigma editing o f the height differences was performed
so as to exclude a small number o f spurious outlying points from the standard
deviation calculations.

The number o f measurements included in the standard

deviation calculation is also plotted at bottom o f each panel.
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Figure 5.3 Continued overleaf.
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Figure 5.3 Single satellite crossover statistics. For each panel, (top) the standard deviation of
height differences for 3-day periods, (bottom) the number of measurements
included in the standard deviation calculation. Statistics for the (a) LI, (b) L2a,
(c) L2b, (d) L3a, (e) L3b campaigns are illustrated.

5.3.1 Key Results
The single satellite crossover results presented in Figure 5.3 reveal that the standard
deviation of ENVISAT SSH crossovers is consistently lower than the standard
deviation of the crossover height differences from ICESat and that the ENVISAT
SSH estimates were more self-consistent over 3-day periods than the ICESat SSH
estimates. The standard deviation for ENVISAT single satellite crossovers is ~ 7-9
cm, while it is ~ 10-15 cm for the ICESat GSFC algorithm, and ~ 13-18 cm for the
ICESat UCL algorithm. The method for deriving SSH estimates from ENVISAT data
is therefore performing better than either the UCL or GSFC algorithms. This suggests
that the ENVISAT SSH retrievals, being a more accurate dataset, can be used to
investigate (i) the accuracy o f contemporaneous ICESat measurements and (ii) to
compare the ability of the GSFC and the UCL algorithms to measure SSH. We carry
out these investigations in the next section.
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5.4 Comparison of Sea Level Anomalies from ICESat
and ENVISAT
In this section we assess the accuracy o f ICESat SSH measurements during different
laser operations periods. We also compare the ability o f the three algorithms which
were described in detail in Section 4.4 (the GSFC algorithm, the UCL algorithm, and
the large lead algorithm) to measure SSH.

To facilitate this analysis we derive

estimates o f ICESat SLA and compare these to coincident ENVISAT SLA estimates.

5.4.1 Monthly SLA
SLA derived from ENIVSAT SSH data, averaged over 35-day periods (one complete
orbital cycle) coinciding with ICESat operation periods were interpolated onto a grid
with longitude spacing o f 1/8° and latitude spacing o f 1/40°. The ENVISAT SLA
values were then subtracted from the ICESat SLA estimates. W e re-interpolated the
resultant SLA difference data onto a grid with a 2° by 1° longitude by latitude
spacing.

The differences between coincident radar and laser estimates o f SLA for each ICESat
laser campaign are plotted in Figure 5.4.

The results o f the three independent

algorithms for the retrieval o f ICESat SSH in ice-covered oceans are also illustrated in
Figure 5.4.

Frequency distributions describing the difference between ICESat and

ENVISAT SLA estimates are outlined in Figure 5.5.

ICESat Laser Operations Period

LI

Coincident ENVISAT

GSFC Algorithm

UCL Algorithm

Large Lead Algorithm

Laser Operations

data period

SLA Diff

SLA Diff

SLA Diff

Period Average

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Mean

Standard
Deviation

(20 F eb - 2 0 Mar 2003)

17 F e b - 2 3 Mar 2003

-5.49

13.39

-0.86

13.21

-0.41

12.76

-2.25

13.12

L2a (04 Oct - 18 Nov 2003)

10 Oct - 13 Nov 2003

-1.05

13.82

-0.49

13.38

2.40

14.00

0.28

13.73

L2b (17 F e b -2 1 Mar 2004)

16 F e b - 2 2 Mar 2004

12.35

12.41

8.71

12.14

9.49

11.88

10.18

12.14

L3a (03 O ct- 0 8 N ov 2004)

04 Oct - 07 N ov 2004

-6.59

19.36

0.09

14.87

2.38

12.71

-1.37

15.65

L3b (18 F eb - 2 4 Mar 2004)

18 F e b - 2 4 Mar 2004

-14.97

15.49

-8.55

15.67

-10.98

14.87

-11.50

15.34

Table 5.1 The mean and the standard deviation of ICESat SLA minus ENVISAT SLA
(‘SLA D iff) for five ICESat laser campaigns. Statistics for the three algorithms
described in Section 4.4 are presented. Units are cm.
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The mean o f SLA differences, averaged over the ice-covered regions o f the Arctic
Ocean between 65°N and 81.5°N, and over each laser operations period, is presented
in Table 5.1. The standard deviation o f SLA differences for each laser campaign is
also included in Table 5.1. These measurements describe the mean, and the spread
(standard deviation), o f the distributions presented in Figure 5.5.

5.4.1.1 Key Results

We find that the lowest bias between ICESat-derived SLA and the equivalent
ENVISAT-derived SLA is obtained during the Laser 2a campaign.

SLA differences

across all regions o f the Arctic Basin are on the order o f 0 - 2 cm (Table 5.1) for this
laser operations campaign, and there is agreement across the data derived from all
three ICESat algorithms (Figure 5.5). Some larger differences (20 - 25 cm) exist in
areas close the North American and Siberian coasts, in the Beaufort and East Siberian
Seas respectively (apparent as red grid-cells in Figure 5.4).

Due to the different

orbital patterns o f the ICESat and ENVISAT satellites, the temporal sampling o f the
ocean differs between the altimetric datasets.

Differences between the average (~

monthly) SLA estimates may therefore be affected by differing ocean tide corrections,
particularly in shelf regions where the amplitude o f the main tidal constituents is large
(see Section 2.7.3 for further discussion).

There is also agreement between the ICESat SLA data from the LI and L3a
campaigns and the contemporaneous ENVISAT measurements.

On a basin-wide

scale, SLA differences are ~ 0 - 6 cm (Table 5.1). On a regional scale however, large
differences o f up to ~ 30 cm are visible near the Queen Elizabeth Islands (~ 80°N
250°E in Figure 5.4).

These positive biases in the ICESat data are possibly due to

contamination o f the SSH measurements by inadequate performance o f the algorithm
resulting in the inclusion o f retrievals from ice floes rather than from open water or
leads only. Although we do not have direct evidence to support this assertion, we do
expect this region to be the site o f the thickest sea ice floes and deformed pressure
ridges (see Figures 1.16 and 1.21).
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Figure 5.5 Distributions of SLA differences (ICESat SLA minus ENVISAT SLA) for five
ICESat laser campaigns. Results are shown for each of the three independent
algorithms described in Section 4.4.

The UCL algorithm appears to perform better than the GSFC algorithm for both the
LI and L3a campaigns, and the standard deviation of height differences is lower for
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the UCL algorithm in both instances (Figure 5.5). The GSFC algorithm appears to
produce negatively biased SSH estimates (dark-blue grid cells) in regions o f thin, first
year ice, particularly in the Fram Strait, the Greenland Sea and the Barents Sea
(Figure 5.4). These large negative differences (~ -20 to -40 cm) in SLA estimates are
possibly due to the inclusion o f saturated echoes which would lower the true sea
surface elevation estimates.

Figure 5.4 illustrates that there is a positive sea surface height bias associated with the
L2b campaign and the distributions o f SLA difference in Figure 5.2 are also positively
skewed.

The ICESat SLA estimates are on average ~ 10 cm higher than the

ENVISAT SLA for the same period and the bias is apparent for all three algorithms.

The ICESat SLA estimates for the L3b campaign appear to be negatively biased with
respect to the ENVISAT SLA estimates. This negative bias is apparent for all three
algorithms (distributions in Figure 5.5 are negatively skewed) and this campaign is the
only one where the UCL algorithm has a marginally higher standard deviation o f SLA
differences than the GSFC algorithm (Table 5.1).

Finally as one would expect, in the case o f the large lead algorithm, we obtain more
data points during the autumn just after sea ice minimum (e.g. L3a), than we do in the
spring at sea ice maximum (e.g. LI).

This is illustrated by a lower number o f filled

grid cells in the maps pertaining to the large lead algorithm results in Figure 5.4.

5.4.2 Short-term Variations in SLA in the Arctic Ocean
We investigate the magnitude o f the time-variant component o f the SLA by analysing
measurements over 3-day periods. We calculated ENVISAT SLA for the period 4th
Oct - 18th Nov 2003 (corresponding to the ICESat L2a campaign) over the icecovered regions o f the Arctic Ocean and divided the data into 3-day intervals. The
results are plotted in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Mean 3-day ENVISAT SLA for the period 04 Oct - 15 Nov 2003. The dates
given in each panel indicate the start date of each 3-day observation period.
5.4.2.1 Key Results

The 3-day SLA estimates reflect the variations o f the sea surface over a period o f ~1
month.

Figure 5.6 indicates that the sea surface topography signal as measured by

satellite altimetry varies substantially (by up to 10 cm) during the L2a campaign. The
magnitude of the SLA variability over such short time-scales was unexpected and we
believe it unlikely that the signal accurately represents the time-variant component of
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dynamic ocean topography due to ocean circulation alone. W e believe rather that this
signal may be linked to problems in the corrections applied to the altimetry data. For
example, the 3-day SLA data from the 25th Oct. 2003 suggest possible ENVISAT
orbit error. At the time o f writing the source o f this 3-day signal was under further
investigation and we refer the reader to further discussion later in this section (see
Section 5.4.4). We assume that the SLA signal as derived from satellite altimetry has
a similar variability during the other ICESat operations periods.

5.4.3 Comparisons of 3-day SLA Estimates from ICESat and
ENVISAT
To obtain an indication o f the accuracy o f the ICESat SSH measurements using the
GSFC algorithm, the UCL algorithm, and the large lead algorithm, we derive 3-day
SLA estimates using ICESat data and compare these to coincident ENVISAT SLA
estimates. We computed the SLA estimates for the ice-covered regions o f the Arctic
Ocean over 3-day periods so as to take account o f the variability o f the SLA signal
over short time-scales which were discussed in Section 5.4.2.

To avoid differences due to varying spatial sampling between the two satellites we
computed dual-satellite crossovers using the 3-day SLA datasets.

Dual-satellite

crossovers are points where the altimeter tracks o f two satellites coincide.

At

crossover locations, two independent measurem ents o f SSH are therefore available.
Dual-satellite crossover analysis ensures comparison o f temporally and spatially
coincident data from two satellite datasets.

Crossover height differences were

calculated in a similar manner to the single-satellite crossovers (see Section 5.3) but
with the crossover height difference calculated ICESat SLA minus ENVISAT SLA.

To demonstrate the dual satellite crossover analysis an example is plotted in Figure
5.7; the results for the L2a ICESat SLA (UCL algorithm) minus ENVISAT SLA are
shown. Overall during this campaign there is excellent agreement between the radar
altimetric and laser altimetric estimates o f sea surface height over 3-day periods; the
crossover height differences are typically ~ ±5 cm. However some larger crossover
height differences o f ~ ±15 cm were recorded on occasion.

The distributions o f
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crossover height differences were also calculated; the distributions for L2a ICESat
SLA (UCL algorithm) minus ENVISAT SLA are plotted in Figure 5.8.
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Nov 2003). Labelling as for Figure 5.3.
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L2a campaign (04 Oct - 15 N ov 2003). Labelling as for Figure 5.3.

D u a l-sa tellite cro sso v ers w ere co m p u ted for each o f the fiv e IC E Sat laser cam p aign s
based o n sets o f 3 -d a y S L A estim a tes. T h e resu lts o f th is a n alysis are su m m arised in
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Figures 5.9 to 5.13.

The results for the autumn 2003 and 2004 ICESat laser

campaigns (L2a and L3a) are presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively. The
results for the spring 2003, 2004, and 2005 ICESat operations periods (LI, L2b, L3b)
are presented in Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 respectively.
There are four panels in each of the Figures 5.9 to 5.13. For each ICESat operations
period we first plotted the 3-day mean SLA estimate based on the ENVISAT
algorithm (red line), the ICESat GSFC algorithm (black line), the ICESat UCL
algorithm (blue line), and the ICESat large lead algorithm (green line). Only those 3day mean SLA estimates which pertain to dual-satellite crossover locations were
selected and included in the estimate of the 3-day mean SLA. This was to avoid
differences due to varying spatial sampling between the two satellites. The results are
illustrated in the top panel of each figure. The number of measurements included in
the 3-day mean SLA calculations is illustrated in the second panel. The mean and
standard deviation of the dual satellite crossover height differences averaged over 3day periods yielded the statistics presented in the third and fourth panels respectively.
In these panels the statistics relating to crossovers of (i) ENVISAT with the ICESat
GSFC algorithm estimates (grey line), and (ii) ENVISAT with the ICESat UCL
algorithm estimates (purple line), are shown.
5.4.3.1 Key Results

Considering the three campaigns which exhibited the lowest biases between the
ICESat and ENVISAT SSH estimates in the monthly SLA analysis (L2a, L3a, and
LI) (see Section 5.4.1), the 3-day mean SLA estimates were also consistent for both
satellites (Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, first panel).

The sea surface variability

expressed in these datasets was similar for all four algorithms. The SLA estimates
derived from the UCL algorithm tended to follow the ENVISAT SLA signal more
closely than the estimates derived from either the GSFC algorithm or the large lead
algorithm. Biases between the ICESat and ENVISAT SLA estimates were low with
dual satellite crossover differences o f ~ 5 - 10 cm (Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, third
panel). The number of measurements included in the 3-day mean calculations for the
large lead algorithm was low (< 50). Hence the estimates of 3-day mean SLA derived
using the large lead algorithm tended to be noisier than the SLA estimates derived
from the other three algorithms.
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Figure 5.9 L2a campaign 3-day SLA dual-satellite crossover statistics. (First panel) 3-day
mean SLA at dual-satellite crossover locations.

(Second panel) Num ber o f

measurements included in the 3-day mean SLA calculations. (Third panel) 3-day
mean crossover height difference (ICESat - EN V ISA T) at dual-satellite crossover
locations.

(Fourth panel) Standard deviation o f dual-satellite crossover height

differences for each 3-day period.
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Figure 5.10 L3a campaign 3-day SLA dual-satellite crossover statistics. (First panel) 3-day
mean SLA at dual-satellite crossover locations.

(Second panel) Num ber o f

measurements included in the 3-day mean SLA calculations. (Third panel) 3day mean crossover height difference (ICESat - ENVISAT) at dual-satellite
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Figure 5.11 LI campaign 3-day SLA dual-satellite crossover statistics. (First panel) 3-day
mean SLA at dual-satellite crossover locations.

(Second panel) Number o f

measurements included in the 3-day mean SLA calculations. (Third panel) 3day mean crossover height difference (ICESat - ENVISAT) at dual-satellite
crossover locations.

(Fourth panel) Standard deviation o f dual-satellite

crossover height differences for each 3-day period.
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Figure 5.12 L2b campaign 3-day SLA dual-satellite crossover statistics. (First panel) 3-day
mean SLA at dual-satellite crossover locations.

(Second panel) Num ber o f

measurements included in the 3-day mean SLA calculations. (Third panel) 3day mean crossover height difference (ICESat - EN V ISA T) at dual-satellite
crossover locations.

(Fourth panel) Standard deviation o f dual-satellite

crossover height differences for each 3-day period.
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Figure 5.13 L3b campaign 3-day SL A dual-satellite crossover statistics. (First panel) 3-day
mean SLA at dual-satellite crossover locations.

(Second panel) Number o f

measurements included in the 3-day mean SLA calculations. (Third panel) 3day mean crossover height difference (ICESat - EN VISAT) at dual-satellite
crossover locations.

(Fourth panel)

Standard deviation o f dual-satellite
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From the monthly SLA analysis (Section 5.4.1) Figure 5.4 indicated that there was a
positive sea surface height bias associated with the L2b campaign and the
distributions of SLA difference in Figure 5.5 were positively skewed. The ICESat
SLA estimates were on average ~ 10 cm higher than the contemporaneous ENVISAT
SLA estimates and the bias was apparent for the data derived from all three ICESat
algorithms. This bias is also indicated in Figure 5.12 but the 3-day analysis reveals
that the amplitude of the SLA signal is however consistent between both satellites.
Since the bias is clearly indicated in the results for the large lead algorithm as well as
for the GSFC and UCL algorithms, we suggest that it is not due to contamination of
the SSH estimates by the inclusion of elevation measurements from sea ice floes, but
is likely related to a more general bias in the ICESat elevation measurements.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 indicated that the ICESat SLA estimates for the L3b campaign
were negatively biased with respect to the ENVISAT SLA estimates (Section 5.2.1).
This negative bias was apparent for all three algorithms. Examining the 3-day SLA
estimates (Figure 5.13), there is marked deviation between the ENVISAT and ICESat
SLA estimates during the L3b campaign. The overall negative bias is again easily
identified. This bias is likely due to pointing errors since, at the time of writing, the
available L3b dataset did not have pointing corrections applied (see Section 3.3.2 for
further information). Further analysis is required to verify this.

Comparing the ICESat SSH estimates with temporally and spatially coincident
ENIVSAT SSH estimates via dual-satellite crossovers reveals that the UCL algorithm
performs somewhat better than the GSFC algorithm (Figures 5.9 to 5.13, third panel).
The mean crossover height difference between the SLA estimates derived from the
UCL and ENVISAT algorithms is, in most cases, smaller than the equivalent mean
crossover difference between the SLA estimates derived using the GSFC and
ENVISAT algorithms. With the exception of the L2b period, the mean crossover
differences based on the GSFC algorithm are negatively biased with respect to the
UCL algorithm data. This indicates that the GSFC algorithm SSH estimates are lower
than the equivalent measurements derived using the UCL algorithm. This is further
evidence that the GSFC algorithm acts to include saturated echoes which effectively
lowers the sea surface height estimates below their true level.
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The standard deviation of crossover height differences is lower for the UCL algorithm
comparisons than for the GSFC algorithm comparisons during the autumn campaigns
(fourth panel, Figures 5.9 and 5.10).

During the spring campaigns (fourth panel,

Figures 5.11 to 5.13) the standard deviation results for both algorithms are not
markedly different. This suggests that the UCL algorithm performs better than the
GSFC algorithm during the autumn season, but the algorithms produce similar SLA
estimates during the spring campaigns.

Using the dual-satellite crossover analysis, we can identify time periods when
crossover height differences are small (i.e. between ±3 cm) and the SSH estimates
from ICESat and ENVISAT are therefore directly comparable. For example, during
the periods 4th - 18th Oct 2003, and 25th Oct - 11th Nov 2003, the mean crossover
height difference between the ICESat UCL algorithm data and the ENVISAT data is
close to 0 cm (Figure 5.9, third panel). Other time periods when mean dual-satellite
crossover differences are constrained to ±3 cm are 9th - 15th Oct 2004 and 21st - 26th
Oct 2004, during the L3a campaign (Figure 5.10, third panel), and 21st Feb - 7th Mar
2003, during the LI campaign (Figure 5.11, third panel). During these time periods,
the SSH estimates are consistent between ICESat and ENVISAT, suggesting that
comparisons o f geophysical data such as sea ice freeboard should be possible.
Furthermore since we have identified periods during the autumn 2003 and 2004
campaigns as well as a period during spring 2003, we should be able to detect
interannual and seasonal variability in sea ice freeboard. This opportunity is explored
further in Chapter 7.

5.4.4 Discussion
There are some cases of large deviations in dual satellite crossover differences (e.g.
19th- 22nd Oct 2003, Figure 5.9, third panel) where the data derived either from the
ICESat algorithm, or the ENVISAT data, or both, fail to characterise the true sea
surface height. Since the atmospheric corrections applied to both satellite datasets are
consistent, we explored the possibility that the deviation was due to differences in the
tidal corrections between the datasets.

The ocean tide correction applied to the

ICESat data is based on the GOT99.2 tidal model [Padman and Fricker , 2005], while
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the ENVISAT tidal corrections use the FES2004 ocean tide model (S. Baker, personal
communication).

Figure 5.14 illustrates the 3-day mean ocean tide corrections which were applied to
the ICESat and ENVISAT data during the L2a campaign.

In general, the tidal

corrections appear consistent between the two satellite datasets although some small
deviations are evident.

The periods of the largest deviations in the mean tidal

correction, for example on the 13th Oct 2003, do not however coincide with the largest
dual satellite crossover differences on the 19th Oct, 22nd Oct, and 12th Nov 2003
(Figure 5.9).

Furthermore the amplitude of the largest differences between the tidal

corrections is ~ 5 cm, which is lower than the amplitude of the largest dual-satellite
crossover height differences at ~ 8 - 10 cm.

Before eliminating differences in tidal corrections as a source of the deviations in SSH
estimates between ICESat and ENVISAT, a more thorough investigation is necessary.
Ideally the tidal corrections for one of the altimetric datasets should be reprocessed
using tidal corrections which are consistent with the other dataset. With this in mind,
we propose that the ENVISAT ocean tide corrections be recalculated using the
GOT99.2 tide model. At the time of writing such data was not available for analysis.
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Figure 5.14 L2a campaign 3-day mean ocean tide correction applied to ICESat data (blue
line) and to EN V ISA T data (red).

Corrections were averaged over the ice-

covered regions o f the Arctic Ocean.
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Deviations between the ICESat and ENVISAT SSH estimates may also be due in part
to time-varying geophysical effects. It is conceivable that the presence of thick clouds
could adversely affect the accuracy of the laser altimetric data, while heavy
precipitation could influence the accuracy of the radar data. Furthermore the effect of
wind forcing on the distribution and size of leads within the ice pack should be
considered, since this will influence the number of sea surface returns the algorithms
can detect and hence the accuracy of the SSH estimates. Further analysis is required
to investigate these geophysical effects and their influence on the data.
The possibility also exists that the MOG2D-G inverse barometer (IB) correction does
not fully account for atmospheric pressure loading and/or wind effects. If this were
true the altimetric SSH estimates would not be adequately corrected for atmospheric
effects. The 3-day dual-satellite crossover analysis would therefore be compromised.
This idea is currently being explored in collaboration with colleagues at CPOM. A
positive correlation between SLA and the IB correction has been identified.

An

example based on a comparison of the ENVISAT SLA estimates with the
corresponding IB correction is illustrated in Figure 5.15. Furthermore analysis of the
various geophysical corrections applied to the altimetry data (e.g. tidal corrections,
wet and dry tropospheric corrections, etc.) shows that the SLA signal is most
significantly influenced by the IB correction (A. Ridout, personal communication).
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Figure 5.15 Comparison o f E N V ISA T SLA and the M O G 2D -G inverse barometer correction.
3 -day averages w ere calculated for both variables and results for the Sep - D ec
2003 period are illustrated. Figure courtesy o f A. Ridout.
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5.5 Comparison of Arctic Freeboard using the GSFC
and UCL algorithms
An alternative method to the analysis presented in Section 5.4 to assess the ability of
the GSFC and UCL algorithms to estimate SSH, is via the comparison of freeboard
estimates.

Derivation of sea ice freeboard using satellite altimetry is possible if

estimates of both sea ice and sea surface topography are known (Eqn. 2.8). Laser
altimetric freeboard measurements define the snow freeboard ( h sf ) , or the height of the
air/snow interface of a sea ice floe above the water surface (i.e. comprising both the
sea ice freeboard and any overlying snow).

Following Eqn. 2.8 we use ICESat surface elevation measurements over the Arctic
Ocean in conjunction with along-track SSH measurements estimated using (i) the
UCL algorithm and (ii) the GSFC algorithm, to derive two different estimates of snow
freeboard, h sf \

K f _UCL =

Kf

GSFC =

K it ~

K it ~

Ksh_LA_UCL

Ksh_LA _GSFC

( 5-2)
(

5- 3)

where, hait is the ICESat surface elevation measurement, hSSh_LAjucL and hsshjA_GSFc
are the sea surface height estimates derived using the UCL and the GSFC algorithms
respectively.

Using the UCL

SSHretrieval algorithm, and followingEqn.5.2,

wecalculated a

dataset of snow

freeboardestimates (hs/_ucL) for ice-covered ocean regionsbetween

65°N and 86°N. We subtracted the local SSH estimate from its associated ICESat
surface elevation measurement and interpolated the resulting freeboard estimates onto
a grid with a longitude spacing o f 4° and a latitude spacing of 1°. We subsequently
carried out the same procedure using the GSFC algorithm SSH estimates (Eqn. 5.3) to
generate a second, alternative map of snow freeboard (hsf_GSFc)• This analysis was
performed for the autumn 2003 and 2004 laser campaigns as well as the spring 2004
and 2005 campaigns.
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In the absence of Arctic-wide in situ estimates of sea ice freeboard that coincide with
the dates of acquisition of ICESat data, against which we could compare the altimetry
freeboard estimates, we developed a method to investigate the internal consistency of
each snow freeboard dataset. For each o f the four laser operations periods we split the
dataset in half and defined two observation periods. The dates of these observation
periods are given in Table 5.2. We expect ice advection and ice growth to be the
sources of differences in freeboard estimates throughout a particular observation
period. Nevertheless, since we are analysing data which has been interpolated onto 4°
by 1° grid, we expect a strong relationship between the snow freeboard results from
the first half of a given laser campaign with those from the second half of the
campaign.

Indeed analysis carried out by Perovich et al. [2003] of changes in ice

thickness during the SHEBA study suggest that we should expect growth of
approximately 12 cm or less during our selected laser operations periods .

Laser
Campaign

Observation Period

L2A

I
04 Oct 13:38 - 27 Oct 02:52 2003

II
27 Oct 02:53 - 18 Nov 22:34 2003

L2B

17 Feb 21:18 - 04 Mar 23:55 2004

05 Mar 01:31 - 21 Mar 18:38 2004

L3A

03 Oct 21:53 - 21 Oct 12:00 2004

21 Oct 13:32-08 Nov 13:15 2004

L3B

17 Feb 20:33 - 06 Mar 10:26 2005

06 Mar 12:02 - 24 Mar 16:35 2005

Table 5.2 Dates of observation periods I and II during four ICESat laser campaigns.

Using both the hsf_ucL and hsf_csFc snow freeboard estimates, we compared results
from period I with those from period II checking for consistency between estimates.
The results are illustrated in Figures 5.16 to 5.23.

In each figure there are three

panels: the left panel describes the snow freeboard estimates averaged over
observation period I with the freeboard map at top and the distribution of freeboard
heights at bottom, similarly the right panel describes the estimates pertaining to
observation period II, while the bottom panel contains a scatter plot of freeboard
estimates for observation period II versus freeboard estimates for period I. The black
line in each scatter plot indicates the line of best fit through the data. The number of
points in each scatter plot as well as the correlation coefficient (R ) for a linear
relationship of the form y = ax + b are also shown in each scatter plot.
23 Refer to Figure 5 in Perovich et a l [2003].
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Figure 5.16 Snow freeboard, hsf UCL> during autumn 2003 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the U CL algorithm SSH measurem ents for (a)
observation period I and (b) observation period II. (c) Scatter plot o f snow
freeboard betw een 65°N and 86°N for period II (x-axis) versus period I (y-axis).
See Table 5.2 for the dates o f each observation period.
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Figure 5.17 Snow freeboard, hsf GSFc, during autumn 2003 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the GSFC algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.18 Snow freeboard, hSf ua, during spring 2004 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the UCL algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.19 Snow freeboard, hSf csFc, during spring 2004 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the GSFC algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.20 Snow freeboard, hSf UCu during autumn 2004 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the UCL algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.21 Snow freeboard, hsf GsFC, during autumn 2004 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the GSFC algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.22 Snow freeboard, hsf_UCL, during spring 2005 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the UCL algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.23 Snow freeboard, hsf_GSFC, during spring 2005 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to the GSFC algorithm SSH measurements. Labelling as
for Figure 5.16.
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Laser
Campaign
L2A
L2B
L3A
L3B

Mean h sfUCL

I
0.33
0.36
0.35
0.35

n
0.37
0.36
0.37
0.37

Mean h Sf_csFc

I
0.31
0.31
0.39
0.40

n
0.33
0.31
0.36
0.40

Table 5.3 Mean snow freeboard derived for the eight observation periods given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.3 outlines the mean hsf_ucL and hsf_csFc snow freeboards for observation
periods I and II for four ICESat laser campaigns. The values outlined in Table 5.3
relate to the mean of the snow freeboard distributions in Figures 5.16 to 5.23.

5.5.1 Key Results
Visual inspection of the regional distribution of freeboard height estimates presented
in Figures 5.16 to 5.23 shows that it agrees with the estimated sea ice thickness
climatology based on submarine sonar profiles (see Figure 1.16) and the mean winter
ice thickness as observed from satellite radar altimetry (see Figure 1.21).

The

perennial ice zone (region o f multiyear ice in the high Arctic) is clearly identifiable in
each o f the figures as having thicker snow freeboard (red and white grid cells) and this
is surrounded by thinner, first-year ice (depicted by blue or green grid cells).
Furthermore the snow freeboard distributions are typically bi-modal delineating firstyear and multi-year ice.
As one would expect, we observe thicker ice during the spring campaigns than during
the autumn campaigns (e.g. compare Figure 5.22 b with Figure 5.20 b). It is also
possible to follow the growth o f ice between an autumn season and the following
spring season.

The ice freeboard signal (i.e. sea ice growth) is however not

completely clear in this analysis since we observe the snow freeboard which also
contains a snow-loading signal.

For example we would also expect thicker snow

cover during the spring than during the autumn; average snow depth during Oct - Nov
is given in the climatology [ Warren et a l, 1999] as 21 cm, compared to 31 cm for the
average snow depth in Feb - Mar.
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A comparison o f snow freeboard estimates from observation period I with those from
observation period II gives an indication of the consistency of the results. As noted
earlier, we expect a strong relationship, and hence a high correlation, between the
snow freeboard results from the first half of a given laser campaign with those from
the second half of the campaign. Indeed the mean snow freeboards for observation
period II are either equal to, or higher than, those associated with observation period I,
representing overall growth of the ice pack throughout the period of analysis and/or
accumulation o f snow on sea ice surfaces (Table 5.3). The exception to this is the
mean

h sf _ G S F c

estimate during the L3A laser campaign; we attribute a decrease in

mean snow freeboard to inaccuracies in the retrieval process.

There are likely to be

some fluctuations in snow accumulation and ice growth during the two observation
periods. However, since we compute the correlation coefficients for the hsf_ucL and
h sf _ G S F C

estimates over the same observation periods, we account for such fluctuations

since they would have equal effects on the correlation coefficients of both datasets.

This freeboard analysis reveals that for the autumn laser campaigns, the UCL SSH
algorithm produced more consistent freeboard retrievals than the GSFC SSH
algorithm. The correlation coefficients for autumn 2003 and 2004 were 0.73 and 0.59
respectively, for freeboards derived using the UCL algorithm, while they were 0.64
and 0.32 respectively, for freeboards derived using the GSFC algorithm.

During the spring periods there was strong correlation between estimates from the two
observation periods with less scatter than during the autumn periods. The UCL and
GSFC SSH algorithms produced equally consistent freeboard estimates: the
correlation coefficients for spring 2004 and 2005 were 0.79 and 0.72 respectively for
the hsf_ucL freeboard estimates, and 0.79 and 0.78 respectively for the hsf_csFc
freeboards. The mean snow freeboard for observation periods I and II also show good
agreement (Table 5.3).

This result is consistent with one of the key findings of Section 5.4.3.1 where the
dual-satellite crossover height differences between the SSH estimates from ENVISAT
and the UCL algorithm were smaller than those between the SSH estimates from
ENVISAT and the GSFC algorithm during the autumn campaigns. During the spring
campaigns the UCL and the GSFC compared equally to the ENVISAT SSH estimates.
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5.6 Conclusions
We have provided the first maps o f comparisons between ICESat and ENVISAT
estimates of the sea surface topography in the Earth’s ice-covered polar regions. We
presented our comparison of sea surface height estimates in terms of SLA differences,
where SLA were calculated with respect to the long term MSS and extends to 81.5°N.
We generated results for five ICESat laser operations periods and we compared
monthly average SSH estimates from the UCL, GSFC, and large lead algorithms,
which were described previously in Chapter 4.

We derived 3-day Arctic-wide

averages of SLA to investigate further the source of differences between the ICESat
and ENVISAT SLA estimates. Comparisons of spatially and temporally coincident
data, through crossover analysis, minimised differences due to varied sampling (as a
result of different satellite orbit patterns) of the natural variability of the sea surface
topography (i.e. the time-variant component of dynamic ocean topography).

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, we expected the L2a, L2b, and L3a datasets to contain
the best quality elevation measurements as a consequence of the ground-segment
processing. Indeed we found that the L2a SLA data compared best with coincident
ENVISAT SLA, and the difference in SLA estimates was on the order of 1-2 cm for
all three algorithms. Both the monthly and 3-day mean SLA signals were consistent
between all algorithms. This suggests that the GSFC algorithm for determining SSH
from ICESat altimetry over sea ice, which is based on the assumption that 2% of the
winter sea ice pack contains areas of open water and leads, is suitable as a preliminary
approach. The SLA estimates derived using the UCL algorithm were however closer
to the ENVISAT estimates than those derived using the GSFC algorithm.

The L2b dataset contained a significant positive bias (~10 cm average bias) as
compared to the ENVISAT measurements. This bias was apparent in the data derived
from all three ICESat algorithms in both the monthly and 3-day analysis. In addition
to the close agreement between the L2a data and the ENVISAT data, LI and L3a SLA
estimates also compared well to contemporaneous ENVISAT estimates. During the
L3b campaign, ICESat SLA estimates were negatively biased with respect to the
equivalent ENVISAT measurements.
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We present a summary o f our key findings:
•

Based on the single-satellite crossover analysis, the ENVISAT SSH estimates
were more self-consistent over 3-day periods than the ICESat SSH estimates.
This suggests that the ENVISAT SSH retrievals are more accurate than
contemporaneous ICESat measurements, and can therefore be used to validate the
ICESat SSH estimates.

•

We have compared retrievals based on ICESat SSH estimates derived using the
UCL algorithm with those derived using the GSFC algorithm. During the autumn
campaigns the UCL algorithm performs better than the GSFC algorithm, while
during the spring campaigns the two algorithms produce very similar SSH
estimates.

• During the autumn laser campaigns the snow freeboard retrievals based on the
UCL algorithm SSH estimates had higher correlation coefficients than those based
on the GSFC algorithm SSH estimates. The correlation coefficients associated
with the spring-time snow freeboards using the two alternative ICESat SSH
estimates were similar. These results verify the previous key finding.
•

As predicted in Chapter 3, the L2a and L3a campaigns provide data which
compares best to contemporaneous ENVISAT data.

The LI SSH data also

compared well to the ENVISAT SSH measurements and the difference in monthly
averaged SLA estimates was < 5 cm.
• Estimates of 3-day mean SLA derived from all four methods (ENVISAT RA-2
algorithm, ICESat UCL algorithm, ICESat GSFC algorithm, and ICESat large
lead algorithm) were consistent in the cases of the best available ICESat data (i.e.
the L2a and L3a datasets).
• There remain systematic biases in the ICESat laser elevation data. Biases o f up to
±10 cm with respect to coincident ENVISAT data were recorded.
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•

There is a large variability in the SLA signal over short timescales, which can be
up to ~ ±10 cm. We believe that there may be errors associated with this signal
possibly as a result of problems in the corrections applied to the altimetry data and
this finding therefore requires further investigation.

• Large dual-satellite crossover differences exist in all datasets, where one or both
of the SSH estimates are incorrect. These differences could be due in part to
errors in the SSH retrieval process (i.e. poor performance of one or both of the
algorithms), errors in orbit corrections, and a time-dependent error in the retrieval
process remains a possibility.

Crossover differences may also be due to

geophysical effects, for example due to (i) the application of inconsistent ocean
tide corrections between the two satellite datasets, or (ii) remaining errors in the
inverse barometer correction. Further investigation is required to explore these
possibilities.
• We have successfully identified five periods in the datasets when dual-satellite
crossover height differences are small (i.e. < ±3 cm). During these time periods,
the SSH estimates are consistent between ICESat and ENVISAT, suggesting that
comparisons o f geophysical data such as sea ice freeboard should be possible.

The close agreement between the SSH estimates identified during five particular
observation periods will enable us to cross-compare satellite laser and radar altimetric
estimates of sea ice freeboard as well as allow us to investigate the seasonal and
interannual variability in sea ice freeboard; we will explore this further in Chapter 7.
In addition in Chapter 6, we will investigate the use of ICESat SSH measurements to
map mean Arctic dynamic topography as well as gravity anomalies up to the limit of
coverage of ICESat at 86°N.
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6 Applications of ICESat Altimetry for Arctic
Oceanography and Marine Geophysics
6.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters we described methods for the retrieval of altimetric sea
surface height measurements from ICESat data and provided an assessment of these
measurements. In Chapter 6 we discuss how knowledge of sea surface height (SSH)
can be exploited for oceanographic and geodetic applications. The work presented in
Chapter 6 has been carried out in collaboration with Dr. D. McAdoo of the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

In particular, work to

derive the Arctic Ocean gravity field using ICESat SSH data (Section 6.3) was
conducted exclusively by D. McAdoo. It is included here to demonstrate the
usefulness of Arctic-Ocean ICESat SSH data for marine geophysics applications.
First we derive a mean sea surface (MSS) based on UCL algorithm estimates of SSH
throughout five ICESat laser campaigns between 2003 and 2005. We discuss how the
combination of this MSS with an accurate geoid model can be used to map the mean
dynamic topography (MDT) of the Arctic Ocean.

We compare our data with (i)

equivalent data based on eight year’s of ERS-2 SSH measurements (the ArcGICE
MSS) and (ii) the Ocean Circulation and Climate Advanced Modelling (OCCAM)
numerical model of MDT.
Second we investigate the use o f ICESat SSH measurements to map marine gravity
anomalies up to the limit of coverage of ICESat at 86°N. We compare the gravity
field estimates from ICESat with those derived previously from ERS radar altimetry.
We briefly discuss the new tectonic information provided by the ICESat gravity field
above the limit of coverage o f the ERS satellites, in the high Arctic (81.5°N to 86°N).
We demonstrate that although the ICESat MSS is preliminary in nature and should
benefit from additional data from future laser operations periods, the potential exists
to use satellite laser altimetry for geodetic and oceanographic investigations of the
polar oceans.
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6.2 Ocean Circulation Studies and Model Comparison
6.2.1 Extension of the Mean Sea Surface beyond 81.5°N
The inclination of ICESat at 94° extends the coverage of satellite altimeters in the
Arctic beyond 81.5°N, to 86°N, for the first time (see Figure 1.22). The potential to
derive an estimate of MSS topography above the limit of the ERS and ENVISAT
satellites therefore exists.
We have generated a map of MSS height in the Arctic Ocean using estimates of sea
surface topography derived from the UCL algorithm (see Section 4.4.2). The SSH
data are derived from altimetry measurements gathered over the sea ice pack up to
86°N. The ICESat MSS has been calculated using LI, L2a, L2b, L3a, and L3b SSH
data, and therefore includes data gathered over a two-year period between February
2003 and March 2005. Individual height measurements from each of the five ICESat
laser campaigns were interpolated onto a grid with a longitude spacing of 1/8° and a
latitude spacing of 1/20°. The time-averaged MSS for each grid cell was computed.
Figure 6.1 illustrates two, time-averaged estimates of the Arctic mean sea surface
(MSS) computed with respect to the reference ellipsoid. The ICESat MSS above
74°N is illustrated in Figure 6.1 (b) and the ArcGICE MSS24 is shown in Figure 6.1
(a) for comparison.

The black circle indicates the limit of coverage of satellite

altimeters in the Arctic prior to the launch o f ICESat.
The ICESat MSS presented here is preliminary: it is based on data from five different
campaigns and hence different data releases (see Table 3.1). The dataset includes
measurements recorded during the LI and L3b laser campaigns which have not yet
been fully corrected for systematic pointing errors (see Section 3.3.2). Furthermore
an apparent positive elevation bias in the L2b dataset (see Figure 5.1) has yet to be
accounted for and thus requires further investigation. Reprocessing of ICESat data by
the ICESat science team is expected to improve the accuracy of the data for each
operations period. Such data should help to improve the ICESat MSS in the future.
24 The ArcGICE MSS was constructed using eight years o f ERS-2 data (1995 - 2003) and is provided
courtesy o f A. Ridout (see Section 4.2.2.1 for further details).
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Figure 6.1 Arctic Ocean mean sea surface height, (a) The ArcGICE M SS derived from eight
years o f ERS-2 altim etry (1995 - 2003) and (b) the ICESat M SS derived from
five months o f ICESat altimetry gathered over tw o years (2003-2005). The black
circle indicates the lim it o f coverage o f ERS-2 at 81.5°N. Artificial illum ination
from the east has been added. Data for the top figure was provided courtesy o f A.

Ridout.
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6.2.2 Altimetric Measurements of the Time-invariant Dynamic Ocean
Topography
As discussed in section 2.7.2 the sea surface topography can be deconstructed into
two components: the time-invariant, mean dynamic topography (MDT), and the timevariant, instantaneous topography. The MDT is predominantly related to large-scale,
mean ocean circulation, and features o f the MDT are therefore relatively stable in
time. It is possible to deduce MDT from satellite altimetry by subtracting an accurate
model of the geoid from the mean sea surface (see eqn. 2.10). However, since both
the geoid and MSS signals are similar and are two orders of magnitude larger than the
difference between the signals , extracting MDT is dependent on an accurate geoid
model and MSS.

Observational datasets of Arctic MDT can be used to investigate ocean circulation
patterns and ocean currents as well as to validate ocean circulation models. However,
due to a lack of such observational data the MDT of the Arctic Ocean remains poorly
constrained. Here we investigate Arctic MDT by differencing two, independently
derived altimetric estimates of the Arctic MSS, the ICESat MSS and the ArcGICE
MSS, with a state-of-the-art geoid model, the hybrid geoid26.

First we estimated Arctic MDT for a two-year period between 2003 and 2005 by
subtracting the hybrid geoid from the ICESat MSS. The resulting MDT spans all icecovered regions to the limit o f ICESat at 86°N and is illustrated in Figure 6.2a.
Second we differenced the 8-year ArcGICE MSS, derived from ERS-2 data, with the
hybrid geoid to estimate MDT for a period between 1995 and 2003. The result is
shown in Figure 6.2b. For comparison we also present the MDT predicted by the
OCCAM numerical model [ Webb et al ., 1998].

The OCCAM MDT output was

averaged over an eight-year model run and yields the results depicted in Figure 6.2c.

25In the absence of atmospheric and oceanic circulation, the geoid and mean sea surface would
coincide. The geoid and MSS signals are of order 10 m, while the difference between signals (i.e. the
MDT) is of order 10 cm.
26 See Section 4.2.1.2 for further details of the hybrid geoid
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Figure 6.2 Estimates of the mean dynamic topography (MDT) of the Arctic Ocean. MDT
derived from (a) the ICESat MSS minus the hybrid geoid, (b) the ArcGICE MSS
minus the hybrid geoid, and (c) the OCCAM model of MDT. The solid white
box is described in the text.
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Figure 6.2 Estimates of the mean dynamic topography (MDT) of the Arctic Ocean. MDT
derived from (a) the ICESat MSS minus the hybrid geoid, (b) the ArcGICE MSS
minus the hybrid geoid, and (c) the OCCAM model of MDT. The solid white
box is described in the text.
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There is good agreement in the spatial distribution of MDT from the two altimetric
datasets (Figures 6.2a and 6.2b) with a strong similarity between features at longwavelengths. For example at ~ 210°E 74°N, a topographic high of ~ 15 cm associated
with the Beaufort Gyre features in both MDT maps. Estimates of MDT, derived from
the ICESat and ArcGICE MSS data, in the vicinity o f the Beaufort Gyre within a
region bounded by the white box in Figure 6.2 (longitude 188°E to 228°E; latitude
72°N to 80°N) are highly correlated. After Gaussian smoothing (using a 120 km
radius) and re-binning into 1° by 0.5° longitude-latitude grid, we calculated a
correlation coefficient of 0.90 between the altimetric estimates of MDT in the region
bounded by the white-box.

Aagaard and Carmack [1994] hypothesise marine boundary currents along all the

major topography in the Arctic Ocean.

Some of these features, such as the East

Greenland Current and the Alaskan Coastal Current27, are represented in the altimetric
estimates of MDT (Figures 6.2a and 6.2 b). We note however that interpretation of
the MDT maps in some regions is difficult; for example a feature which follows the
continental shelf margin off the Siberian coast (longitude 120°E to 1§0°E, latitude
79°N) could be associated with a boundary current or may be attributable to remaining
errors in the marine geoid model.

The altimetric-based estimates o f MDT are similar to the MDT predicted by the
OCCAM model (Figure 6.2c) and there is some agreement between the observational
data and the model at decimetre level over long wavelengths. The amplitude o f the
apparent MDT as derived from the altimetric data is however larger, by nearly a factor
of 2, than that of the OCCAM model. This result is consistent with the work of
Peacock and Laxon [2004] which revealed that variability of altimetric SSH estimates

was a factor of 3 to 4 greater than SSH variability predicted by the NPS coupled
ocean-ice numerical model. Following the same Gaussian smoothing and re-binning
procedure described above, we find that the MDT predicted by the OCCAM
numerical model within the white box region is poorly correlated with the MDT
derived from the ICESat MSS (correlation coefficient of 0.28). Furthermore there is

27 Refer to Figure 1.8 for the location of the surface currents of the Arctic Ocean.
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also poor correlation between the OCCAM model of MDT and that derived from the
ArcGICE MSS (correlation coefficient of 0.39) within the white box region.

The differences between the model predictions of MDT and the altimetric estimates
may be due to a lack of bathymetric detail in the OCCAM model. Further errors in
the altimetric estimates of MDT are likely to be due to small-scale, regional errors
remaining in the hybrid geoid (e.g. a topographic high near 230°E 85°N in Figure
6.2a). Indeed some of the high correlation between the two altimetric estimates of
MDT may be attributable to common, small-scale geoid errors. Residual errors in the
ICESat MSS, due to the inclusion o f data that has not been fully corrected for pointing
errors (see Section 6.2.1 above), could also be the source of some anomalous
topographic elevation estimates.

6.3 Measurement of the Marine Gravity Field of the
Arctic Ocean from ICESat
As we have previously discussed in Section 2.7, the SSH signal, as measured by
satellite altimeters, is composed of contributions from dynamic ocean topography and
the marine geoid. Since the marine geoid is the largest component of the SSH signal,
altimetric measurements contain information regarding the geoid and hence reflect
variations in the gravity field. Short wavelength (< 250 km) features of the gravity
field reflect sea floor bathymetry and the density variations of the oceanic crust and
lithosphere, while longer wavelength variations reveal details of the mass anomalies
in the Earth’s mantle [Laxon and McAdoo, 1994]. Accurate knowledge of the marine
gravity field of the Arctic Ocean is critical for mapping the geologic structure and
tectonic fabric of the seafloor, including fracture zones, spreading ridges, and
seamounts.

Furthermore, Arctic marine gravity is of importance for marine and

submarine navigation, global gravity field modeling, and satellite orbit determination.

The use of altimetric SSH measurements in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean for mapping
marine gravity was first demonstrated by Laxon and McAdoo [1994]. ERS-1 radar
altimetry measurements were used to derive a marine gravity field covering all ocean
areas between 61°N and 81.5°N. The gravity field map provided details of several
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important tectonic features and revealed new geophysical information regarding a
linear feature at the centre of the Canada Basin thought to be an extinct spreading
centre. ICESat extends the domain o f satellite altimetry in the Arctic beyond 81.5°N
to 86°N and could provide new insights on the tectonic fabric of the Arctic seafloor.
ICESat SSH height data (see Section 6.2.1) were provided to D. McAdoo at NOAA.
First along-track slopes were computed and, following the method of McAdoo and
Marks [1992], these were further processed to yield marine gravity anomalies

spanning the ice-covered regions of the Arctic Ocean (D. McAdoo , personal
communication). The ICESat gravity field, as derived by D. McAdoo, covering the
region 74°N to 86°N, is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Also included in Figure 6.3 is the
ERS-1 gravity field generated by Laxon and McAdoo [1998]. Note that ICESat SSH
data has been derived over the ice pack only, and the (long-wavelength) gravity field
data in the region of the Greenland Sea, south of the sea ice edge, in Figure 6.3b was
derived from GRACE data (D. McAdoo , personal communication).

Overall there is close agreement between the ERS-1 and ICESat gravity field data.
Although the ICESat data is apparently noisier than the ERS data, and long
wavelength errors are visible (e.g. in the Canada Basin at ~225°E), short wavelength
gravity anomalies are consistent between the datasets.

The ICESat gravity map

depicts the main tectonic features o f the region including the continental shelf
margins, Gakkel Ridge, Lomonosov Ridge, and Chukchi Borderland28. The ICESat
gravity field reveals new tectonic details north of 81.5°N including (i) a possible
extinct spreading centre in the Makarov Basin around 170-180°E 81-83°N and (ii) the
extension of the Marvin Spur centered at the location 158°E 82-85°N (Z). McAdoo ,
personal communication).

A region bounded by the coordinates: longitude 150°E to 220°E, latitude 75°N to
81°N, which is common to both gravity maps, was selected for further statistical
analysis. This region encompasses parts o f the Canada Basin, Chukchi Borderland,
Mendeleev Ridge, Makarov Basin and the Siberian continental shelf5 and is illustrated
as a white box in Figure 6.3. The ERS and ICESat estimates of the gravity field
within the white box are highly correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.87.
28 Refer to Figure 1.7 for the location of the major bathymetric features of the Arctic Ocean.
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Figure 6.3 Gravity field of the Arctic Ocean. Gravity field estimates were derived from (a)
ERS-1 radar altimetry and shown for an area between 74°N and 81.5°N [Laxon
and McAdoo, 1998] and (b) ICESat laser altimetry between 74°N and 86°N. The
solid white box is described in the text.

Data for this figure was provided

courtesy of D. McAdoo.
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The accuracy and spatial resolution of the ICESat gravity field approaches that of
ERS-1 altimetric gravity data at ~4 mGal and ~45 km respectively (D. McAdoo ,
personal communication). Inclusion o f further ICESat altimetry data from other laser
operation periods will likely improve the accuracy of the gravity field data, especially
at longer wavelengths, and enhance the resolution of the tectonic details of the high
Arctic revealed thus far.

Moreover new ICESat gravity field data should further

enhance the ArcGP geoid and gravity grids (see Section 4.2.1.1 for further details)
particularly in the eastern Arctic Ocean [Forsberg and Skourup, 2005].

6.4 Conclusions
We have derived an ICESat MSS for a two-year period beginning February 2003.
This MSS is based on the UCL algorithm estimates of SSH for the LI, L2a, L2b, L3a,
and L3b ICESat laser campaigns. Due to the inclination of ICESat, knowledge of the
MSS above 81.5°N has been extended to 86°N for the first time.

The ICESat MSS is preliminary in nature since (i) it contains surface height
information from five laser campaigns (~ 5 months of data) and (ii) some of the data
used have not yet been corrected for systematic pointing errors. The ICESat MSS will
therefore benefit from further SSH measurements from the ICESat laser campaigns
following L3b, and future reprocessing of the available data by the ICESat science
team. Despite the preliminary nature of the ICESat MSS we have demonstrated that
the potential exists to use satellite laser altimetry for geodetic and oceanographic
studies of the Arctic Ocean.

We have highlighted the potential o f using knowledge of the MSS, derived from
satellite altimetry, in conjunction with a geoid model to map MDT in the Arctic
Ocean.

Independently derived altimetric estimates of MDT were correlated and

showed good spatial agreement over long wavelengths.

Comparisons with the

OCCAM model prediction of MDT indicated that remaining differences between
observational and model data may be due to (i) a lack o f bathymetric detail in the
numerical model and (ii) remaining small-scale errors in the marine geoid.
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ICESat SSH data were used to estimate gravity field anomalies in the Arctic Ocean
covering the region 74°N to 86°N. The ICESat gravity map depicts the major features
of the Arctic Ocean bathymetry including the Lomonosov and Gakkel Ridges and the
Canada, Makarov and Eurasian Basins. Although the ICESat gravity field is noisier
than the equivalent ERS-1 data, and long wavelength errors exists, there is good
agreement between the ERS-1 and ICESat gravity estimates at shorter wavelengths.
Indeed in a region spanning parts o f the Canada Basin, the Chukchi Borderland, the
Makarov Basin and the Siberian continental shelf, gravity anomalies from the two
satellite datasets are highly correlated.

We may therefore have confidence in the

ICESat gravity field of the high Arctic above 81.5°N. New details of the tectonic
fabric of the high Arctic have been revealed for the first time, including a possible
extinct spreading centre in the Makarov Basin (D. M cAdoo , personal communication).
The amplitude and spatial resolution of the ICESat gravity field should be improved
via inclusion of additional data from other ICESat laser campaigns. The information
contained in the ICESat gravity field could contribute to the enhancement of the
Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP) gravity grids in the future.
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7 Cryospheric Applications of ICESat Altimetry
in the Arctic Ocean
7.1 Introduction
Following the discussion of exploitation o f sea surface height (SSH) measurements
for oceanographic and geodetic applications in Chapter 6, we now investigate the
application of SSH data for cryospheric studies.

We illustrate the potential of using time-varying sea surface height measurements in
conjunction with altimetric elevation measurements over sea ice to estimate snow
freeboard. We evaluate the use o f the UCL algorithm SSH estimates as compared to
ENVISAT SSH estimates for deriving snow freeboard from ICESat. We provide
snow freeboard maps for two autumn campaigns and a spring laser campaign. This
analysis enables us to compare the algorithms and to carry out a qualitative
investigation of the seasonal variability in sea ice freeboard. Next we compare snow
freeboard estimates from ICESat laser altimetry with contemporaneous ice freeboard
estimates from ENVISAT radar altimetry.

Finally we explore the feasibility of

combining satellite laser and radar altimetric measurements of sea ice freeboard to
measure the depth o f snow loading on sea ice.

The ENVISAT sea ice freeboard and

sea surface height data presented in this chapter are preliminary and was provided by
A. L. Ridout of CPOM.

7.2 Arctic Snow Freeboard from ICESat
Derivation of sea ice freeboard using satellite altimetry is viable if estimates of both
sea ice and sea surface topography are known (Eqn. 2.8). Radar altimetric estimates
of sea ice freeboard (/*/) characterise the portion of sea ice above the water surface,
while laser altimetric freeboard measurements define the snow freeboard {hsj), or the
height of the air/snow interface o f a sea ice floe above the water surface (i.e.
comprising both the sea ice freeboard and any overlying snow). We refer the reader
to Section 1.5.4 and Figure 1.20 for further discussion.
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7.2.1 Laser Altimetric and Radar Altimetric SSH Measurements for
the Derivation of Snow Freeboard
On of the key results presented in Chapter 5 revealed that ENVISAT SSH estimates
were more self-consistent than the contemporaneous ICESat SSH estimates,
suggesting that the ENVISAT SSH retrievals were more accurate than the ICESat
measurements (see Section 5.3). We therefore explore the use of ENVISAT SSH
estimates in conjunction with ICESat surface elevation measurements to derive snow
freeboard (Eqn. 7.2).

Analysis presented in Chapter 5 also suggested that, in terms of SSH retrievals
derived from ICESat data, the UCL algorithm performed better than the GSFC
algorithm during the autumn campaigns, and that the algorithms perform similarly
during the spring campaigns (Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5). We therefore use ICESat SSH
estimates, derived using the UCL algorithm, in conjunction with ICESat surface
elevation measurements, to derive “ICESat only” snow freeboards (Eqn. 7.1). We
compare these snow freeboard estimates to equivalent measurements derived using
the ICESat/ENVISAT combination described above.

Following Eqn. 2.8 we use ICESat surface elevation measurements over the Arctic
Ocean in conjunction with along-track SSH measurements estimated using (i) the
UCL algorithm and (ii) ENVISAT radar altimetry data, to derive two different
estimates of snow freeboard, hsf.

K f_U C L

=

h a it ~

Ksh_LA_U C L

Kf ra = haU ~ hssh RA

(7-1)

(7.2)

where, hait is the ICESat surface elevation measurement, hssh_LAjucL is the sea surface
height estimate derived using the UCL algorithm (see Chapter 4 for a detailed
description of the algorithm), and hssh_RA is the sea surface height derived from
ENVISAT radar altimetry data.
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As part of the dual-satellite crossover analysis presented in Chapter 5 we identified
periods when crossover height differences between ENVISAT SSH estimates and
contemporaneous ICESat UCL algorithm SSH estimates were small (i.e. between ± 3
cm). These time periods are outlined in Table 7.1. Since the SSH estimates during
these time periods are consistent we can use the ENVISAT SSH measurements in
place of the equivalent ICESat SSH measurements to calculate snow freeboard. A
small bias, derived from the dual-satellite crossover height differences (see Figures
5.9 to 5.11, third panel), was applied to ICESat surface elevation measurements so as
to align the data accurately to the ENVISAT SSH data.

Following Eqn. 7.1 we first calculated hsf_ucL using the ICESat surface elevation
measurements and the UCL SSH estimates for ice-covered ocean regions between
65°N and 86°N.

We then replaced the UCL algorithm SSH estimates with

contemporaneous ENVISAT SSH estimates and re-calculated snow freeboard, hsf_RA,
using Eqn. 7.2. The freeboard estimates were interpolated onto a grid with a 4° by 1°,
longitude by latitude spacing.

The results are shown in Figures 7.1 to 7.6. In each figure there are five panels: (a)
snow freeboard estimates averaged over observation period I, (b) snow freeboard
estimates pertaining to observation period II, (c) the distribution of freeboard heights
for period I, (d) the distribution o f freeboard heights for period II and (e) a scatter plot
of freeboard estimates for observation period II versus period I

29

. The number of

points in each scatter plot as well as the correlation coefficient (R ) for a linear
relationship of the form y = ax + b are also shown in each scatter plot. Since the
observation periods in this analysis are short, there are less data points available for
analysis and hence more empty (grey) grid cells in the freeboard maps.

As with the analysis carried out in Section 5.5, a comparison of snow freeboard
estimates from observation period I with those from period II should give some
indication of the consistency o f the results. We expect a strong relationship, and
hence a high correlation, between the snow freeboard results from the first

29 Only data in the latitudinal band 78°N to 81.5°N were included in the histogram and scattergram
analysis as this represented the band where a similar number and distribution of grid-cells were
available for both observation period I and II.
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observation period with those from the second observation period. Fluctuations in
snow accumulation, and growth o f new sea ice, between the two observation periods
are likely. However, since we compute the correlation coefficients for the hsf_ucL and
hsf_M estimates over the same observation periods, we account for such fluctuations

since they would have equal effects on the correlation coefficients of both datasets.
Observation Period

Laser Campaign

LI
L2A
L3A

I
21 F e b -01 Mar 2003

II
02 Mar - 07 Mar 2003

-2.0

0.5

04 Oct - 18 Oct 2003

25 Oct - 11 Nov 2003

1.3
09 Oct - 15 Oct 2004
0.5

21 Oct - 26 Oct 2004

0.3
1.7

Table 7.1 Dates of the observation periods during three ICESat laser campaigns when
ENVISAT and ICESat SSH estimates are consistent. Values given in italics are
the biases (cm) applied to the ICESat surface elevation measurements to align the
data to the contemporaneous ENVISAT SSH estimates.

The results presented in Figures 7.1 to 7.6 illustrate the effect of the SSH
measurement on freeboard retrieval and the possible errors introduced if inaccurate
sea surface topography is used.

The snow freeboard estimates based on the

ENVISAT SSH measurements have higher correlation coefficients than those based
on the ICESat UCL algorithm SSH measurements for all three laser operations
periods. The correlation coefficients for snow freeboards derived using ENVISAT
SSH estimates are 0.21, 0.68, and 0.77 respectively for the LI, L2a, and L3a laser
campaigns. The snow freeboards derived using ICESat SSH estimates have R2 values
of 0.16, 0.53, and 0.33 respectively for the LI, L2a, and L3a laser campaigns.
Furthermore there is less scatter in the scatter plots based on the ENVISAT SSH
estimates. These results indicate that the use of the ICESat SSH estimates to generate
Arctic snow freeboard maps is problematic and any inaccuracies in the sea surface
topography will manifest themselves as anomalous freeboard estimates. We suggest
therefore

that

ICESat

elevation

measurements

used

in

conjunction

with

contemporaneous ENVISAT SSH estimates represents a useful method for obtaining
self-consistent snow freeboard estimates from ICESat. Furthermore this procedure is
only applicable when (i) biases between the radar and laser altimetric elevations are
small or (ii) biases are well-known and consequently accounted for sufficiently.
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Figure 7.1 Arctic snow freeboard, hsfjjcL, during spring 2003 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to UCL algorithm SSH measurements. Snow freeboard
for (a) observation period I and (b) observation period n. Distribution of snow
freeboard between 78°N and 81.5°N for (c) period I and (d) period II. (e) Scatter
plot of snow freeboard between 78°N and 81.5°N for period II (x-axis) versus
period I (y-axis). See Table 7.1 for the dates of each observation period.
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Figure 7.2 Arctic snow freeboard, hsj RA, during spring 2003 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to ENVISAT SSH measurements. Labelling as for Figure
7.1.
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Figure 7.3 Arctic snow freeboard, hSf UCL , during autumn 2003 derived from ICESat
elevations measured w ith respect to UCL algorithm SSH measurements.
Labelling as for Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.4 Arctic snow freeboard, hsy ra, during autumn 2003 derived from ICESat elevations
measured with respect to ENVISAT SSH measurements. Labelling as for Figure
7.1.
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Figure 7.5 Arctic snow freeboard, hsf UcL, during autumn 2004 derived from ICESat
elevations measured w ith respect to UCL algorithm SSH measurements.
Labelling as for Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.6 Arctic snow freeboard, hsf RA, during autumn 2004 derived from ICESat elevations

measured with respect to ENVISAT SSH measurements. Labelling as for Figure
7.1.
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7.3 Arctic Freeboard Estimates from Laser and
Radar Altimetry
Radar altimetric ice freeboard estimates derived from ENVISAT data were used to
assess the ICESat snow freeboard estimates. The data were provided courtesy of A.
Ridout, CPOM, and are preliminary results. A 12 cm bias has been applied to the data
since this was the bias required to align contemporaneous ENVISAT and ERS-2 sea
ice freeboard estimates (A. Ridout, personal communication). Negative freeboard
estimates were removed from the analysis since these are likely to represent
unphysical results, or flooded sea floes which are not believed to be prevalent in the
Arctic.

The ICESat snow freeboard estimates derived following Eqn. 7.2, using ENVISAT
SSH estimates in combination with ICESat surface elevation measurements, were
compared to contemporaneous ENVISAT ice freeboard estimates. The dates for these
comparisons are outlined in Table 7.2 and the results are presented in Figures 7.7 to
7.9.

Each figure contains four panels: (a) snow freeboard derived from ICESat

elevations measured with respect to ENVISAT SSH estimates during the observation
period, (b) ice freeboard derived from ENVISAT data during the observation period,
(c) distribution of snow freeboard, and (d) distribution of ice freeboard during the
observation period.

As one would expect, comparisons o f ENVISAT ice freeboard illustrated in panel (b)
of Figures 7.7 to 7.9, with ICESat snow freeboard illustrated in panel (a) of Figures
7.7 to 7.9, show that the snow freeboard estimates were higher than the
contemporaneous ice freeboard estimates. Mean freeboard statistics given in Table
7.3 demonstrate this finding still further. The comparison illustrates the potential for
snow depth retrieval using coincident satellite laser and radar altimetric freeboard
measurements.

We explore this possibility further in Section 7.4 below.

The

delineation between multi-year and first-year sea ice was clearer in the satellite laser
altimetric freeboard estimates than in the radar altimetric estimates.
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of satellite laser and radar altimetric estimates of Arctic sea ice

freeboard during spring 2003. (a) Snow freeboard derived from ICESat
elevations measured with respect to ENVISAT RA-2 SSH measurements during
the observation period, (b) Ice freeboard derived from ENVISAT RA-2 data
during the observation period, (c) Distribution of snow freeboard and (d) ice
freeboard during the observation period. Data for Figures 7.7 (b) and (d) were
provided courtesy of A. Ridout', these data are preliminary. See Table 7.2 for the
dates of the observation period.

Laser Campaign

Observation Period

LI

21 Feb - 07 Mar 2003

L2A

04 Oct -18 Oct and 25 Oct -11 Nov 2003

L3A

09 Oct -15 Oct and 21 Oct - 26 Oct 2004

Table 7.2 Dates for comparison of ICESat snow freeboards with ENVISAT ice freeboards.
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of satellite laser and radar altimetric estimates of Arctic sea ice
freeboard during autumn 2003. Labelling as for Figure 7.7. Data for Figures
7.8 (b) and (d) were provided courtesy of A. Ridout; these data are preliminary.
See Table 7.2 for dates of the observation period.

Laser
Campaign
LI
L2A
L3A

M e * n h sfRA

Mean h f

0.30
0.26
0.28

0.17
0.15
0.14

Table 73 Comparison of mean snow freeboard derived from satellite laser altimetry with
mean ice freeboard derived from satellite radar altimetry for the three observation
periods outlined in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.9 Comparison of satellite laser and radar altimetric estimates of Arctic sea ice

freeboard during autumn 2004. Labelling as for Figure 7.7. Data for Figures
7.9 (b) and (d) were provided courtesy of A. Ridout; these data are preliminary.
See Table 7.2 for dates of the observation period.

7.4 Snow Loading on Sea Ice
Since the laser pulse reflected from a sea ice floe is treated as a reflection from the
air/snow interface and a radar return pulse is assumed to be a reflection from the
snow/ice interface it is theoretically possible to deduce snow loading on sea ice from
simultaneous measurements of sea ice freeboard from satellite laser and radar
altimetry. Snow loading is an important parameter in cryospheric studies for various
reasons including (i) its influence on sea ice growth during the winter growing season
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[Perovich et al., 2003], (ii) its use as an indicator of precipitation rates in the polar

regions [Warren et al ., 1999], (iii) knowledge o f snow loading is critical in
determining the overall heat budget o f the Arctic Ocean [Sturm et al ., 2002], (iv)
knowledge o f snow depth is necessary for conversion o f sea ice freeboard to sea ice
thickness (see Eqn. 1.2), and (v) snow loading on sea ice is one o f the main sources o f
error in estimates o f sea ice thickness using satellite radar and laser altimetry
[ Wingham et al., 2001; Kwok et al ., 2006]. Although a climatology of monthly snow
depth in the Arctic is available for 37 years between 1954 and 1991 from Soviet
drifting buoy data [Warren et al., 1999], there are no up-to-date, systematic
observations o f snow depth on sea ice in the Arctic Ocean30. The opportunity to use
laser and radar altimetric measurements to derive systematic maps of snow loading on
sea ice over basin-wide scales is therefore attractive and such data would be useful for
analysis o f the polar climate system and provide valuable input for climate models.

We investigated the feasibility o f combining satellite laser and radar altimetric
measurements o f sea ice freeboard to measure the depth of snow loading on sea ice by
comparing ICESat snow freeboard data from the L2a campaign with ENVISAT ice
freeboard estimates.

The dates o f the observation period are given in Table 7.2

(second row). Apparent snow depth on sea ice was calculated using the dual-satellite
crossover technique described in Section 5.4.3. Previously, we used this technique to
calculate differences between satellite laser and radar estimates o f SSH. At locations
where the ICESat and ENVISAT ground tracks cross, two independent measurements
o f sea ice freeboard are available. We calculated the crossover height differences as
the ICESat snow freeboard minus the ENVISAT ice freeboard and the results are
presented in Figure 7.10 (a). A small percentage of negative snow depth estimates
were removed from the analysis since they represent unphysical results. The monthly
snow depth climatology provided in Warren et al. [1999] was used to calculate
average snow depth for the months o f October and November and this is presented in
Figure 7.10 (b) for comparison with the satellite altimetric estimates.

30 Satellite passive microwave retrievals of snow depth on sea ice from the AMSR-E sensor are only
available for regions of first-year sea ice and multi-year ice with an SSM/I concentration of < 20%
[Cavalieri and Comiso, 2000],
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Figure 7.10 Arctic snow loading on sea ice during autumn 2003. (a) Apparent snow depth
derived from ICESat snow freeboard estimates differenced with ENVISAT ice
freeboard estimates, (b) Snow depth climatology averaged for October and
November [ Warren et al., 1999].

There is some agreement between the regional distribution of snow depth derived
from the altimetric freeboard estimates and that of the climatology. The altimetric
estimates of snow depth are higher close to the Queen Elizabeth Islands and in the
Fram Strait than in other regions o f the Arctic Ocean. This spatial pattern agrees with
the climatology.

Furthermore, the mean freeboard difference, as derived from the

altimetric data, is 20 cm during the observation period and this compares well to the
average snow depth during the Oct - Nov period which is 21 cm, based on the
climatology [Warren et al., 1999].

There are however some notable differences

between the magnitude o f the altimetric snow depth estimates and the climatology
(e.g. north of New Siberian Islands and near Severnaya Zemlya). We note also that
the snow depth climatology may not accurately represent actual snow loading on sea
ice during the autumn 2003 period which we analyse here.

The method we describe for determining snow depth on sea ice is dependent on
accurate estimates o f both snow and ice freeboard. There remain uncertainties in both
the satellite laser and radar altimetric retrievals of sea ice freeboard and inaccuracies
in either of the freeboard estimates will give rise to anomalous estimates of snow
depth. Further investigation into the biases involved in the radar altimetry sea ice
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freeboard data is required since the 12 cm bias applied to the ENVISAT ice freeboard
data currently represents a best estimate and may need further refining (see Section
7.3). Additional research regarding the penetration o f the radar pulse into the snow
layer is also required, as is verification that the air/snow interface accurately
represents the reflecting layer that the laser pulse encounters. The dependence, if any,
on the effect o f the temperature o f the snow layer on pulse penetration should also be
considered. Nevertheless, with further work, this technique represents an exciting
application o f the combination o f laser and radar altimetry over sea ice. Future work
would include repeating the analysis presented here for ICESat data gathered during
other laser operations periods; time constraints prevented us from including such
results here.

7.5 Conclusions
We have highlighted the potential o f satellite laser altimetry data from ICESat for the
retrieval o f snow freeboard in the Arctic Ocean. The use o f ENVISAT SSH estimates
in place o f ICESat SSH estimates for the retrieval o f more accurate snow freeboards
was described. We have compared the snow freeboard estimates we derived from
ICESat altimetry with cotemporaneous estimates o f sea ice freeboard from ENVISAT.
We have also explored the feasibility o f combining satellite laser and radar altimetric
retrievals o f freeboard to deduce snow loading on sea ice.

We

found that

ICESat elevation

measurements

used in conjunction

with

contemporaneous ENVISAT SSH estimates resulted in freeboard comparisons which
had the strongest correlations. Of the methods considered, this method represented
the ideal procedure for obtaining the most consistent snow freeboard estimates from
ICESat data.

We also demonstrated that the use of the ICESat SSH estimates to

generate Arctic snow freeboard maps was problematic and any inaccuracies in the sea
surface topography manifest themselves as anomalous freeboard estimates.

Comparison o f ICESat snow freeboard estimates with contemporaneous ENVISAT
ice freeboard estimates illustrated that, as expected, the snow freeboard estimates
were higher than the equivalent ice freeboard estimates. This result illustrates the
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potential for snow depth retrieval using coincident satellite laser and radar altimetric
freeboard measurements.

The determination o f snow depth on Arctic sea ice using satellite laser and radar
altimetry data is dependent on accurate estimates o f both snow and ice freeboard.
Although the spatial distribution o f snow depth derived from the altimetric freeboard
estimates showed some agreement with the monthly climatology, the magnitude of
snow loading on sea ice differed to that predicted by the climatology in some regions.
Further investigation o f (i) the biases associated with each o f the freeboard estimates
and (ii) the penetration o f the laser and radar pulses into the snow are required.
Nevertheless, with additional research, this technique represents an exciting
application o f the combination o f laser and radar altimetry over sea ice for the
retrieval o f a parameter o f significant climatological interest.
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
In the final chapter we summarise the achievements o f the work presented in this
thesis. We reiterate the primary aims o f this work and we assess how these objectives
have been achieved. We present a summary of the key findings and the contribution
these results make to advance the knowledge of the climate-related processes o f the
Arctic Ocean. Finally we conclude with some recommendations for future work in
the field o f satellite altimetry over sea ice.

8.2 Assessment of Achievements
8.2.1 Primary Aims
We outlined the main aims o f the work presented in this thesis at the end o f Chapter 3.
We now recap on these objectives investigating the extent to which they have been
achieved.

•

To understand further the origins o f ICESat laser pulse returns from sea ice
covered regions to enable identification of returns from leads and thin ice within
the ice pack.

While it is possible to distinguish returns that originate over leads in radar altimetric
data due to the distinct, specular shape o f the echo, identifying returns from open
water or leads in laser altimetric data is more complex since laser returns from both
smooth water surfaces and smooth snow/ice surfaces have similar, specular shapes.
For a reflection from a lead, we assume that in clear, calm conditions, the shape o f the
GLAS received pulse is near-specular in shape and highly correlated with the shape of
the transmitted pulse. We derived a number of parameters associated with the shape
o f the transmitted and received laser pulses including pulse full-width half-maximum
and skewness. We also calculated the cross-correlation between the transmitted and
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received pulses.

Furthermore we investigated the relationship between ICESat

elevations and surface reflectivity and we computed the along-track, standard
deviation o f elevation.

Based on comparisons with satellite imagery, we derived

thresholds associated with these parameters that could be used to discriminate laser
returns from open water and leads.

•

To assess existing methods for determination of sea surface height in the presence
o f sea ice over the Arctic Ocean.

We have described an existing method, referred to here as the “GSFC algorithm”, for
estimating sea surface height (SSH) in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean. This method is
based on work carried out by Zw ally et al. [2003]. We assessed the SSH estimates
derived using the GSFC algorithm in terms of comparisons with (i) two newlydeveloped algorithms designed to discriminate echoes reflected from leads and open
water and (ii) SSH estimated derived from contemporaneous ENVISAT radar
altimetry. We also assessed the accuracy o f the GSFC algorithm lead detections using
coincident satellite imagery.

•

To improve current techniques through the development o f a new algorithmicbased method for sea surface height estimation over Arctic sea ice.

We have developed two new algorithms for the retrieval o f SSH in the Arctic Ocean.
The “UCL algorithm” is designed to distinguish laser returns from leads and open
water and calculate SSH estimates based on the elevations associated with these
echoes. The “large lead algorithm” is designed to identify leads greater than ~ 5 km
wide. This algorithm was used to obtain a baseline reference set of SSH
measurements, against which the SSH estimates o f the GSFC and UCL algorithms
could be assessed. The UCL and large lead algorithms are valid for ice-covered ocean
across basin-wide scales, for both the autumn and spring seasons.

•

To investigate the ability o f algorithmic-based methods to identify openings
within the ice pack (e.g. leads) using spatially and temporally coincident satellite
imagery from MOD IS and AATSR.
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W e compared laser pulse returns identified by the GSFC and UCL algorithms as
reflections from the sea surface with two coincident satellite images which contained
good examples o f individual sea ice floes and leads. W e analysed a 250-m resolution
M ODIS image acquired in M arch 2003 and a 1-km A A TSR image acquired in M arch
2005.

However, at a resolution o f 170-m, the ICESat footprint is smaller than the

resolution o f the satellite imagery and it is therefore possible that leads detected by the
GSFC and UCL algorithms were not visible to the hum an eye. W e found that each
algorithm had advantages and lim itations associated w ith discrim inating leads. The
GSFC algorithm identified more leads than the UCL algorithm , thus providing more
data points for the calculation o f local SSH. The GSFC algorithm was however
associated with m ore false alarms than the UCL algorithm , so that SSH estimates
derived using the GSFC algorithm m ay be contam inated with elevations from sea ice
floes.

•

To m ap sea surface height in the Arctic Ocean for the tim e periods associated with
ICESat operations.

W e generated m onthly average SSH estimates for five ICESat laser operations periods
and we compared the results derived from the UCL, GSFC, and large lead algorithms.
W e also derived an ICESat mean sea surface (M SS) based on data from five ICESat
laser cam paigns gathered over a two-year period between February 2003 and M arch
2005. The ICESat MSS extends know ledge o f the MSS above 81.5°N, to 86°N, for
the first time.

•

To compare sea surface height m easurem ents derived from ICESat data with
coincident measurem ents from EN V ISA T RA-2 data.

W e have provided the first m aps o f comparisons between ICESat and ENVISAT
estim ates o f the sea surface topography in the Earth’s ice-covered polar regions. W e
presented our comparison o f SSH estim ates in terms o f SLA differences, where SLA
were calculated with respect to the long term MSS and extended to 81.5°N.

We

presented comparisons o f ICESat SLA with contem poraneous ENVISAT SLA over
m onthly and 3-day time scales. Comparisons o f spatially and tem porally coincident
data, through crossover analysis, m inim ised differences due to varied sampling (as a
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result o f different satellite orbit patterns) o f the natural variability o f the sea surface
topography (i.e. the tim e-variant com ponent o f dynamic ocean topography).

•

To use knowledge o f the sea surface in conjunction with an accurate geoid model
to map dynamic ocean topography.

W e highlighted the potential o f using know ledge o f the MSS, derived from satellite
altimetry, in conjunction with a geoid model to map mean dynamic topography
(M DT). We used the ICESat MSS in com bination with the hybrid geoid to derive
apparent MDT in the Arctic Ocean.

W e compared our results to MDT estimates

calculated using the ArcGICE M SS derived from ERS-2 radar altimetry, as well as to
the OCCAM numerical model o f MDT.

•

To investigate the potential for using sea surface height measurements collected
throughout various ICESat laser cam paigns to m ap gravity anomalies in the Arctic
Ocean up to the limit o f coverage at 86°N.

In collaboration with Dr. D. M cAdoo, we estimated gravity field anomalies in the
Arctic Ocean covering a region betw een 74°N and 86°N using ICESat SSH data. The
ICESat gravity map depicted the m ajor features o f Arctic Ocean bathymetry including
the Lom onosov and Gakkel Ridges and the Canada, Makarov and Eurasian Basins.

•

To examine the use o f ICESat data in conjunction with sea level estimates derived
from satellite altim etry data to m easure snow ice freeboard, from which sea ice
thickness

can

be

deduced,

and

to

compare

these

measurements

with

contem poraneous radar altim etric estim ates o f ice freeboard.
W e demonstrated the potential o f satellite laser altimetry data from ICESat for the
retrieval o f snow freeboard in the A rctic Ocean.

We compared retrievals based on

ICESat SSH estimates derived using the UCL algorithm with those derived using the
GSFC algorithm. W e also verified that ENVISAT SSH estimates can be used in place
o f ICESat SSH estimates for the retrieval o f snow freeboards.

W e compared laser

altim etric snow freeboard estimates with coincident radar altimetric estimates o f sea
ice freeboard from ENVISAT.
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•

To investigate the feasibility o f com bining satellite laser and radar altim etric
m easurements o f sea ice freeboard to m easure snow loading on sea ice.

W e explored the possibility o f com bining satellite laser and radar altimetric retrievals
o f freeboard to deduce snow loading on sea ice by com paring ICESat snow freeboard
data gathered during autumn 2003 with coincident ENVISAT ice freeboard estimates.
Although the spatial distribution o f snow depth derived from the altimetric freeboard
estimates showed some agreement with the climatology, the magnitude o f snow
loading on sea ice differed to that predicted by the clim atology in some regions.

8.2.2 Summary of Key Findings
Through achieving the prim ary objectives set out above we obtained a num ber o f key
results. W e summarise these findings here.

•

Sea surface topography o f the A rctic Ocean

Analysis o f the variability o f sea surface topography o f the Arctic Ocean comprised a
m ajor portion o f the results presented in this thesis.

Outlined below are the main

findings associated with this research.

During the autum n ICESat laser cam paigns the UCL algorithm produced SSH
estimates that compared better to contem poraneous ENVISAT SSH estimates than the
GSFC algorithm.

During the spring campaigns the two algorithm s produce SSH

estimates o f similar accuracy.

The ICESat L2a and L3a cam paigns provided data which compared best to coincident
ENVISAT data with differences o f < 2 cm for monthly averaged SLA estimates. The
LI SSH data also compared well to the ENVISAT SSH measurements and the
difference in monthly averaged SLA estimates was < 5 cm. Estimates o f 3-day mean
SLA derived from all four m ethods (ENVISAT RA-2 algorithm, ICESat UCL
algorithm, ICESat GSFC algorithm, and ICESat large lead algorithm) were consistent
in the cases o f the best available ICESat data (i.e. the L2a and L3a datasets).
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The ENVISAT SSH estimates were m ore self-consistent over 3-day periods than the
ICESat SSH estimates.

This suggests that the ENVISAT SSH retrievals are m ore

accurate than contem poraneous ICESat m easurements.

There remain systematic biases in the ICESat laser elevation data. Biases o f up to
±10 cm with respect to coincident EN VISA T data were recorded. These biases m ay
be attributable to remaining systematic pointing errors in the ICESat data.

W e revealed that there is a large variability in the SLA signal, as derived from
satellite altimetry, over short timescales.

This signal can be up to ±10 cm.

We

believe that there m ay be errors associated with this signal possibly as a result o f
problem s in the corrections applied to the altim etry data.

This finding therefore

requires further investigation.

Large dual-satellite crossover differences exist in both the radar and laser altimetric
datasets, where one or both o f the SSH estimates are incorrect.

These differences

could be due in part to errors in the SSH retrieval process (i.e. poor perform ance o f
one or both o f the algorithms) and a tim e-dependent error in the retrieval process
rem ains a possibility. Crossover differences m ay also be due to geophysical effects,
for exam ple due to (i) the application o f inconsistent ocean tide corrections between
the two satellite datasets, or (ii) rem aining errors in the inverse barometer correction.
Further investigation is required to explore these possibilities.

W e identified five periods in the datasets when dual-satellite crossover height
differences were small (i.e. < ±3 cm). D uring these time periods, the SSH estimates
are consistent between ICESat and ENVISAT. Comparisons o f geophysical data such
as sea ice freeboard should therefore be possible during these time periods.

•

Arctic sea ice freeboard

ICESat ranges to the air/snow interface o f a sea ice floe and thus the laser altimetric
freeboard measurement com prises both the sea ice freeboard and any overlying snow,
a quantity we refer to as the “snow freeboard”. W e used ICESat surface elevation
measurem ents gathered over the Arctic Ocean in conjunction with along-track SSH
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measurements estim ated derived from (i) the UCL algorithm, (ii) the GSFC algorithm,
and (iii) ENVISAT radar altim etry data, to calculate three different estimates o f Arctic
snow freeboard.

To investigate the internal consistency o f each snow freeboard

dataset we compared snow freeboard estimates from two distinct observation periods
during each laser campaign.

W e expect a strong relationship between the snow

freeboard results from the first h a lf o f a given laser campaign with those from the
second half o f the campaign.

During the autumn laser campaigns the snow freeboard retrievals based on the UCL
algorithm SSH estimates had higher correlation coefficients than those based on the
GSFC algorithm SSH estimates. This result was consistent with a key finding relating
to the SSH analysis, where the dual-satellite crossover height differences between the
SSH estimates from ENVISAT and the UCL algorithm were smaller than those
betw een the SSH estimates from EN V ISA T and the GSFC algorithm, during the
autumn campaigns. The correlation coefficients associated with the spring-time snow
freeboards using the two alternative ICESat SSH estimates were similar.

The

correlations were also stronger during the spring periods than during the autumn
periods.

We

found

that

ICESat

elevation

measurem ents

used

in

conjunction

with

contem poraneous ENVISAT SSH estim ates resulted in freeboard comparisons which
had the strongest correlations.

This m ethod represented the ideal procedure for

obtaining snow freeboards w hich w ere the most consistent, from ICESat.

W e also

demonstrated any inaccuracies in the sea surface topography manifest them selves as
anom alous freeboard estim ates using our methodology.

Com parison o f ICESat snow freeboard estimates with contemporaneous ENVISAT
ice freeboard estimates illustrated that, as expected, the snow freeboard estimates
were higher than the equivalent ice freeboard estimates.

This result illustrates the

potential for snow depth retrieval using coincident satellite laser and radar altim etric
freeboard measurements.
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•

Snow depth on Arctic sea ice

The determination o f snow depth on Arctic sea ice using satellite laser and radar
altim etry data is dependent on accurate estimates o f both snow and ice freeboard.
There remain uncertainties in both the satellite laser and radar altimetric retrievals o f
sea ice freeboard and inaccuracies in either freeboard estimate will give rise to
inaccurate snow depths. Although the spatial distribution o f snow depth derived from
the altimetric freeboard estimates showed some agreement with the climatology, the
m agnitude o f snow loading on sea ice differed to that predicted by the climatology in
some regions.

Further investigation o f (i) the biases associated with each o f the

freeboard estimates and (ii) the penetration o f the laser and radar pulses into the snow
is required.

Nevertheless, with additional research, this technique represents an

exciting application o f the com bination o f laser and radar altimetry over sea ice for
the retrieval o f a param eter o f significant clim atological interest.

•

M ean dynam ic topography in the Arctic Ocean

Estimates o f M DT derived from two independent altimetric MSS datasets (the ICESat
M SS and the ArcGICE M SS) were correlated and showed good spatial agreement
over long wavelengths.

Comparisons with the OCCAM model prediction o f M DT

indicated that rem aining differences between observational and model data m ay be
due to (i) a lack o f bathym etric detail in the numerical model and (ii) rem aining smallscale errors in the m arine geoid.

•

M arine gravity field o f the A rctic Ocean

Although the gravity field o f the A rctic O cean is not directly related to the climatic
processes o f the Arctic region, it is o f interest in terms o f global geodesy and marine
geophysics. The ICESat gravity m ap covers the region 74°N to 86°N and depicts the
m ajor features o f Arctic Ocean bathym etry including the Lomonosov and Gakkel
Ridges and the Canada, M akarov and Eurasian Basins. Long wavelength errors exist
in the ICESat gravity field but there is good agreement between the ERS-1 and
ICESat gravity estimates at shorter wavelengths. New details o f the tectonic fabric o f
the high Arctic (i.e. above 81.5°N) w ere revealed for the first time, including a
possible extinct spreading centre in the M akarov Basin (D. M cAdoo, personal
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communication).

The information contained in the ICESat gravity field could

contribute to the enhancement o f the Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP) gravity grids in
the future.

8.3 Directions for Future Work
8.3.1 Inclusion of supplementary ICESat data
The ICESat data presented in this thesis represents data gathered during five laser
campaigns over a tw o-year period beginning M arch 2003. The data can be updated in
the future by including results from the L3d and L3e laser campaigns as well as those
from forthcom ing campaigns.

Furtherm ore ground-segm ent reprocessing o f each

laser campaign is on-going. Data processed under high releases should improve the
overall accuracy o f the ICESat data and correct for rem aining sources o f error such as
the effects o f systematic pointing biases. The accuracy and spatial resolution o f both
the ICESat MSS and the ICESat gravity field should be improved via inclusion o f
additional data from other ICESat laser cam paigns and higher data releases.

8.3.2 Development of an optimised algorithm for sea surface height
retrieval
Each o f the algorithm s described in C hapter 4 for the retrieval o f SSH m easurem ents
from ICESat data had advantages and limitations.

For each algorithm there was a

compromise between unam biguous identification o f surface returns from leads versus
the inclusion o f m ore data points w ith possible contamination from elevations
associated with sea ice floes.

W e suggest that the developm ent o f an optimised

algorithm comprising aspects o f all three methods for detecting SSH in the Arctic
Ocean would be a reasonable next step. Further work should include determ ination o f
the optimal combination o f param eters associated with the standard deviation o f
elevation, reflectivity, and pulse shape, to provide the highest number o f surface
returns from leads and open-ocean w hilst avoiding contam ination by sea ice in the
measurements. Furthermore an adaptive algorithm which could take into account the
seasonal and regional distribution o f the leads in the ice pack would be an advantage.
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8.3.3 Investigation of the sea level anomaly signal
W e revealed that there was a large variability in the sea level anomaly (SLA) signal
over short timescales, which could be up to ±10 cm. Further investigation is required
to ascertain whether some o f the variability m ay be due to problems in the corrections
applied to the altimetry data.

For example, additional research is needed to test

w hether the inverse barometer correction is fully compensating for atmospheric
pressure loading and wind effects over the Arctic Ocean.

8.3.4 Investigation of the differences between radar and laser
altimetric estimates of SSH
W e demonstrated that large dual-satellite crossover differences exist between the
satellite laser and radar estimates o f Arctic Ocean SSH. The differences exist where
one or both o f the SSH estimates are incorrect. These differences could be due in part
to (i) errors in the SSH retrieval process or (ii) the fact that the tidal corrections
applied to the radar and laser datasets were based on alternative tide models.

In

addition, further investigation o f geophysical effects, such as the application o f
inconsistent ocean tide corrections between the two satellite datasets, or possible
rem aining errors in the inverse barom eter correction, is required.

8.3.5 Snow depth retrieval
W e presented an application o f the com bination o f laser and radar altimetry over sea
ice for the retrieval o f snow depth. The technique requires accurate estimates o f both
snow and ice freeboard derived from laser and radar altimetry.

There remain

uncertainties in both the satellite laser and radar altimetric retrievals o f sea ice
freeboard which can result in anom alous estimates o f snow depth.

Further

investigation o f (i) the biases associated with each o f the freeboard estimates and (ii)
the penetration o f the laser and radar pulses into the snow is required. Nevertheless,
early snow depth results derived from comparisons o f coincident laser and radar
altim etry showed some agreement with the existing snow depth climatology.

We

conducted our analysis for data gathered during the ICESat L2A campaign. Future
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work could include repeating the analysis for ICESat data gathered during other laser
operations periods.

8.3.6 Extending the analysis to Antarctic sea ice
T he work presented in this thesis focused on applications o f ICESat data over the
Arctic Ocean. The analysis can how ever be extended to the Antarctic region for the
study o f sea ice in the Southern Ocean.

The sea ice regime in the marginal seas

surrounding Antarctica is different to that o f the Arctic Ocean.

There is a higher

percentage o f first year sea ice and little o f the sea ice formed during the winter
survives the summer m elt season. Precipitation in the region is also higher than in the
Arctic, so that snow loading on sea ice is m ore significant.

This can give rise to

flooded sea ice floes, where the snow/ice interface is below the water surface. The
algorithms described in this thesis for the retrieval o f SSH, and snow freeboard, from
ICESat data m ay need to be amended to take account o f the different ice regim e in the
Antarctic region.

Further work could also include combining sea surface height

derived from ENVISAT radar altim etry w ith ICESat elevation measurements to
retrieve estimates o f Antarctic sea ice freeboard.

Finally, the developm ent o f an updated M SS in the Southern Ocean offshore
A ntarctica would be useful to improve the existing marine geoid models o f the region.
Such a MSS could potentially com bine tim e-averaged laser and radar altimetric
estimates o f SSH, providing any biases betw een the satellite estimates were accounted
for.

An accurate geoid model could be useful for future studies o f ocean circulation

in the Southern Ocean.
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Appendix A: List of Acronyms
ACIA: Arctic Climate Impact A ssessm ent
AOGCM : Atmosphere-Ocean Global C lim ate Model
ArcGP: Arctic Gravity Project
CPOM : Centre for Polar Observation and M odelling
CRS: Collimated Reference Source
DOT: Dynamic Ocean Topography
GLAS: Geoscience Laser Altimeter System
GPS: Global Positioning System
GRACE: Gravity Recovery and Clim ate Experim ent
GSAS: GLAS Science Algorithm Software
GSFC: Goddard Space Flight Centre
ICESat: Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite
IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on C lim ate Change
ISIPS: ICESat-Science Investigator-led Processing System.
1ST: Instrument Star Tracker
ITRF: IERS Terrestrial Reference Fram e
LASER: Light Amplification by Stim ulated Em ission o f Radiation
LiDAR: Light distance and ranging
LRA: Laser Retroreflector A rray
LRS: Laser Reference Sensor
MOLA: M ars O rbiting Laser Altimeter
M D T: M ean dynam ic topography
MSS: Mean Sea Surface
OCCAM : Ocean Circulation and C lim ate Advanced Modelling
PAD: Precision Attitude D eterm ination
POD: Precision Orbit Determination
RADAR: Radio Detection and Ranging
RGPS: RADARS AT Geophysical Processor System
SHA: Surface Height Anomalies
SLA: Sea Level Anomalies
SMC: Scan M anoeuvre Calibrations
SSH: Sea Surface Height
SSM/I: Special Sensor M icrow ave/Im ager
SRES: Special Report on Em issions Scenarios
SRS: Stellar Reference System
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Appendix B: Deriving Thresholds for the
Discrimination of Leads from ICESat data
To identify GLAS echoes that originate over flat-water surfaces such as leads, we
derived a set o f criteria based on the characteristics o f the received (Rx) pulse.
Analysis o f a set o f five ICESat profiles o f elevation, reflectivity, and the parameters
describing pulse shape, in com bination with near-coincident MODIS (250 m
resolution) and AATSR (1 km resolution) imagery, allowed us to derive parameter
thresholds that indicate laser returns from flat, water surfaces.

The dates o f the

ICESat overpasses and the near-coincident imagery are presented in Table B .l. Using
the im agery we identified the location o f leads in the along-track profiles o f the
relevant ICESat parameters. Based on these profiles we were able to derive parameter
thresholds which were associated w ith leads within the ice pack. These results are
presented in Table B.2.
Track
#
1
2
3
4
5

ICESat Track

Image Type
13
13
09
07
01

MODIS
AATSR
MODIS
AATSR
RADARSAT

March
March
March
March
March

2003
2003
2003
2005
2004

Satellite Image

05:05
08:14
10:50
04:36
14:10

13
12
09
07
03

March 2003
March 2003
March 2003
March 2005
March 2004

00:05
22:01
21:55
08:14
12:58

Time Difference
(hours)
5
10
11
3.6
47

Table B.l Dates and times o f ICESat overpasses presented in Figures B .l to B.5 and the near
coincident satellite imagery.

The analysis o f satellite im ages and along-track ICESat profiles is presented in
Figures B .l to B.5.

Leads are identified with yellow numbers in the imagery, and

blue markings and numbers in the ICESat profiles. The derived parameter thresholds
are indicated with green lines.

N ote that the ICESat elevations presented here are

calculated with respect to the hybrid geoid (see Section 4.2.1.2).
T sar
#

Elevation (m)
(eiev)

1
2
3
4
5

- 0 .4 - - 0 .1
-0.1 - 0 .1
0 . 1 - 0 .1
0 . 2 - 0.0
0 .3 - 0 .1

Xcorrei_max
(Xcoml_mmx)
0 .9 7 5 0 .9 7 5 0 .9 7 5 0 .9 7 5 0 .9 7 6 -

0 .9 9 2
0 .9 9 0
0 .9 9 0
1 .0 0 0
1 .0 0 0

Reflectivity

Received pulse FWHM

( i_reffctUncorr)

(Rxjfwhm)

0 .2 5 - 0 .4 5
0 .1 3 - 0 .4 8
0 .2 5 - 0 .5 0
0 .1 5 - 0 .4 8
0 .1 6 - 0 .4 7

6 .5 - 8 .0
6 .8 - 8 .0
6 .5 - 8 3
5 .3 - 6 .0
6 .0 - 7 .0

FWHM deviation

Skewness deviation

(Rxjfwhm - Txjfwhm) (Rx_skew - T x sk e w )
0 .3 0 - 2 . 0 0
0 .7 5 - 1 . 7 0
0 .0 0 - 2 .0 0
-0 4 0 - 0 .5 0
-0 .4 0 - 0 .5 0

- 0 . 3 0 - 0 .3 0
-0 .2 5 - 0 .2 5
-0 .6 0 - 0 .2 0
-0 .3 0 - 0 .3 0
-0 .3 0 - 0 .4 5

Table B.2 ICESat parameter thresholds associated with leads in the near-coincident satellite
imagery.
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Figure B.l. Near-coincident MODIS and ICESat data acquired on 13th March 2003 (Track 1).
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Figure B.2. Near-coincident AATSR and ICESat data acquired on 13th March 2003 (Track 2).
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Figure B.4. Near-coincident AATSR and ICESat data acquired on 7th March 2004 (Track 4).
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